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I. INTRODUCTION 
 
A. Scene analysis: a complex task, surprisingly easy to perform, yet hard to 
study 
 
 Scene analysis, defined as the ability to extract relevant information from a complex 
environment, is a universal problem solved by all animals in their natural settings (Lewicki et al., 
2014). As easy as it may seem to us to discriminate an object from the background or from the 
surface it stands on, or to discern the voice of someone talking to us in the midst of the many 
sounds that arrive simultaneously at our ears, and as proficiently as many animals have been 
shown to perform these same tasks (Appeltants et al., 2005; Aubin and Jouventin, 2002a; Hill, 
1979; Schnitzler and Flieger, 1983; von der Emde, 2004), the underlying biological processes 
involved in scene analysis are very complex (Shamma et al., 2011) and their study has been a 
major challenge for scientists, especially on the neurophysiological and computational levels. 
 How the brain that continuously receives tremendous amounts of information from 
different sources and different perceptual channels manages to discriminate what is relevant from 
what is not, how it interprets this sensory information and makes sense of the external 
environment, and how this process results in behavioral responses that are adapted to the 
situation and context, are biological questions that represent an exciting challenge and many 
potential insights for scientists studying integrated processes, from behavior to brain. 
 The term 'scene analysis' was actually first used by researchers in computer vision and 
later extended to the study of visual perception in animals, investigating how the processing of 
surfaces, edges, colors or textures could lead to the representation of visual objects (Allen and 
Higham, 2013; Bregman, 1993). The notion of auditory scene analysis has later followed by 
analogy, and is defined as the process enabling animals (or computers) to segregate and 
categorize sounds amidst the multiple sources of noise in natural environments, in order to 
perceptually organize information about biologically relevant auditory objects (Moss and 
Surlykke, 2001); the processing of auditory scenes has been suggested to be a driving force in the 
evolution of vertebrate hearing (Fay and Popper, 2000). Studies in this field have resulted in the 
development of interesting conceptual and methodological approaches; for example, one 
prominent hypothesis is that auditory objects segregate into separate "streams" whenever they 
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activate well separated populations of neurons that are selective to particular attributes of these 
objects (Bregman and Campbell, 1971); this has been investigated with behavioral (MacDougall-
Shackleton et al., 1998), computational (McCabe and Denham, 1996) and neurophysiological 
approaches (Bee and Klump, 2004). Other studies highlighted the fact that auditory scene 
analysis results from a combination of the neural encoding of acoustic properties of sounds in 
the ascending auditory pathway ("bottom-up" processes) and higher-order influences such as 
selective attention, memory or context ("top-down" processes), and emphasized the importance 
of assessing the extent to which both effects play a role in the neural representation of auditory 
objects (Alain et al., 2001; Shamma and Micheyl, 2010; Snyder and Alain, 2007; Zekveld et al., 
2006). 
 However, a major limitation in current neurophysiological approaches is that they do not 
acknowledge or address the complexity of the problems that need to be solved (Lewicki et al., 
2014); in order to provide a thorough understanding of the mechanisms in play in complex 
natural settings, Lewicki et al. concluded that research should focus more on the real-life issues 
faced by animals in their natural environment, using stimuli and paradigms that reflect as much as 
possible the ecologically relevant stimuli and behaviors of the tested species. The work presented 
here has been conducted with that challenge in mind, using natural stimuli obtained from real-life 
environments. Given that birds are “acoustic specialists”, and that they have been used as models 
of investigation in bioacoustics research for decades, I chose to focus on auditory scene analysis 
in a bird species facing the constraint of communicating at long range. More specifically, I 
studied how information contained in the vocalizations is degraded through communication at 
long distance (manuscript 1), and how birds extract the information initially encoded in the 
signals in their degraded state (manuscripts 2 & 3). 
  
 In the next sections of this introduction I will first describe the process of vocal 
communication and the constraints imposed on the transmission chain by long distance 
propagation in natural environments. Next, I will focus on my model species, the zebra finch 
(Taeniopygia guttata), and explain why it was an ideal subject for investigating these questions. 
Finally, I will detail my research objectives and explain how I conducted this research, navigating 
between the Universities of Saint-Etienne (France) and Berkeley (USA). 
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B. The problem of communicating at a distance 
 
 1. Vocal communication: transmitting acoustic information  
 
 Communication is the fabric of animal sociality. It is the foundation on which 
relationships between mates, rivals, or offspring develop and population cohesion is maintained. 
Formalizing such a broad concept is not an easy task, and has been the subject of scientific 
debate; here I define communication by the transmission of information by a sender (or emitter) 
to a receiver that will use this information to make a decision about how it should respond 
(Bradbury and Vehrencamp, 1998). The vehicle bearing the information is called the signal, and it 
may inform the receiver about the sender's specific and individual identity ("individual 
signature"), sex, social group, age class or physical qualities; it can also inform about the sender's 
location, its motivation (such as in aggressive, territorial or courtship signals) and its emotional 
state like stress (Doucet, 2003; Duvall, 1979; Hauser, 1996; Kondo and Watanabe, 2009; 
Mathevon et al., 2010; Naguib, 1995; Perez et al., 2012).  
 The communication transmission chain is organized as follows. The emitter encodes 
information destined for the receiver(s) (Fig. 1). The signal then propagates through the 
transmission canal (air, water, soil...) and its information content is altered as a result of 
environmental constraints (Shannon and Weaver, 1949). The receiver detecting this modified 
signal extracts the information it contains, depending on its physiological abilities and the signal's 
degradation level, and responds accordingly to it. In the case of vocal communication the signal is 
a sound, which is an acoustic wave, i.e. a disturbance generated in an elastic medium such as air 
that propagates away from the source. Sounds can be characterized by their amplitude, usually 
measured in intensity (W/m2) or pressure (Pa), the frequency content of the wave (Hz) and the 
temporal dynamics of both parameters (Forrest, 1994). 
 Thus, two major constraints are at play in the communication process: the physiological 
abilities of both sender and receiver that regulate respectively the encoding and decoding of 
information, and the environmental constraints that systematically decrease the information 
content of the signal. For a given vocalization in a given species, these constraints determine the 
distance from the source (emitter) over which the signal can be perceived by potential receivers; 
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this has been termed the active space of a signal (Brenowitz, 1982). It is of fundamental 
importance in acoustic communication as it pertains to the biological relevance of propagated 
signals (Marler and Slabbekoorn, 2004). In the next paragraphs I will describe in greater detail the 
effects of propagation on acoustic signals, and the physiological and behavioral adaptations 
displayed by the emitters and receivers to counteract these deleterious effects. 
 
 
 
Fig.	  1:	  The	  chain	  of	   information	  transmission.	  A	  signal	  carrying	   information	   is	   transmitted	  from	  an	  
emitter	  to	  a	  receiver.	  The	  emitter	  encodes	  information	  in	  the	  signal,	  depending	  on	  its	  physiological	  
capacities.	   The	   signal	   transmits	   through	   the	   environment,	   and	   is	   systematically	   degraded	   due	   to	  
environmental	  constraints:	  the	  signal	  that	  is	  perceived	  by	  the	  receiver	  contains	  less	  information	  than	  
the	   initial	   signal.	   Depending	   on	   its	   physiological	   capacities,	   the	   receiver	   decodes	   this	   degraded	  
message	  and	  reacts	  accordingly.	  
 
 2. Sound propagation in the environment and signal degradation 
 
 Acoustic signals transmitted over large distances through the atmosphere degrade in 
amplitude, spectral and temporal structure as they propagate through the environment (Forrest, 
1994; Wiley and Richards, 1982). As sound waves radiate from the source, their energy will 
decrease with distance as a result of geometric spreading. In a completely homogeneous 
environment, this spherical loss accounts for a standard attenuation of sound pressure of 6 dB 
per doubling distance around the point source of the sound. Natural environments are not 
homogeneous however, which causes further degradation in the form of excess attenuation. This 
additional degradation can be caused by atmospheric absorption (that depends on temperature 
and humidity), by the scattering of sound waves as they propagate through heterogeneous media 
(reflection, diffraction and refraction of sound due to physical objects along the path or 
Emitted 
signal
Transmission canal
Received 
signal
Receiver
PROPAGATIONInformation
CODING
Information
DECODING
Environmental 
constraintsPhysiological
capacities
Emitter
Physiological
capacities
Decision/answer
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heterogeneities in the atmosphere such as turbulences) and by boundary interferences (e.g., 
interference between direct and reflected waves when communicating near the ground). The 
magnitude of these alterations is a function of the wavelength of the sound with higher 
frequencies suffering higher degradations (Forrest, 1994; Wiley and Richards, 1982).  
 In the context of biological communication systems, researchers have investigated if 
habitats are involved differently in propagation-induced sound degradation. A number of sound 
transmission experiments have confirmed this with the broadcast of pure tones and bird 
vocalizations through different environments (Cosens and Falls, 1984; Dabelsteen et al., 1993; 
Marten and Marler, 1977; Morton, 1975). Some generalities were drawn: scattering from 
vegetation causes reverberations in closed habitats (e.g., forest) and scattering from atmospheric 
turbulences is more important in open habitats (e.g., grassland). Corollary of this observation, 
transmission conditions are more stable in closed habitats than in open ones (Morton, 1975). 
While in all habitats lower frequencies (1-3 kHz) attenuate less than higher frequencies, open 
habitats are more subject to the attenuation of low frequencies, and the ground effect is more 
important (Cosens and Falls, 1984). 
 These experiments opened a new field of studies investigating to what extent the 
vocalizations from animals are adapted to the environment they live in. Morton (1975) 
formulated this as the "acoustic adaptation hypothesis", suggesting that the design of acoustic 
signals has evolved to maximize their transmission distance. Following his work, a number of 
studies have shown support of this idea that habitat acoustics play a role in shaping the natural 
acoustic signals (Blumstein and Turner, 2005; Boncoraglio and Saino, 2007; Brown and 
Handford, 2000; Ey and Fischer, 2009; Gish and Morton, 2010; Morton, 1975). The little 
greenbul (Andropadus virens), an African bird living in different types of habitats, is a good 
example of intra-species adaptation to ecological constraints: several features such as maximum 
and minimum frequency and song note rate showed habitat-dependent variation (Slabbekoorn, 
2004). Studying the acoustic characteristics of different habitats enabled inferences on the general 
acoustic structure of "ideal signals" depending on the habitat type. For example, for best 
resistance to degradation in an open environment, an ideal call should be short with a large 
bandwidth and have high frequency modulation rate (Ey and Fischer, 2009). Another 
preponderant parameter influencing the transmission of acoustic signals through the 
environment is the height of the sound source: the higher the source, the better the transmission 
(Dabelsteen et al., 1993; Mathevon et al., 2005). In temperate habitats, emitting height and sound 
frequency have been found to be more important than the habitat in determining how far the 
sound will carry (Marten and Marler, 1977). 
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 Finally, signal transmission may also be impaired by ambient environmental noise, which 
includes sounds generated by physical processes, such as wind or rain, and sound generated by 
biological organisms, such as other animals' acoustic signals. The level and the spectral and 
temporal characteristics of background noise are major determinants of the active space of a 
vocal signal (Klump, 1996). This masking effect can be measured by the signal-to-noise ratio 
(SNR), which is the relative energy of the signal to the background noise. To this term defined 
here in the strict sense, I propose and will use a broader level of meaning for the SNR, which 
takes into account not only the signal's amplitude relative to that of the background noise, but 
also the degradation of the sound's temporal and spectral structure due to propagation through 
the environment, as detailed above. In this inclusive definition, the SNR thus describes how 
much information is left in the signal at a given point. 
 
 3. How emitters and receivers adapt to adverse communication conditions 
 
 a. The emitter’s solutions: How to reach the wanted audience? 
 
 Physiological and behavioral adaptations of the emitters to adverse communication 
conditions have been the subject of numerous studies. Here I give a brief review of the different 
strategies developed at this end of the transmission chain. 
 
 Information coding. Studies on specific and individual identity encoded in vocalizations 
suggest that not only the acoustic features in the signal are adapted to transmission in the animal's 
environment, but that the actual coding of information in the signal is generally based on sound 
features resistant to propagation (Mathevon and Aubin, 1997), and in any case adapted to the 
biological requirements of the species in its environment. For example, in the white-browed 
warbler Basileuterus leucoblepharus, a territorial species living in the dense environment of the 
Brazilian tropical forest, species-specific information in the male song is encoded in a resistant 
acoustic feature that propagates at long distance, further than 100 m. Conversely, the individual 
signature degrades rapidly during propagation, restricting individual recognition to neighboring 
territorial males (Mathevon et al., 2008). For this territorial bird, knowing the identity of the 
neighboring birds is of critical importance in mediating the male's responses to a song emitted in 
the vicinity: the bird will not respond to a known song coming from the territory of a regular 
neighbor, but will fly towards the sound source if the song is perceived as being broadcasted by a 
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stranger. Outside the male's territory, the transmission of species-specific information in the song 
is useful to inform potential intruders of the presence of a conspecific, but the added information 
about individual identity is not strictly necessary. Thus, this communication system is well 
matched to the acoustic constraints of the rainforest and to the ecological requirements of the 
species. 
 Penguins are another example that remarkably illustrates the adaptation of information 
coding in the acoustic signals to the typical requirements of the species. The various species of 
the Spheniscidae span all levels of territoriality, from the completely non territorial emperor 
penguin Aptenodytes forsteri that walks around during brooding to the burrow-dwelling and fiercely 
territorial little blue penguin Eudyptula minor. As such, finding its mate during the breeding season 
is much easier for little blue penguins, that can refer to the topographical landmark of their 
burrow (Mouterde et al., 2012), than for the emperor penguin that has to recognize the voice of 
its partner among loud clatter occurring in the dense crowd of conspecifics (Aubin et al., 2000). 
Acoustic analyses comparing the intra versus inter-individual variability in calls in both species 
have shown that the vocal signature in the emperor penguins is 3 to 4 times more individualized 
than the signature of the little blue penguin. The same analysis over other penguin species have 
shown the existence of a linear relationship between the degree of individuality in the calls and 
the territoriality of the species (Jouventin, 1982), which accounts for the importance for penguins 
to rely on acoustic cues to recognize each other (Aubin et al., 2000). 
  
 Behavioral adaptations. Animals have been shown to adjust their vocalizations to 
compensate for changes in the background noise. For example, common marmosets Callithrix 
jacchus increase amplitude levels of their vocalizations in response to increased levels of noise 
(Brumm et al., 2004). This vocal adjustment, called the Lombard effect, has been shown in 
numerous species including the zebra finch Taeniopygia guttata (Cynx et al., 1998). Other examples 
for vocal adjustments, in the face of anthropogenic noise, include enhancing the frequencies that 
are not affected by the low-frequency noise (Wood et al., 2006) or increasing the duration of the 
vocalizations (Foote et al., 2004) This latter adaptation increases the temporal redundancy in the 
coding of information, and it has been experimentally demonstrated in king penguins (Aptenodytes 
patagonicus) that redundancy increases the probability of signal detection in a high background 
noise (Aubin and Jouventin, 2002b). As we have seen previously, sounds transmit better when 
emitted at a height. Animals have also been found to improve the transmission of their signals in 
this manner, such as in the blue-black grassquit Volatinia jacarina that vocalizes while leaping 
above the top of dense grass (Wilczynski et al., 1989) or in the wren Troglodytes troglodytes that flies 
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to a high song post to respond to the playback of an unfamiliar song (Mathevon and Aubin, 
1997). Animals also adapt to the temporal variations of background noise: bladder grasshoppers 
Bullacris membracioides emit stridulatory signals at night, when the transmission conditions are ideal 
(Van Staaden and Römer, 1997), and birds living in urban areas where ambient noise is high 
during the day have developed the same strategy (Fuller et al., 2007). Finally, research on the 
emitters' adaptations to atmospheric conditions has led to contradictory results: studies have 
suggested that birds and mammals could adapt to cyclical atmospheric conditions in their habitats 
by vocalizing preferably at dawn and evenings (Brown and Handford, 2002; Larom et al., 1997), 
but this hypothesis has been challenged (Dabelsteen and Mathevon, 2002); in any case, bat 
species have been shown to change their echolocation call structure across seasons, using longer 
duration, lower frequency calls in the higher absorption rainy season (Snell-Rood, 2012). 
 
 b. The receiver’s solutions: How to optimize the gained information? 
 
 While a few studies highlighted behavioral adaptations of receivers that increase the signal 
reception, physiological adaptations of receivers to the alteration of signals have been well 
studied in the auditory system; however, less is known about their actual information decoding 
process. 
 
 Behavioral adaptations. While we have seen above that the emitter's position played a role 
in how well the information was transmitted, receivers can also enhance signal reception by 
strategically choosing their listening post. For instance, the wren perches at a height in response 
to playback of propagation-degraded song (Holland et al., 2001; Mathevon and Aubin, 1997). 
Sound transmission experiments using vocalizations of blackcap birds (Sylvia atriacapilla) in forest 
habitat showed that the height of the receiver was more important than the height of the emitter 
in decreasing sound degradation (Mathevon et al., 2005): choosing high perches in a forest would 
improve communication on both sides of the transmission chain, with a greater effect on the 
receiver's side. It was even suggested that the main reason for choosing high singing posts in 
male blackbirds (Turdus merula) is to improve the singer's ability to hear responses to its song 
(Dabelsteen et al., 1993). King penguins have also been found to adjust their posture in a way 
that enhances the reliability of signal reception in the noisy colony (Lengagne et al., 1999). 
 
 Adaptations in the auditory system to background noise. All vertebrates have been shown to 
use peripheral frequency analysis (i.e., selective frequency tuning) to break down complex sounds 
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into their frequency components (Fay and Popper, 2000). This frequency filtering system can 
improve the SNR for the representation and detection of acoustic signals by reducing the 
masking interference from background noise when signal and noise are in different frequency 
channels. This is especially true for abiotic noise (such as wind) dominated by low frequencies 
that are often out of the frequency range of vocalizations (Fay and Popper, 2000; Klump, 1996). 
The minimum SNR that is necessary for the detection of a sound in background noise, called the 
critical masking ratio, was found to be the smallest in the spectral region which is biologically 
relevant for the species (Dooling, 1986; Lohr et al., 2003; Okanoya and Dooling, 1987). This 
intrinsic auditory filtering system may be further adjusted to the characteristics of background 
noise: in birds, neurophysiological recordings showed that neuronal filters in the auditory system 
could be sharpened to adapt to the spectrum of background noise (Nieder and Klump, 1999). 
Additionally, comparisons between auditory thresholds of urban and woodland bird populations 
showed differences depending on the frequency range of the tested signals, demonstrating the 
adaptation of the urban population to the particular noise conditions in an urban environment 
(Pohl et al., 2012). Other studies have linked the masked auditory detection threshold of the 
receivers to the environmental conditions (reviewed in Patricelli and Blickley, 2006).  
 Varying the sensitivity of the auditory system to the spectral content of the signal and 
background noise is not the only tool used by animals to enhance signal extraction: in ambient 
noise as well as in signals, energy across frequency regions is often coherently modulated in time, 
and animals have been found to exploit these non-random amplitude fluctuations to extract 
signals from the background noise. This process, called co-modulation masking release, has been 
shown in various species of birds and mammals (Branstetter and Finneran, 2008; Klump and 
Langemann, 1995; Pressnitzer et al., 2001; Verhey et al., 2003). 
 These various adaptations of the auditory system to the masking effect of noise can lead 
to high detection performances: for example, king penguin chicks are able to recognize a parental 
call even if its level is 6 dB below the level of background noise (Aubin and Jouventin, 1998).  
 
 Information decoding.  Receivers show great flexibility in decoding degraded information: 
for example, budgerigars (Melopsittacus undulatus) tolerate large spectral and temporal alterations in 
their discrimination of calls (Park and Dooling, 1986). This tolerance to signal alteration in vocal 
recognition has been shown in various species of mammals and birds (Charrier et al., 2003; 
Charrier et al., 2009; Vignal et al., 2008); it may be due to a high level of redundancy in the 
information coding at the level of the emitter, but also to an adapted decoding strategy on the 
receiver's side. Indeed, coping with degraded signals may lead to specific adaptations in which the 
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scope of perception is broader than the acoustic space of the emitted signals (as defined by the 
acoustic features of these signals): the received signals being more variable than the emitted 
signals after transmission in the environment, receivers would gain to not narrowly focus on the 
acoustic features of the clean signals (Brumm and Naguib, 2009). Such perceptual strategies were 
described in suboscine birds of the Amazonian forest (Luther and Wiley, 2009). Other strategies 
involve relying on acoustic features that are less likely to be degraded through propagation. For 
example, in the black-headed gull (Lurus ridibundus), amplitude modulation is not taken into 
consideration in the decoding process of distress calls; this appears well adapted to transmission 
at long-range since amplitude modulation is always subject to strong degradation (Brémond and 
Aubin, 1992). However, the study of perceptual plasticity at the receiver's level has been generally 
overlooked, comparatively to the extensive research that has been conducted on the vocal 
plasticity of emitters in the context of difficult communication conditions (Pohl et al., 2012; 
Slabbekoorn, 2013). On a related subject, one should note that signal degradation is not only an 
obstacle to animal communication, as receivers can use this degradation to locate the emitter and 
estimate the propagation distance (a process called "ranging"; Fotheringham, 1997; Holland, 
1998; Naguib, 1995).  
 The study of the information decoding process at the neural level has been the subject of 
more recent research. Neurophysiological studies in birds have described populations of neurons 
in the auditory system that could discriminate between songs and which responses were invariant 
to noise (Moore et al., 2013; Schneider and Woolley, 2013) or to intensity level (Billimoria et al., 
2008). Such neurons illustrate adaptations to certain aspects of auditory scene analysis at the 
neural level. 
 
 There is still a lot to discover about how animals process degraded information. More 
specifically, it is still unknown how songbirds deal with the impact of sound degradation due to 
long-distance propagation when performing individual vocal discrimination, at the behavioral and 
the neural levels. 
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C. Our model: the zebra finch Taeniopyg ia gut tata 
 
 1. Ecology and biology 
 
 Zebra finches (Fig. 2) are small gregarious songbirds from subarid regions of Australia. 
They live in large flocks in open grassy country with a scattering of trees and bushes and feed 
almost exclusively on grass seeds (Zann, 1996). Partners form strong pair bonds for life and both 
parents take care of their offspring. Because these birds are opportunistic breeders living in a very 
unpredictable environment (Zann, 1996), maintaining strong pair bonds between breeding events 
while living in large fission-fusion groups is of utmost importance. With the flock being 
constantly on the move for foraging, topographic landmarks may be scarce and partners do not 
have a fixed nest site to meet each other: using a solid vocal recognition system could avoid 
partners the cost of losing each other.  
 
 
 
Fig.	  2:	  Zebra	   finches	   in	  an	  aviary.	  Three	  males	  are	  on	  the	   left	  of	   the	  picture,	   recognizable	  by	   their	  
orange	  cheek	  patches;	  a	  female	  sits	  on	  the	  right.	  
 
 Zebra finches are therefore a species of choice to study vocal recognition between mates, 
from the analysis of their individual vocal signature to the neural substrate of vocal 
discrimination and recognition in the auditory cortex. They have been widely used in research for 
various biological questions such as the sensorimotor process in song learning (Bolhuis and 
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Gahr, 2006; Eales, 1985; Podos et al., 2009), sexual selection (Burley et al., 1996; Simons and 
Verhulst, 2011), acoustic communication (Ritschard and Brumm, 2012; Vignal et al., 2004a) or 
neural representation of sounds (Boumans et al., 2008; Menardy et al., 2012; Woolley et al., 2005). 
I will detail below how these last two areas of research have been a very useful basis for the work 
presented in this thesis. 
 
 2. Vocal repertoire and individual signature 
 
 Zebra finches are highly vocal and use different types of vocalizations to communicate; 
the best known and most studied vocalization is the song that had originally sparked interest in 
songbirds as a model system for studying vocal learning, since learning to produce song shows 
striking similarities to learning to produce speech in humans (Doupe and Kuhl, 1999). In the vast 
majority of songbirds from temperate regions only the males sing (Langmore, 1998), and they 
learn by listening to their father or a tutor. In zebra finches, males have a unique and stereotyped 
song composed of various syllables, which is used in the courtship context (Zann, 1996).  
 Among the other types of zebra finches' vocalizations, one of the most frequently heard 
is the distance call; this loud call is emitted by both sexes and is used in many situations where 
birds establish acoustic contact at a distance (Zann, 1996); as described by Richard Zann: "the 
distance call will prevent members of a pair getting lost in vegetation but it probably serves to 
help them locate each other in flocks, in which contact between mates may easily be lost, 
especially when alarmed" (Zann, 1984). The distance call is thus the perfect candidate to study 
the impact of the propagation-induced degradation of a vocalization on its information content, 
and investigate how the birds of both sexes manage to perform auditory scene analysis in difficult 
conditions. 
 The distance call of zebra finches is a complex sound, consisting of a harmonic series 
(i.e., harmonic bands that are multiples of a fundamental frequency) modulated in frequency as 
well as amplitude (Fig. 3). Distance calls differ between males and females (Vicario et al., 2001; 
Zann, 1984), the males’ fundamental frequency being higher than the females’ (typically 650-1000 
Hz versus 500-600 Hz) as well as usually being shorter and more frequency-modulated. This 
difference between sexes is also seen on the developmental stage: males learn parts of their call 
while the females do not (Forstmeier et al., 2009). It has been shown that the distance call bears 
an individual signature, and that zebra finches are capable of call-based individual recognition 
(Vignal et al., 2004a; Vignal et al., 2008; Zann, 1984). Observations of wild zebra finches in their 
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natural habitat support the hypothesis that distance calls allow long distance communication 
between individuals: the “active space” of these calls has been estimated based on naturalistic 
observations to be up to 100 meters by Zann (1996); similar conclusions were reached 
theoretically, using discrimination thresholds for masked signals in this species (Lohr et al., 2003). 
However, no experimental work has yet investigated the long-range transmission of distance call 
based individual signature. 
 
 
 
Fig.	   3:	   Spectrograms	   of	   a	   female	   (a)	   and	   male	   (b)	   zebra	   finch	   distance	   call.	   A	   spectrogram	  
represents	  the	  amplitude	  of	  the	  sound	  as	  a	  function	  of	  frequency	  and	  time	  (see	  methods).	  The	  color	  
scale	  is	  in	  relative	  dB	  as	  shown	  on	  the	  color	  bar	  with	  100	  dB	  corresponding	  to	  maximum	  amplitude	  
observed.	  
 
  Zebra finches thus offer an ideal opportunity for studying how male and female vocal 
signature is degraded when transmitting through the environment, and how these birds extract 
this information from degraded signals at the behavioral and neural levels, while working within 
realistic biological constraints faced by this species. 
 
 3. Processing of sounds and auditory scenes in the auditory cortex of zebra finches 
 
 In songbirds, auditory information from the sensory system ascends the auditory pathway 
through the midbrain, thalamus and into the auditory cortex, itself divided into a primary (field L 
complex) and a secondary region (caudal mesopallium or CM; caudomedial nidopallium or 
NCM) (Fig. 4). Along this ascending pathway, increasing selectivity for natural sounds has been 
shown (Theunissen et al., 2004). In particular, high selectivity for conspecific songs has been 
found in the field L, a region that is analogous to the primary auditory cortex of mammals (Grace 
et al., 2003; Hauber et al., 2007; Theunissen and Shaevitz, 2006), as well as in the CM (Grace et 
al., 2003; Hsu et al., 2004) and the NCM (Bailey et al., 2002; Ribeiro et al., 1998). Further studies 
suggested that hierarchical sensory processing occurs in the auditory cortex, with the secondary 
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auditory areas (CM and NCM) showing sensitivity to higher-order features such as behavioral 
significance of sounds, and playing a role in learned auditory discriminations (Chew et al., 1996; 
Pinaud and Terleph, 2008). Indeed, neural substrates for individual recognition in the auditory 
cortex were found in the medial CM (CMM; Gentner and Margoliash, 2003) and the NCM 
(Chew et al., 1996; Gentner, 2004). 
 
 
 
Fig.	   4:	   Auditory	   pathway	   in	   the	   songbird	   brain.	  Auditory	   sensory	   input	   from	   the	   hearing	   organ	   is	  
relayed	   to	   the	  hindbrain	   (CN,	   cochlear	  nucleus;	   LL,	   lateral	   lemniscus;	   SO,	   superior	  olivary	  nucleus),	  
followed	  by	  the	  midbrain	  (MLd,	  midbrain	  auditory	  nucleus)	  and	  the	  thalamus	  (Ov,	  ovoidalis),	  where	  it	  
projects	  to	  the	  primary	  auditory	  cortex,	  in	  field	  L2.	  The	  pathway	  continues	  to	  secondary	  field	  L	  zones	  
(L1,	   L3),	   then	   to	   the	   secondary	   auditory	   areas	   (CM,	   caudal	   mesopallium;	   NCM,	   caudal	   medial	  
nidopallium).	  HVC	  (high	  vocal	  center)	  and	  RA	  (robust	  nucleus	  of	  the	  arcopallium)	  are	  part	  of	  the	  vocal	  
pathway.	  
 
 Concerning auditory scene analysis per se, most published research to date has dealt with 
masked signals and noise or intensity levels, and studies in mammals (Rabinowitz et al., 2013) and 
songbirds (Vignal et al., 2004b) suggest an increased tolerance for noise (i.e., an increased 
adaptation to sound statistics resulting in better discrimination of natural sounds embedded in 
noise) as one ascends the auditory pathway. In songbirds, fMRI-based evidence suggested that 
the first area within the auditory system where the ability to discern a song from masking noise 
emerges is located in the NCM (Boumans et al., 2008). This finding was corroborated by two 
electrophysiology-based studies on zebra finches, the first one studying noise-invariant responses 
in the NCM using unfamiliar conspecific songs (Moore et al., 2013), and the second one 
describing a population of neurons in the same region that encoded previously learned individual 
songs embedded in background chorus noise (recordings in field L did not provide evidence for 
the existence of such neurons in this area; Schneider and Woolley, 2013). Finally, a study 
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describing a population of field L neurons able to discriminate between bird songs while being 
invariant to intensity showed that the neurons with a high degree of invariance also displayed a 
high discrimination performance (Billimoria et al., 2008). This ability would be an important 
factor of success in the task of discriminating between individuals at a distance in a natural 
environment. 
 
 While recognition of known individual songs and calls has been investigated in the 
songbird brain, as described above, studies have not directly examined the ability of neurons to 
discriminate individual identity in unfamiliar vocalizations, in other words, investigated individual 
vocal discrimination, rather than recognition, at the neural level. Moreover, prior studies 
involving discrimination of vocalizations used single exemplars of songs, and thus did not 
directly assess the discrimination of the individual signature in a group of communication calls. 
The use of calls rather than songs is also a far better choice for this study on propagation-induced 
degradation since distance calls are used for long distance communication while the directed song 
is only used in proximity to a female in zebra finches. Besides, compared to calls, songs contain 
an added layer of information, the syntax (i.e., the arrangement of syllables typical of each male 
or male lineage), which can also be used in songbirds to perform individual discrimination 
(Gentner, 2004). Disentangling to which extent the neural processing uses the fine spectro-
temporal features of the signal or its syntactic organization to characterize an individual's 
signature may therefore be challenging when using songs as stimuli. In this light, calls are good 
candidates for studying vocal discrimination between individuals, especially in difficult 
transmission conditions; they offer the additional advantage of being able to test vocalizations 
from both sexes. Finally, the study of the neural representation of auditory scenes, using stimuli 
combining all aspects of sound degradation in a natural environment, has yet to be published. 
 
 D. Research objectives 
 
 In this work, I have endeavored to bring my contribution to the study of how animals 
manage to communicate in complex auditory scenes. More specifically, I have studied how 
information encoded in vocalizations is altered through long distance propagation, and how the 
receivers extract and process this degraded information. I chose to focus on the individual 
identity encoded in vocal signals (the individual signature) and how the fine spectral and temporal 
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acoustical structure needed for this task (Charrier et al., 2003; Latinus et al., 2013; Mathevon et 
al., 2008) is encoded in the avian auditory system. 
 Using an animal model that fits the experimental requirements and most importantly has 
to deal with this issue in its real-life environment, I investigated this question on three levels: first, 
at the acoustical level, using an analytical approach; second, at the level of the organism, 
conducting behavioral tests; and third, at the neural level, performing electrophysiological 
experiments. With this transversal approach, I have ventured to study all three aspects of the 
transmission chain, from the sender's encoded message to the receiver's processing of the 
information, via the effects of environmental constraints on the signal's transmission (Fig. 5). 
Throughout the whole process, I used natural calls that had propagated in natural environments 
and, thus, where the reduction of the SNR was due to the combined effects of intensity decrease, 
sound degradation and ambient noise. Below I give a brief outline of the methods used in each 
section of my research study. 
 
 
 
Fig.	  5:	  Research	  objectives,	  and	  how	  they	  relate	  to	  the	   information	  transmission	  chain.	  The	  work	  
presented	   in	  manuscript	   1	   dealt	  with	   the	   coding	  of	   information	   about	   individual	   identity	   and	  how	  
this	   information	  was	  degraded	   through	  propagation.	   The	   studies	   presented	   in	  manuscript	   2	   and	  3	  
dealt	  with	  the	  information	  decoding	  by	  the	  receiver,	  either	  at	  the	  behavioral	  or	  the	  neural	  level.	  
 
 1. Acoustic analysis of the individual signature in propagated calls (manuscript 1) 
 
 Here I conducted sound transmission experiments and performed acoustic analyses to 
characterize and quantify the degradation of the individual signature of female and male zebra 
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finch distance calls during propagation. The aim of this descriptive analysis was firstly to 
determine the acoustical features that are the most informative about individual identity at 
different distances; secondly to test the discrimination performance of a set of "templates", which 
determined different levels prior information, in a theoretical framework for auditory processing; 
and thirdly to investigate the potential differences in the individual signature of female vs. male 
calls in the way they degrade with propagation. In this study, I also contributed to the 
development of a novel approach for classifying sounds by using a linear discriminant analysis 
that operated directly on a full and invertible spectrographic representation of the sounds. This 
data-driven approach was compared to the more traditional approaches that have been used by 
bio-acousticians, where a small number of specific acoustical parameters (e.g. mean frequency, 
duration) are chosen to analyze and discriminate sounds. 
 
 2. Behavioral experiments testing the discrimination and learning abilities of female zebra 
finches (manuscript 2) 
 
 In this study, I first explored the reliability of mate recognition by females at a range of 
propagation distances by assessing their preference for their mate's calls, using an operant choice 
apparatus. Then, to assess the role of experience and to further distinguish the discrimination 
process from the recognition process, I conducted forced-choice conditioning experiments and 
compared the results of two different protocols. In both protocols, the females were asked to 
discriminate between the propagated calls of two unfamiliar males. In the first protocol, the 
females learned to discriminate the calls of two males recorded at short range before being 
systematically challenged with the calls of the same males recorded at longer distances. In the 
second protocol, the females were challenged daily with a different pair of males and with a 
randomly selected propagation distance, and thus did not have the possibility to learn from their 
previous experience in the task. 
 
 3. Electrophysiological experiments examining the neural substrate for individual 
discrimination of degraded calls (manuscript 3) 
 
 Here I tested zebra finches' neurons on their ability to discriminate not simply individual 
calls but ensembles of call exemplars produced by the same individual, and ascertained whether 
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we could find neurons that could maintain their discrimination performance for this individual 
signature with increasingly degraded calls. My goals were to assess if such a capacity existed at the 
neuronal level, without prior familiarization or learning, and if so, to disentangle the effect on 
neural discrimination due to a decrease of SNR from effects due to sound intensity decreases. I 
also investigated the effect of sex on the between-voices discrimination performance, either at 
the level of the stimulus (male or female call) or at the level of the tested subject. To study these 
questions, I performed extracellular electrophysiological recordings on anesthetized zebra 
finches, using multi-channeled electrode arrays and taking distance calls with different levels of 
propagation-induced degradation as sound stimuli. 
 
 
 In the course of this research project I shared my time between the University of Saint-
Etienne, France, and the University of California Berkeley, USA. The sound transmission 
experiments and part of the behavioral tests were conducted in France, and the 
electrophysiological experiments and the other part of the behavioral tests were performed in 
California. 
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II. MATERIALS AND METHODS 
 
A. Animal subjects 
 
 1. Housing conditions 
 
 a. In the ENES laboratory (Saint-Etienne, France) 
 
 The subjects (n = 10 adult male-female pairs, used for manuscript 2) were raised in the 
ENES laboratory aviary and kept in a temperature-controlled room (between 23 and 25°C) on a 
14L/10D photoperiod with adapted wavelengths. Food (seed mix and egg mix) and water were 
given ad libitum, the birds had access to cuttlebones at all times and were supplemented once a 
week with fresh lettuce, and with vitamins if needed. Pairs were housed in separate cages (38 cm 
W x 24 cm D x 40 cm H) in the same room, having visual and vocal contact with each other. 
 
 b. In the Theunissen laboratory (Berkeley, California) 
 
 The subjects (n = 7 adult females for manuscript 2 and n = 8 adults, 4 males and 4 
females, for article 3) were raised in UC Berkeley’s animal facilities and kept in single-sex cages 
(56 cm W x 35 cm D x 40 cm H), having visual and vocal contact with all other birds in the 
colony. The room was temperature-controlled (between 22 and 24 °C) and on a 12L/12D 
photoperiod. Food (seed mix) and water were given ad libitum, with a supplementation of lettuce 
and egg mix once a week. 
 
 2. Isolation of the zebra finch mated pairs 
 
 These pairs were used in manuscript 2. Prior to the experiments, I observed the birds of 
the ENES lab colony, housed in a mixed-sex room of about 40 birds. I sat outside of the room, 
behind a two-way glass, so as to observe their undisturbed behavior, and could identify each bird 
with its colored leg bands. Nests and nesting material (hay, cotton) had been installed in the 
rooms so as to encourage reproductive behavior. I selected for my experiment pairs for which I 
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had seen repeated behaviors such as allopreening, nest building and guarding, and eggs 
incubation. I only chose partners that showed a strong and steady bond over the 2 to 3 weeks of 
observation. I isolated 20 pairs for the duration of the behavioral experiments. It is to be noted 
that due to various reasons (inability to record distance calls from the male, unexpected deaths, 
bird unable to perform the operant task), only 10 females from these 20 pairs were tested 
successfully, thus the number of 10 subjects given in manuscript 2. 
 One should note that the birds in both aviaries (ENES lab and Theunissen lab) were kept 
on different photoperiods, and I chose to keep them on the same day/night cycle during the 
experiments so as to avoid disturbing them. 
 
B. Distance calls recordings and sound transmission experiments 
 
 Creating the database of propagated calls was the cornerstone on which all experiments 
and acoustical analyses were conducted. Here I describe the recording of the 'clean' distances 
calls that were used to record the propagated calls, and the "fieldwork", a.k.a. the sound 
transmission experiments. 
 
 1. Recordings of distance calls 
 
 For my thesis work I used two different distance calls databases, both recorded using 
birds from the ENES colony. The first database was recorded by Julie E. Elie during her PhD 
using unpaired zebra finches, and was used for all three articles. I recorded the second database 
that was used for manuscript 2 using the mated pairs that I isolated as explained previously 
(II.A.2). The recording of the mated pairs database took place in two sound-proof rooms 
connected by a small soundproof corridor; the male and female of each pair were kept in two 
separate cages and placed on the furthest end of each room, 50 cm high from the ground, and 
about 4 m away from each other. The birds could hear but not see each other, so as to promote 
vocal interactions between the partners. Both birds were recorded using a microphone 
(Sennheiser MD-42) placed 0.2 m above the cage (Fig. 6) and connected to a Marantz 
Professional Solid state recorder (PMD 670; sampling frequency: 44100 Hz). Conditions of 
temperature, food and water availability were the same as in the aviary. For the behavioral 
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experiment described in manuscript 2, I isolated 10 distance calls from each male and 
normalized them by matching the maximum values of the sound pressure waveforms. These calls 
were used to create the "mated males" propagated calls database (see below). 
 
     Fig.	  6:	  Recording	  of	  distance	  calls. 
 
 The recording of the first database performed by Julie Elie took place in the same rooms, 
with the same equipment but using unpaired males and females. Each bird was recorded 
individually, in the presence of two females placed 3 m away and used as an audience to minimize 
stress. The recorded bird was stimulated with distance calls playbacks from previously recorded 
conspecific birds. From this database I retrieved 16 calls from 32 individuals (16 males and 16 
females), and these calls (256 total for each sex) were used to create the "unpaired birds" 
propagated calls database. The calls were normalized as explained above. 
 
 2. Sound transmission experiments 
 
 We recorded the propagated calls for the unpaired birds database on a flat field (Fig. 7) 
near Bellegarde-en-Forez (Loire, France) on the 3rd of October 2010 in the afternoon (cloudy 
weather; no wind; temperature = 11°C). The propagated calls for the mated males database were 
recorded on the 1st of March 2011 around noon, on the same field, (cloudy weather; wind < 5 
km/h, temperature = 10°C).  
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Fig.	  7:	  Recording	  of	  propagated	  distance	  calls.	  
 
 We followed the same procedure for both recordings, as follows. The complete calls 
database was broadcasted from a Marantz Professional Solid state recorder/player (PMD671) 
connected to a MegaVox speaker (PB-35W, Anchor Audio Inc.) placed 1.3 m high so as to avoid 
excessive ground reflection interference. The speaker volume was set to obtain a sound level of 
70 dB SPL at 1 m (Velleman Sound Level Meter DVM 1326) to match typical levels of the 
natural distance call in the zebra finch (Vignal et al., 2008). The sounds were recorded with a 
Schoeps microphone (MK4 cardioid, on a CMC6-U base) equipped with a Schoeps Basket-type 
Windscreen (W20) and set 1.3 m high. The microphone was connected to a second Marantz 
recorder/player (PMD671; sampling frequency: 44100 Hz). All the calls of each individual bird 
were dispatched along the audio sequence, in order to avoid any context effect (e.g. changes in 
the background noise). We recorded the calls sequence 1 m (for calibration), 2 m, 16 m, 64 m, 
128 m and 256 m away from the source, three to four times for each distance for the unpaired 
birds database, and 16 m, 64 m and 256 m away, twice for each distance, for the mated males 
database. 
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 3. Extraction and pre-processing of the propagated calls 
 
 The main idea in this pre-processing phase was to retrieve each individual call from the 
recorded sequences and assign it the right bird individual and call number. As identifying the 
degraded calls directly on the propagated sequences would be impossible to achieve with enough 
certainty and precision (especially at long distances), I used the original sequence (for which the 
bird and call numbers for each individual call were known) and cross-correlated the propagated 
recordings at each distance with the original sequence using a custom-made script on Matlab 
(Mathworks). I then cut the whole sequence files into unique distance calls files, named after the 
bird and call numbers, and the propagation distance.  
 Next, I compared the signals from the two to four recording sessions (depending on the 
database) for each call and at each propagation distance, by ear or by a visual assessment of 
spectrograms (using the Praat sound analysis software; Boersma, 2002)) when necessary, to select 
signals that hadn’t been impaired by an unexpected sharp noise that was not relevant to the 
propagation study (eg. birds calling in the vicinity, farm animals calls or human-related activity). 
  On R (The R Project for Statistical Computing; Team, 2005)), I then used the timer 
function from the Seewave package (Sueur et al., 2008) on the calls that had been cut from the 
original sequence to find the exact coordinates of the beginning and ending of each call in the 
audio files. As the files from all recorded calls had been cut identically after being cross-correlated 
to the original sequence, I ensured that these coordinates matched exactly the beginning and end 
of each call in the propagated audio files (Fig. 8). I then cut the sound files to the length of the 
longest call for males and females separately (longest call duration for mated males: 0.25 s, for 
unpaired males: 0.29 s, and for unpaired females: 0.44 s), and used the coordinates to ensure that 
each call was centered inside this window. 
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C. Analysis of propagated calls 
 
 There are different levels of sound analysis in this work. First, I will present various 
representations of acoustic signals that are useful for visualizing different spectral and temporal 
aspects of the sounds, and calculating parameters describing them. I will then explain the issues 
that I encountered in dealing with degraded signals to characterize in a systematic way the 
variously degraded vocalizations. Finally, I will detail the acoustic analysis that was conducted on 
the call database (manuscript 1). 
 
 1. Representations of an acoustic signal 
 
 a. Oscillogram 
 
 The oscillogram is the graphical representation of the sound wave that is closest to the 
physical phenomenon at the origin of a sound: the air pressure fluctuations are represented as a 
function of time (x-axis), and the rise and fall of pressure translates into the sound amplitude (y-
axis) (Fig. 9). While the oscillogram is useful to measure temporal variables such as the duration 
of a call, information about the spectral content of the call is not directly available in this 
representation. Thus, the oscillogram can be defined as a description of the sound in the "time 
domain". While a pure tone (characterized by a unique frequency) would be represented as a 
perfect sinusoid on the oscillogram, more complex sounds such as animal vocalizations consist of 
many frequency components that vary in magnitude (i.e., amplitude) and phase (relative timing of 
each frequency component). The oscillogram only shows the additive result of these frequency 
components. 
 
 b. Spectrogram 
 
 In a spectrogram (also called sonogram), the sound energy is plotted as a function of time 
(x-axis) and frequency (y-axis) (Fig. 9). This time-frequency representation can be obtained from 
the time-amplitude representation of the sound (i.e., the oscillogram) by calculating the Short-
Time-Fourier-Transform (STFT). I will not go into the mathematical details of this operation, 
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but in intuitive terms, the Fourier Transform (FT) breaks down the waveform into sinusoids of 
different frequencies, that is, breaks down the sound wave into a set of frequency components, 
characterizing their amplitude and relative phase. It is a beautiful thing indeed that a continuous 
waveform can be divided into a set of pure sine waves, and that re-combining these sine waves at 
their given amplitude and relative phase will reconstitute the original signal exactly as it was. On a 
more pragmatic note, the phase information is not explicitly shown on a spectrogram but it can 
be recovered in the spectrogram inversion.  
 In most sounds emitted by animals, frequency and amplitude vary over time. In order to 
describe these variations accurately, the STFT uses a fixed temporal window that slides down the 
signal's time dimension, obtaining a set of amplitudes as a function of frequency for each time 
window. The resolution of the spectrogram thus depends on the size of the temporal window: 
taking a large window would give precise information about all the frequency components (i.e., 
about the frequency domain) but little information about how the signal varies in time (i.e., about 
the time domain). Conversely, using a small window would precisely describe the time domain 
but would result in coarse frequency resolution. One can now understand that it is not possible 
to have high resolutions in the temporal and spectral domains at the same time; choosing the 
window size is therefore a tradeoff, and the choice depends on the type of signal that is analyzed 
and the purpose of the analysis. For the acoustic analysis of degraded sounds (manuscript 1) I 
chose the temporal window that gave the best results in terms of discrimination of individual 
identity (see Results): it was a Gaussian window (symmetric in the temporal and spectral 
domains) of 2.27 ms, corresponding to 70 Hz. 
 The spectrogram enables to visualize the spectro-temporal structure of an acoustic signal. 
The distance call of zebra finches (as most animal vocalizations) consists of a harmonic series 
(i.e., harmonic bands that are multiples of a fundamental frequency). In the spectrogram of a 
female call represented in Figure 9, the fundamental frequency is barely visible, and the harmonic 
bands with the most energy (as represented by redder colors in the color scale) are found 
between 2 and 4 kHz. 
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Fig.	  9.	  Three	  acoustic	  representations	  of	  the	  same	  female	  call.	  Top	  left,	  the	  oscillogram	  shows	  the	  
signal's	   amplitude	   as	   a	   function	   of	   time.	   Bottom	   left,	   the	   spectrogram	   is	   a	   representation	   of	   the	  
sound's	  energy	  as	  a	  function	  of	  time	  (x-­‐axis)	  and	  frequency	  (y-­‐axis).	  The	  color	  scale	  is	  in	  relative	  dB	  as	  
shown	  on	  the	  color	  bar.	  Bottom	  right,	  the	  power	  spectrum	  represents	  the	  power	  of	  the	  sound	  as	  a	  
function	  of	  frequency.	  Finally,	  harmonic	  structure	  of	  the	  call	  is	  shown	  on	  the	  top	  right	  of	  the	  figure,	  
using	  the	  spectrogram.	  	  
 
 c. Power spectrum 
 
 The power spectrum, or frequency spectrum, is the amplitude square (the power) of the 
sound represented as a function of frequency. It is a useful representation of the distribution of 
the sound energy over the frequency bandwidth of the sound. For calls showing a low frequency 
modulation over time (as is the case for the female call showed in Figure 9), peaks of energy 
corresponding to the most powerful harmonic bands are clearly visible on the power spectrum. 
 In my studies (manuscript 2), I have used the power spectra to quantify the similarity 
between sounds by calculating the correlation between the mean power spectra of two 
individuals. This basic spectral analysis served to assess the difficulty for subjects to discriminate 
between calls depending on their similarity. 
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 d. Modulation power spectrum 
 
 The modulation power spectrum (MPS) is a second-order representation derived from 
the spectrogram, which enables to visualize and quantify the joint spectro-temporal modulations 
of calls. It has been developed by Singh and Theunissen (2003), and the mathematical 
calculations for the joint second order statistics of the amplitude envelopes along the temporal 
and spectral dimensions are presented in their paper. Here I will explain how to 'read' a MPS, as 
this representation, while being useful to visualize higher-order structures in a signal, is not very 
intuitive. As shown on Figure 10, temporal modulations are shown on the x-axis and characterize 
the power in the temporal amplitude envelope as a function of temporal frequencies (in Hz). For 
example, signals that contain fast changes in their amplitude envelope (such as a quick onset) are 
characterized by power at the higher temporal modulation frequencies. The spectral modulations 
are shown on the y-axis and characterize the power in the spectral envelope in terms of spectral 
frequencies (in cycles per kHz). For example in the female call, the fundamental frequency is 
around 500 Hz, which corresponds to 2 cycles per kHz; the pitch being steady, this shows on the 
MPS as a very visible area of energy on the y-axis at 2 cyc/kHz. Energy at lower values on the y-
axis indicate lower spectral modulation patterns, such as differential energy in odds vs. even 
harmonics (for a fundamental frequency at 500 Hz, enhancing every second harmonic represents 
a spectral modulation at 1 cycle per kHz), or formants created through vocal tract filtering. In the 
male call, the higher fundamental frequency yields a lower spectral modulation rate, and the 
unsteadiness of the pitch due to the important frequency modulation shows in the 'smeared' 
energy area around the pitch zone. Background noise, which produces incoherent modulations in 
the spectral and temporal domains, is shown around the zero values of both axes. 
 Any point away from these axes represents joint spectro-temporal modulations such as 
upsweeps (in the area with negative temporal modulation) or downsweeps (in the area with 
positive temporal modulation). On the examples shown in Figure 10, the upsweep and 
downsweep patterns at the beginning and end of the female calls are shown through a spread of 
energy at 2 cyc/kHz along the horizontal dimension. For the male call, the important downsweep 
component is clearly represented in the energy area found at high temporal modulation rates, 
compared to the less prominent upsweep component at the beginning of the call. 
 
!
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 2. Choice of the parameters used for the acoustic analysis 
 
 When studying 'clean' signals, recorded in laboratory conditions for example, it is possible 
to measure very precise characteristics of vocalizations, such as the signal's duration or 
parameters closely describing the fundamental frequency and its variations in time (Vignal et al., 
2008). However, in propagated calls, the calculation of such parameters with reasonable precision 
is made impossible because of the sound degradation: the fundamental frequency usually 
disappears in the background noise (Fig. 8), and the low resolution of the temporal characteristics 
of the signal renders the calculation of even basic measurements, such as the call's duration, 
difficult. 
 In order to circumvent these issues, and to be able to calculate acoustic parameters in a 
systematic way, regardless of propagation distance, I first used a set of parameters that did not 
rely on such precise measurements but rather separately described the amplitude in the spectral 
domain (using the spectral envelope) and in the temporal domain (using the temporal envelope). 
Each envelope was converted to a density function on which five parameters were calculated 
(Fig. 11):  the mean, standard deviation, skewness (a measure of the asymmetry of the envelopes 
shape), kurtosis (a measure of the peakedness in the shape of the envelopes) and entropy (which 
captured the overall variability in the envelopes; see Results). I also calculated a second set of 
parameters taking into account the entire spectrogram of the calls (Fig. 11). Because of the high 
dimensionality of such a representation, I used a Principal Component Analysis (PCA) to reduce 
!
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the dimensionality to a manageable set of parameters (the principal components) that described 
the variability in the calls. This second set of parameters took into account joint spectro-temporal 
modulations in the signals, which proved very useful in the statistical analysis that followed. 
Finally, in order to calculate these parameters using the same time frame for all calls, I set the 
temporal window to the length of the longest call (separately for each sex), and centered all the 
calls inside this window. 
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 3. Discriminant function analysis 
 
 To test for the presence of an acoustic signature in the propagated calls (manuscript 1) I 
used a multivariate method, the cross-validated discriminant function analysis (DFA), taking into 
account a set of parameters describing the calls at various distances, as explained above. The 
DFA finds the linear combinations of the parameters that maximally separate the data points (the 
calls) that belong to different categories (the bird identities), that is, clusters the calls of each 
individual so that overlap between individuals is minimal. For each DF, the value for each 
parameter is multiplied by a weighting coefficient (the array of these coefficient corresponding to 
each parameter is called an eigen vector). Each DF is also assigned a coefficient (the eigen value) 
that accounts for the amount of variability in the data that is explained by the DF. The set of 
significant DFs define a Euclidian subspace where the calls can be projected, and distances 
between calls can be calculated.  
 The cross-validation consists of first calculating a set of discriminant functions using a 
fitting dataset (Fig. 12), and then testing these functions on a validating dataset (non-overlapping 
with the fitting dataset) by assessing the number of calls that have been correctly classified for 
each individual and calculating a percentage of correct classification. In the example shown on 
!
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Figure 12, for each individual, all calls but one are used to calculate the DFs in the fitting dataset. 
The remaining call is used as part of the validating dataset to test for its classification as belonging 
to the correct individual: each call from this validating dataset is projected on the Euclidian 
subspace defined by the DFs, and its distance to the clusters of calls pertaining to each individual 
is calculated. The cluster yielding the smallest distance designates the individual to which the call 
is attributed. This process is repeated a number of times, randomly selecting fitting and validating 
datasets, and the classification results are incremented in a confusion matrix representing the 
joint probabilities of the predicted vs. actual individuals. A percentage of correct classification can 
be calculated from this matrix, as a measure of discrimination performance. 
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D. Behavioral tests 
 
 In the behavioral experiments testing the discrimination abilities of female zebra finches 
presented in manuscript 2, I used two different operant conditioning setups: first, I tested 
females in a preference test where their choice was unconstrained; and second, I used a forced-
choice discrimination task for which the call yielding the reward was imposed. While the first 
experiment tested females in the context of mate recognition, the second test was aimed at 
investigating the limits of their discrimination abilities. 
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 1. Preference test 
 
 In this experiment I tested the preference of isolated females (n = 10) for hearing the call 
of their mate compared to the call of a familiar male, both calls being propagated at the same 
distance. The setup consisted of an experimental cage with a central body (30 cm W x 34 cm D x 
34 cm H) where food and water were available ad libitum and that contained a single perch (Fig. 
13). On each side of the cage, an opening (10 cm W x 10 cm H) led to a side arm (20 cm W x 10 
cm D x 26 cm H) containing a perch and was equipped with infrared sensors that monitored 
when the bird entered the arm. I used a custom-made software to monitor the subject’s activity 
on the perches and trigger playbacks as follows: a hop on a side perch broke the infrared beam 
and triggered the playback of a call from a loudspeaker (Bravo Allroom, Audio Pro, Sweden) 
placed 20 cm away from the same side arm. Depending on the side arm, this call was randomly 
selected either from the 10 calls available for the tested female’s mate or from the 10 calls of a 
familiar male. Sound stimuli were broadcasted by either of the two loudspeakers connected to an 
amplifier (Yamaha Natural Sound Stereo Amplifier, AX-396, Hamamatsu, Shizuoka, Japan) and a 
laptop. I calibrated the intensity of the sound stimuli by setting it at 70 dB SPL for the sounds 
recorded at 1 m (typical level of a natural distance call) and used that gain setting for all 
playbacks, ensuring that signals propagated at further distances were emitted at the lower 
intensity level that matched the amplitude loss due to natural propagation. Each subject was 
housed alone in the experimental cage, which was placed in a sound attenuation chamber 
(internal dimensions: 1.8 m W x 1.4 m D x 2.2 m H; Silence-Box, Tip-Top Wood, Saint-Etienne, 
France).  
 Each female zebra finch was subjected to 3 trials, with calls recorded at 16 m, 64 m and 
256 m, in random order. Each trial consisted in two sessions and started with a habituation 
period, enabling the subject to get used to the setup and learn which side arm was associated with 
which individual’s calls (Mate or familiar male). I put the subject inside the cage on Day 1 at 
1800h, and placed small food dispensers on each side arm, to encourage the subject to explore 
the arms and hop on the side perches; at that time however, the amplifier was turned off so that 
no call could be heard from the speakers. On Day 2, the amplifier was turned on and the subject 
could hear the playback when hopping on either side perch, the mate’s calls (Mate) being 
triggered on one side (e.g., left side) and the familiar male’s calls (Non-Mate) on the opposite 
side. At 1030h on the same day, I entered the chamber, removed the food trays on either side 
arms and placed a larger food dispenser in the middle of the front pane in the central part of the 
cage (Fig. 13). After letting the bird settle down for 30 min after my intrusion, the data collection 
!
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of the subject’s activity on each side perch started at 1100h, the side assignment for the mate and 
familiar male’s calls being unchanged (session 1). At 1400h on Day 3, the side assigned for each 
male’s calls was swapped (e.g., mate’s calls now on the right side), and the second session started, 
so as to balance the experiment and control for possible side preferences of the subject. The 
amplifier was turned off during night time (from 2200h to 0800h), so that the subject could not 
hear any playback when hopping on the side perches. The trial was ended at 1700h on Day 4, 
which insured that the subject’s activity was recorded during the same amount of time (17 h) for 
each Mate/Non-Mate side assignment. Using the perching events on the side arms, I then 
analyzed the data to assess if the side assignment for the mate and the distance had an influence 
on the females' choice to perch on either side arm (see manuscript 2). 
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 2. Discrimination task 
 
 The purpose of this experiment was to further investigate the ability of females to 
discriminate between two degraded vocal signatures, without relying on the female's preference 
for her mate as an indication that discrimination occurred. Using a pecking key apparatus and a 
forced choice operant procedure, I tested fasted females to discriminate a rewarded stimulus 
from an unrewarded stimulus, the reward being access to food for 10 s. The subjects could 
trigger the playback of calls at will by pecking on a key. At any time they could choose to attend 
the full duration of the stimulus or peck again to interrupt the current stimulus and trigger the 
next one. The access to the feeder was only permitted when the bird chose to fully attend to the 
!
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rewarded (Re) stimuli. The discrimination task apparatus consisted of a modular test chamber 
(interior dimensions 31 cm x 24 cm x 29 cm; Med Associates Inc, St. Albans, VT, USA) placed in 
a soundproof booth (Acoustic Systems, MSR West, Louisville, CO, USA; interior dimensions 76 
cm x 61 cm x 49 cm). The experimental panel consisted of a pecking key placed 20.5 cm high 
from the floor and accessible through a wooden perch (Fig. 14). Below, a feeder containing seeds 
could be made accessible or not to the subject, depending on its appropriate response to the 
playback. Each acoustic stimulus used for the playback consisted of a sequence of 6 distance calls 
randomly selected from the 16 available calls of the same male individual for the same distance in 
the "unpaired birds" propagated calls database, and randomly distributed within a 6 s window. 
Acoustic stimuli were broadcasted by a computer connected to an amplifier (Technics, 
Matsushita Electronics SA-EX140, Osaka, Japan) and a loudspeaker (Bose model 141, 
Framingham, MA, USA) placed 20 cm from the test chamber (sound level calibrated as in the 
preference test to match the natural intensity levels at each propagation distance). The computer 
was also connected to the test chamber apparatus to record pecking events, play sounds and 
activate the feeder in real-time with a single customized program written in Matlab©. 
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 The conditioning procedure consisted of 4 tests conducted for 4 consecutive days. One 
test consisted of three 30 min trials separated by two 90 min-long rest periods. The pecking key’s 
light was used to distinguish the trial period (pecking light on) from the rest period (pecking light 
off). The 30 min countdown for each trial started when the subject pecked the key for the first 
time. When pecking the key during a trial (Fig. 15), the female triggered the playback of calls from 
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either of two males used as stimuli: the Re male (with a probability of 0.2) or the NoRe male 
(with a probability of 0.8). She could then go to the feeder and wait until the end of the 6 s 
playback to get a reward for the Re stimuli, or interrupt it by pecking again to trigger a new 
stimulus. Because the time windows for pecking (the three 30 minutes trials) were limited and 
most stimuli were NoRe, the subjects were motivated to interrupt the NoRe stimuli until they 
obtained a Re stimulus, at which point waiting until the end of the playback would ensure them 
access to seeds for 10 s. Interrupting the playback of a Re stimulus eliminated the possibility of 
reward following this playback. The subjects were thus tested on their ability to interrupt the Non 
Rewarded (NoRe) stimuli and refrain from interrupting the Rewarded (Re) stimuli, this behavior 
ensuring them a greater access to food. 
 To motivate the subjects to use the pecking key for food reward, I fasted them 20 hours 
prior to the beginning of the experiment and maintained them in a fasted state (85-90% of their 
free feeding weight) for the whole experiment by only giving them 1.5 g of seeds per individual 
after each daily test. Every day, I monitored the subjects' weight before starting the test. As 
approved by the Animal Care and Use Committee of UC Berkeley, the criterion for interrupting 
the fast was a loss of weight superior to 15% of the initial weight recorded before the fasting 
started. No bird was taken out of the procedure following this criterion. 
 
 
 
Fig.	   15:	   Experimental	   protocol	   for	   the	   discrimination	   task.	   Straight	   black	   arrows	   represent	   the	  
playback	  options	  resulting	   from	  a	  peck	  on	  the	  key	   (with	   the	  probability	   for	   the	  occurrence	  of	  each	  
option),	  and	  curved	  arrows	  represent	  the	  behavioral	  options	  for	  the	  subjects	  on	  hearing	  the	  playback	  
('correct	  answers'	  in	  green,	  'wrong	  answers'	  in	  red).	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 Prior to the experiments, the subjects were shaped when they first started using the setup. 
The 7 females that I used for the experiment presented in manuscript 2 had already been shaped 
by Julie Elie. She had also tested them in discrimination tasks, using stimuli that were different 
from the ones I used, and non-propagated. This shaping lasted for two days. On the first day the 
bird would acclimate to the test chamber, find the feeder and get access to seeds; then, the bird 
ran a long trial (1 to 3 hours) where it learned that pecking the key triggered a vocalization, and 
that one of the two vocalizations was followed by a timed access to food. The stimuli used for 
the shaping were two 6 s sequences of songs recorded from 2 different males in the colony. To 
make it easier for the subject to learn, the probability to get a Re stimulus when pecking was set 
between 0.5 and 0.9, depending on the subject's motivation. On the second day, 3 regular trials 
were conducted with a probability of triggering the Re stimulus of 0.2 (as in the experimental 
test) and the subject learned to interrupt the stimuli. A female was considered ready to run 
experiments when it interrupted at least 20% of the NoRe stimuli and the difference in 
percentage of interruption between the Re and NoRe stimuli was at least 20%. 
 For every subject that I used, the experiment started on Day 0 with a shaping test, using 
the same song stimuli used to train them to use the apparatus. This ensured that for every 
subject, who had last used the apparatus at different times prior to this experiment, the last 
experience they had with the setup before the actual test was the same. 
 
E. Electrophysiology experiments 
 
 Each bird used as subject in the electrophysiological recordings underwent two surgeries, 
the first one to localize the auditory areas and prepare the bird for the recording day, and the 
second one on the recording day to place the electrode array in the brain. The 
electrophysiological recording in itself lasted for 7 to 10 hrs. The bird was then euthanized, and 
its brain was processed to histological purposes. 
 
 1. Animal procedures 
 
 For each of the 8 birds tested in manuscript 3, the protocol was conducted as follows. 
Two days before the neurophysiological recording, I anesthetized the subject with isoflurane (2 
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L/min for the inducement, then 0.9 L/min after stabilization) for the preparatory surgery. The 
aim of this surgery was to mark the emplacement of the auditory area (including CM, field L and 
NCM) on the skull and adhere a steel post on the subject's head that would be used during the 
electrophysiological recording to hold its head stationary. It consisted of the following steps: 
removing a small region of skin on the top of the skull after having immobilized the bird on a 
stereotaxic apparatus, using ear bars and a beak holder; removing a 1 mm by 2.5 mm rectangle of 
the top layer of the skull around the auditory area zone; marking the reference for the most 
caudal and medial electrode (0.25 mm lateral and 0.25 mm rostral from the midsagittal y-sinus) 
with China ink to guide the electrode array penetration during the recording surgery; and finally, 
gluing a stainless steel post onto the skull with dental cement, cranially from the opening in the 
skull. Depending on the subject, this opening was either made on the left or right hemisphere, or 
both. After the surgery, the subject was allowed to recover for 2 days before undergoing the 
recording surgery that preceded the electrophysiological recording. The main reason for 
performing this preparatory surgery on a separate day from the actual recording was due to the 
fact that the most precise way of localizing the auditory zone from the y-sinus reference (Fig. 16) 
was to hold the head of the bird in a precise and standardized position, using a beak holder and 
ear bars. However, obstructing the bird's ears is not advisable when recording responses to 
auditory stimuli, which is why the stainless steel post was fixed on the bird's skull in order to hold 
its heard while keeping its ears free during the recording. 
 On the recording day, I fasted the bird for 1 h then anesthetized it with three 
intramuscular injections of 20% urethane (30, 25 and 20 µL) administered at 0.5 h intervals. The 
bird was then placed in the stereotax apparatus and its head immobilized by attaching the steel 
post to the stereotax frame. I removed the lower layer of the skull and dura mater in the rectangle 
opening that I had made previously, and using a microdrive I lowered into the brain an 
extracellular 16-channel electrode array (Omn1010, Tucker-David Technologies Inc., Alachua, 
FL, USA), consisting of 2 rows of 8 electrodes (width 0.5 mm, length 2 mm, distance between 
two electrodes within one row: 250 µm; distance between rows: 500 µm) (Fig. 16). Each 
electrode had previously been coated with DiI stain (Invitrogen, Eugene, Oregon, USA) so as to 
facilitate the electrodes localization in the brain during the histological analysis. 
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Fig.	  16:	  Electrode	  penetration	  area	  in	  the	  brain	  for	  an	  electrophysiological	  recording	  in	  the	  auditory	  
area.	   I	   recorded	   neurons	   in	   right	   hemisphere	   (as	   shown	   on	   the	   figure),	   left	   hemisphere,	   or	   both,	  
depending	  on	  the	  subject.	  A	  picture	  of	  a	  multi-­‐electrode	  array	  is	  shown	  on	  the	  right.	  
 
 2. Electrophysiology recordings 
 
 For the recording, I placed the bird and stereotax in a double-walled anechoic chamber 
(Acoustic Systems, MSR West, Louisville, CO, USA) where a loudspeaker (Blaupunkt T-line, 
Berlin, Germany) was used to broadcast the stimuli. The volume of the loudspeaker was set to 
deliver zebra finch calls at 70 dB SPL (Digital Sound Level Meter, RadioShack, weighting type B) 
and was placed 20 cm in front of the subject's head. Using a microdrive, I then slowly lowered 
the electrode array further into the brain, down to 1-1.1 mm from the surface, and broadcasted a 
set of "search sounds" to the bird to test if the electrode array was recording neurons in an 
auditory area. These sounds were varied in their type (songs, calls, white noise) and were different 
from the stimuli used for the actual experiment. Using an integrated system from Tucker-Davis 
Technologies (TDT) recording extracellular voltages recorded for each electrode, I could hear 
and see the firing spikes, and visualize their waveforms. When the electrode array was deep 
enough to record auditory responses, I started the recording at this site. For each site, calls from 
one sex only were broadcasted, propagated at all distances (2, 16, 64, 128 and 256 m). The inter-
stimulus interval was uniformly distributed between 1 to 3 s to prevent any rhythmic pattern that 
could potentially entrain the neurons or generate expectations. The presentation of all the stimuli 
was repeated 8 times and for each of these 8 trials the order of stimulus presentation was 
randomized. In this manner, any stimulus dependent adaption was avoided. When the recording 
was done for the site I pushed the electrode array further, at least 100 µm lower from the 
previous site, and proceeded to record a new set of stimuli at this new site. 
 
y-sinus
rostral
left
  hemisphere
right
hemisphere
Zebra finch brain 
penetration point of each electrode 
of the 16-channel multielectrode arraycerebellum
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 3. Histological procedures 
 
 When all sites were recorded, I euthanized the bird by overdosing it with isoflurane and 
perfused it transcardially with phosphate buffered saline (PBS, Sigma Chemical co., St Louis, 
MO, USA), followed by 4% formaldehyde. I then removed the brain from the skull and sunk it in 
4% formaldehyde, followed by 30% sucrose, before freezing it using liquid nitrogen. Next, I 
sliced the brain, frontally or parasagitally, in 20-µm-thick sections using a freezing microtome. I 
stained alternating brain sections with either cresyl violet or DAPI nucleic acid stain, in order to 
visualize the histological tissues (on the cresyl violet stained sections) as well as the electrode 
tracks (on the DAPI stained sections, with the DiI stain marking each electrode emplacement) 
across the brain sections. These observations were made using a Zeiss AxioImager M2 
fluoresence microscope fitted with a camera (Retiga 1350 EX, QImaging). 
 Localization of the electrodes was a difficult process that involved measuring the distance 
from the entry of the electrodes to their deepest point and comparing it to the depth of the last 
recording site as shown on the microdrive used during the recording; recording site localization 
could then be achieved from the coordinates of each site obtained from the microdrive. Using 
well-known landmarks such as the lamina mesopallialis (LaM; known in the old nomenclature as 
hyperstrial lamina or LH) and the dorsal lamina pallio-subpallialis (LPS; previously called the 
medullary lamina or LMD) and differences in cell density as described in literature (Fortune and 
Margoliash, 1992), I then assigned recording sites to either CM (lateral: CLM, or medial: CMM), 
NCM, thalamo-recipient subdivision L2b or subregions L1 or L of the field L complex. I could 
not achieve further distinctions in the field L complex (L2a and L3) with enough certainty to 
assign recording sites as such, and these sites found in undefined areas were labeled Lx. 
Following guidelines found in literature (Vates et al., 1996), I chose to approximate the limit 
between CMM and CLM as being 800 µm away from the midline. I found this histological 
analysis very complex, owing to the fact that inferring 3-D representation on 2-D sections that 
were not always easily interpretable (due to folded or ripped tissue sections for example) was a 
difficult exercise, and that achieving a reasonable level of certainty in the site assignment was not 
always possible. The results for the histological analysis presented in manuscript 3 are still 
preliminary at this stage, as I was able to localize only a small number of neurons. 
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 4. Representation of neural responses 
 
 Neurons respond to stimuli that they are sensitive to by firing spikes, which are action 
potentials. These electrical impulses are essentially identical to one another (i.e., same amplitude 
and same width) for the same neuron. Thus, at the level of the single neuron, the coding of 
information will be a matter of how many spikes are emitted in response to a stimulus as well as 
their time-of-arrival; this action potential sequence as a function of time is called a spike train, 
and is a useful representation to visualize the temporal pattern of spike firing in response to a 
stimulus (Fig. 17). Another well-used representation is the peri-stimulus time histogram (PSTH), 
in which spike trains of all trials for the same stimulus are superimposed in time and used to 
construct a histogram (Fig. 17). 
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Question 
 
 
How is the individual signature of zebra finches' calls degraded by propagation? 
 
 
Methods 
 
 Sound transmission experiments 
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How does the individual signature of zebra finch calls transmit  
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and Nicolas Mathevon 
 
 
Abstract 
Background: Assessing the active space of the various types of information encoded by 
songbirds’ vocalizations is important to address questions related to species ecology (e.g. 
spacing of individuals), as well as social behavior (e.g. territorial and/or mating strategies). 
Up to now, most of the previous studies have investigated the degradation of species-specific 
related information (species identity), and there is a gap of knowledge of how finer-grained 
information (e.g. individual identity) can transmit through the environment. Here we studied 
how the individual signature coded in zebra finch long distance contact call degrades with 
propagation.  
Methodology: We performed sound transmission experiments of zebra finches’ distance 
calls at various propagation distances. The propagated calls were analyzed using discriminant 
function analyses on a set of analytical parameters describing separately the spectral and 
temporal envelopes, as well as on a complete spectrographic representation of the signals.  
 Results/Conclusion: We found that individual signature is remarkably resistant to 
propagation as caller identity can be recovered even at distances greater than a hundred 
meters. Male calls show stronger discriminability at long distances than female calls, and this 
difference can be explained by the more pronounced frequency modulation found in their 
calls. In both sexes, individual information is carried redundantly using multiple acoustical 
features. Interestingly, features providing the highest discrimination at short distances are not 
the same ones that provide the highest discrimination at long distances. 
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Introduction 
Birds’ acoustic signals transmitted over large distances degrade in amplitude and in 
spectral and temporal structure as they propagate through the environment [1], [2]. These 
propagation-induced degradations reduce the active space of the signal, i.e. the distance from 
the emitter over which the information can be decoded by a receiver [3–6]. One of the 
challenges in songbird vocal communication is to investigate this acoustic active space, and 
more specifically to understand how degradation affects the message emitted by the sender as 
well as the response of the receiver(s). 
 Among various pieces of information that birds’ vocalizations can potentially encode, 
cues about individual identity (individual signature) are particularly important. Indeed, 
individual recognition plays a fundamental role in male/female communication in the contexts 
of courtship behaviors and pair bond maintenance (especially in monogamous species) [7–9], 
as well as for territorial birds that need to recognize the vocalizations of strangers from 
neighbors in order to react accordingly [10], [11]. Moreover, individual recognition between 
parent and offspring is critical for breeding success, especially for colonial species that do not 
use fixed nest sites [12], [13]. The preservation of individual signature in propagated sounds 
raises an interesting question as it appears that individuality requires fine temporal and 
spectral information that may be highly susceptible to propagation-induced degradation [14].  
To our knowledge however, only two studies providing an acoustic analysis of the long-
range degradation of the individual signature in songbirds have been published. In the white-
browed warbler Basileuterus leucoblepharus, the territorial song of the male consists of a 
succession of pure tones slowly decreasing in frequency. The emitter’s individual identity is 
encoded in the first half of the song, which is high-pitched. After long range transmission, this 
first half, and consequently the individual signature, disappears due to the great susceptibility 
of high frequencies to degradation through the forest environment [14], [15]. Conversely, in 
the territorial call of the male corncrake Crex crex, the acoustic feature that is the most 
characteristic of each individual is the inter-pulse duration. This temporal code remains 
practically constant after propagating 100 m through dense vegetation, making it a good 
candidate for encoding the vocal signature at a distance [16].	  
In these two previous studies, the individual identity is coded either by frequency 
modulation of pure tones (white-browed warbler) or inter-pulse duration (corncrake), which 
makes the assessment of propagation-induced modifications quite simple. In the case of the 
white-browed warbler, the frequency-dependent attenuation over distance is responsible for 
!
$) 
the disappearance of the high-pitched notes, and for the corncrake the filling of inter-pulse 
silences by echoes is the main factor explaining the progressive loss of individual 
information. Conversely, the quantification of propagation-induced information loss of 
complex sounds displaying large frequency bandwidths together with amplitude and 
frequency modulations could be more problematic. In the present study, we focused on the 
distance calls of the zebra finch Taeniopygia guttata, which fit these characteristics.  
Zebra finches are small gregarious songbirds from subarid regions of Australia that 
form strong pair bonds for life and live in large flocks in open grassy country with a scattering 
of trees and bushes [17], [18]. They use different types of vocalizations, one of the most 
frequently heard being the distance call. This loud call is emitted by both sexes and is used 
when birds establish acoustic contact at a distance [18]. It is a complex sound, consisting of a 
harmonic series modulated in frequency as well as amplitude. Distance calls differ between 
males and females [19], [20], the males’ fundamental frequency being higher than the 
females’ (typically 650-1000 Hz versus 500-600 Hz) as well as usually being shorter and 
more frequency-modulated (Fig. 1). It has been shown that the distance call bears an 
individual signature [21], and that zebra finches are capable of call-based individual 
recognition [8], [9], [19], [22], [23]. The “active space” of these calls has been estimated 
based on naturalistic observations to be up to 100 meters [18]; similar conclusions were 
reached with theoretical calculations using discrimination thresholds for masked non-
degraded signals in this species [4]. However, no experimental work has yet investigated the 
long-range transmission of the individual signature in the distance call. 
 
 
 
Figure 1. Spectrograms of a female (a) and male (b) distance call, recorded at 2 m. Both signals were high-
pass filtered above 500 Hz to avoid displaying low-frequency background noise. The color scale is in relative dB 
as shown on the color bar with 100 dB corresponding to maximum amplitude observed. 
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Here we characterized and quantified the degradation of female and male zebra finch 
calls during propagation, focusing on the acoustical features that carry information about 
individual identity. We performed this descriptive analysis to answer three sets of questions. 
First, what are the acoustical features that carry the most information about the individual 
signature, and are these most informative features the same at different distances? Second, 
how would a discrimination performance be affected if the animal based its discrimination on 
a single and distance independent set of acoustical features instead of using different sets of 
features adapted to each tested distance? Finally, are there significant differences in the 
individual signature of female vs. male calls in the way they degrade with propagation? 
 
Materials and Methods 
 We performed two sets of propagation measurements: the first set was performed in 
Australia in a typical environment of the wild zebra finch, and the second set was performed 
in France in an open field. The measurements in Australia were performed with a limited 
database of zebra finch calls and can be considered as a pilot study for characterizing the 
acoustic properties of the species’ natural environment. The background noise distributions 
and the frequency transfer functions obtained in both environments were compared to assess 
both the ecological relevance and some of the limitations of these analyses. The propagation 
experiments performed in France included multiple call exemplars of each individual, and 
aimed to fully characterize the acoustic features that carried information about the caller’s 
identity. 
 
Ethics statement 
 The experimental protocol for the recording of distance calls of our zebra finch 
subjects was approved by the Jean Monnet University’s animal care committee (authorization 
n°42-218-0901-38 SV 09 to the ENES lab). 
 
Calls database used in the experiments and recording locations 
For the pilot experiments performed in Australia, we used calls from both wild and 
domesticated zebra finches (16 calls used: 2 samples each from 2 wild males, 2 wild females, 
2 domesticated males and 2 domesticated females). The domesticated zebra finches had been 
previously recorded in France (see protocol below). The calls from the wild birds were 
recorded at the University of New South Wales Arid Zone Research Station at Fowlers Gap, 
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112 km north of Broken Hill in far western New South Wales, Australia (Gap Hills; 30°57’S, 
141°46’E). Here, a large zebra finch colony is established, with birds breeding both in natural 
vegetation and in nest-boxes [24]. We recorded calls using omnidirectional tie-microphones 
(AKG C417) placed inside nest-boxes and connected to a portable solid state recorder 
(Marantz PMD670; sampling frequency: 44100 Hz; D&M Holdings Inc., Kanagawa, Japan). 
These recordings were conducted under the authorities of the Animal Ethics Committees at 
the University of New South Wales and Macquarie University and a Scientific Research 
Permit from the New South Wales Parks and Wildlife Service. 
For the propagation measurements performed in France, we used calls from 32 
domesticated zebra finches (16 distance calls from each of 16 females and 16 males = 512 
calls). The domesticated birds were bred in the ENES laboratory aviary (14L/10D 
photoperiod with adapted wavelengths; food and water ad libitum; temperature between 23 
and 25°C). They were recorded in a soundproof room using a Sennheiser MD-42 microphone 
placed 0.2 m above the cage and connected to a Marantz PMD 670 recorder (sampling 
frequency: 44100 Hz). Each bird was recorded in the presence of two female zebra finches 
placed 3 m away and used as an audience to minimize stress [25]; the bird was stimulated 
with playbacks of distance calls that had previously been recorded from conspecific birds. 
During the recording, conditions of temperature, food and water availability were the same as 
in the aviary. All the calls were normalized by matching the maximum values of the sound 
pressure waveforms using Goldwave (version 5.57), prior to the propagation experiments. 
 
Recording and processing of propagated calls 
1. Sound transmission experiments in Australia 
The transmission experiments in Australia were performed in November 2008 at two 
locations, next to the research station. The first experimental location was an open 
environment deprived of vegetation. On this site, experiments were performed during the day 
with light wind. The weather was clear and the temperature was around 30°C (Australia site 
1). The second location was a subarid environment with sparse vegetation including small 
trees, the landscape being open with little relief [18]. Experiments at this location were 
performed on a completely windless evening. The weather was clear and the temperature was 
around 25°C (Australia site 2). 
For both Australian recordings, the sounds were played back via an amplified 
loudspeaker (Minivox Lite PA System, Anchor Audio, Inc.) connected directly to a laptop 
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computer. The loudspeaker was placed at a height of between 1 and 1.3 m. The volume of the 
speaker was set such as to match the intensity typical of zebra finch calls, around 70 dB at 1m 
[9]. Sounds were recorded using an omni-directional microphone (Sennheiser MD 42) 
connected to a Marantz PMD670 recorder (sampling frequency: 44100 Hz). The microphone 
was held at 1 m above the ground. We recorded the calls sequences 2 m, 5 m, 10 m, 20 m, 50 
m and 100 m away from the speaker.  
 
2. Sound transmission experiments in France 
The transmission experiments in France were performed in October 2010 in the 
afternoon on a level field in Bellegarde-en-Forez, Loire, France. This recording site was 
chosen to match the open environment of the Australian desert. The weather was cloudy, 
there was little wind and the temperature was 11°C. The complete calls database was 
broadcast from a portable solid state recorder (Marantz PMD671) connected to a MegaVox 
speaker (PB-35W) placed on a stool, 1.3 m high. The speaker volume was set to obtain a 
sound level of 70 dB SPL at 1 m (Velleman Sound Level Meter DVM 1326). The sounds 
were recorded with a Schoeps microphone (MK4 cardioid, on a CMC6-U base) equipped with 
a Schoeps Basket-type Windscreen (W 20) and set 1.30 m high. The microphone was 
connected to a second Marantz recorder (PMD671; sampling frequency: 44100 Hz). We 
recorded the calls 2 m, 16 m, 64 m, 128 m and 256 m away from the source, twice for each 
distance. 
 
3. Processing of propagated signals 
We used a custom-made Matlab (Mathworks) script to cross-correlate the propagated 
recordings with the original sequences. For the recordings performed in France, we then 
compared the signals of the propagated calls from the two recording sessions, by ear or by a 
visual assessment of spectrograms when necessary, and selected the better of the two 
recordings for each call and at each propagation distance. This selection allowed us to exclude 
recordings that had been impaired by unexpected transient sounds that were not relevant to 
the study (e. g. birds calling in the vicinity). 
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Acoustic analysis 
1. Visualization of the spectro-temporal properties of the environmental noise and the 
propagated calls 
a. Frequency spectra. Using custom-made Matlab scripts, we calculated the frequency 
spectra (FS, in dB units) for all calls from the same sex at each propagation distance. We also 
calculated the FS of the background environmental noise that was present during these 
recordings.  
 
b. Spectral transfer function. Spectral transfer function can be used to quantify signal 
attenuation (or gain) and phase shifts as a function of frequency for a given propagation 
distance. Here we calculated, the gain of spectral transfer function by normalizing the cross-
spectrum between a propagated sound and the reference sound by the FS of the reference 
sound. We used the recordings obtained at 2 m as the reference sounds, and the recordings at 
50 m (Australia) and 64 m (France) as the second propagated sound. In other words, we 
estimated the gain of the transfer function resulting from 48 m of propagation in Australia and 
62 m in France.  Estimates of the standard error in the gain function were obtained using the 
Jackknife resampling technique [26].  
 
c. Modulation power spectra. In order to visualize the joint spectro-temporal 
modulations of the distance calls propagated in France and their evolution with propagation, 
we calculated the modulation power spectra (MPS) of the calls: the joint second order 
statistics of the spectro-temporal amplitude envelopes obtained from a spectrographic 
representation of the sound [27]. The MPS is obtained as follows. We first calculated the 
spectrogram of each call using a Gaussian window (symmetric in time and frequency 
domains) 70 Hz wide in the frequency domain or 2.27 ms wide in the time domain. The MPS 
is then simply the 2-D power spectrum of the log spectrogram [27]. The time-frequency scale 
of the spectrogram (70Hz) determines the spectral and temporal Nyquist limits of the 
modulation spectrum (7.14 cycles/kHz for spectral modulations and 220 Hz for temporal 
modulations). MPS were obtained for each propagation distance and each sex. 
 
2. Parameters used for the statistical analysis of individual signature 
We used two distinct sets of acoustic parameters to test for the presence of a vocal 
signature in the propagated calls: (a) a set of parameters that separately describe the amplitude 
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in the spectral domain (the spectral envelope) and the amplitude in the time domain (the 
temporal envelope, often simply called amplitude envelope); (b) the spectrogram. Since our 
spectrographic representations are invertible, using a complete spectrogram not only 
circumvents the use of a priori assumptions on the nature of the information-bearing 
acoustical features but also provides an upper bound for discriminability.  
Prior to these analyses, the sounds were band-pass filtered between 0.5 to 8 kHz in 
order to reduce irrelevant environmental background noise. Those frequency cutoffs were 
chosen based on the zebra finch’s audiogram [28]. 
 
a. Parameters used to describe the separate spectral and temporal features. We 
extracted the spectral amplitude envelope (amplitude as a function of frequency) and temporal 
amplitude envelope (amplitude as a function of time) of each call. Each amplitude envelope 
(spectral and temporal) was then converted to a density function by dividing each value of 
amplitude by the sum of all amplitude values. We quantified the shape of these normalized 
envelopes by estimating the moments of the corresponding density functions: their mean (i.e. 
the spectral centroid for the spectral envelope and temporal centroid for the temporal 
envelope), standard deviation (i.e. spectral bandwidth and temporal duration), skewness (i.e. 
measure of the asymmetry in the shape of the amplitude envelopes), kurtosis (i.e. the 
peakedness in the shape of the envelope) and entropy. The entropy captures the overall 
variability in the envelope; for a given standard deviation, higher entropy values are obtained 
for more uniform amplitude envelopes (e.g. noise-like broad band sound and steady temporal 
envelopes) and lower entropy values for amplitude envelopes with high amplitudes 
concentrated at fewer spectral or temporal points (e.g. harmonic stacks or temporal envelope 
with very fast attack and decay). The spectral envelope was obtained with the Welch’s 
averaged, modified periodogram estimation of the power spectral density using a Hann 
window of 23 ms and an overlap of 99%. The temporal envelope was obtained by rectifying 
the sound pressure waveform and low-pass filtering below 50 Hz. With these procedures, we 
obtained 10 acoustical parameters, 5 describing spectral features and 5 describing temporal 
features. Since these parameters had different units, Z-scores were calculated prior to using 
them in the multivariate discriminant analyses.  
 
b. Full spectrographic representation. As stated above, we calculated an invertible 
spectrogram of each call using a Gaussian window and a time-frequency scale of 70 Hz-2.27 
ms. Because the dimensionality of this representation was higher than the total number of 
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calls in our database, we used a Principal Component Analysis (PCA; using the princomp 
function of Matlab) for dimensionality reduction. The discriminant analysis was then 
performed using the coefficients of a subset of the principal components. 
 
These two complementary approaches enabled us to compare the acoustical nature of 
vocal signatures, using discrete and more easily interpretable envelope parameters that have 
proven to be useful, if somewhat subjective, in the investigation of information-bearing 
features [29], as well as more complex parameters (principal components coefficients) 
extracted from a complete and invertible representation of the signals. To be concise, we will 
refer henceforth to the 5 pairs of separate spectral and temporal parameters as the “envelope 
parameters” and to parameters describing the spectrogram as the “spectrogram principal 
component parameters”, or more simply “SPC parameters”. The extraction method for each 
set of parameters is summarized in Fig. 2a. 
 
 
 
Figure 2. Overview of the acoustical analysis. This figure summarizes the procedure for extracting both sets of 
parameters (a), and the subsequent discriminant function analysis (b). The discriminant functions were calculated 
using the fitting dataset, and we tested the validating dataset against these to obtain the percentages of correct 
classification. 
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3. Statistical analysis of the vocal signature in calls  
To test for the presence of an acoustic signature in the propagated distance calls, we 
used cross-validated linear discriminant function analyses (DFA), performed separately for 
each sex. The DFA finds the linear combinations of parameters that maximally separate the 
data points (the calls) that belong to different categories (the birds identities); these linear 
combinations are called discriminant functions (DFs) and the significant DFs define a 
Euclidian subspace where calls can be projected. The cross-validation consists of first 
calculating a set of discriminant functions using a fitting dataset, and then testing these 
functions on a validating dataset (non-overlapping with the fitting dataset) by assessing the 
number of calls that had been correctly classified for each individual, the percentage of 
correct classification (Fig. 2b). We performed this DFA using either the 10 envelope 
parameters or the SPC parameters. 
Prior to the final calculations, we performed a series of preliminary analyses to 
determine the number of principal components (PCs) used for the SPC parameters and the 
number of discriminant functions (DFs) used for quantifying the discrimination for both the 
envelope and SPC parameters. We found optimal values for these hyper-parameters using the 
data at 2 m as a reference, and applied them for all other conditions. We first aimed to define 
the number of PCs to be used to reduce the dimensionality of the data while representing a 
reasonable amount of variance; to do this we estimated the percentages of correct 
classification using the 10 first significant DFs (at 2 m using the SPC parameters, 13 were 
significant for the females, and 15 were significant for the males as assessed by the Wilks 
Lambda test statistic) and a varying number of PCs from 10 to 100. We found that using 25 
PCs captured most of the information about identity as witnessed by a saturation of the 
percentages of correct classification around that number (94.9% with 25 PCs and 95.4% with 
100 PCs, using 10 DFs). We then compared the eigenvalues for each DF (fixing the number 
of PCs to 25) and found that using the first 4 DFs (DF1 to DF4) was an appropriate tradeoff, 
as it accounted for 83.9% for the females and 82.6% for the males of the variance between 
birds. Furthermore, in all our discriminant analyses (described below), we found at least 4 
significant DFs. We were thus able to always use the same number of DFs in all our 
calculations and directly compare results. Finally, we assessed the number of cross-validation 
iterations required to obtain robust values for the percentage of correct classification; we 
found that 250 iterations were largely sufficient to reach stable values. 
We quantified the discriminability by calculating the percentage of correct 
classification. We also determined which acoustical features were the most important for 
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individual discrimination by examining the form of the significant DFs (for the SPC 
parameters) or the effect of each set of parameters independently (for the envelope 
parameters). The discriminant analyses were only performed for the more complete data set of 
propagated calls obtained in the experiments in France.  
 
4. Extraction of the most important parameters for individual discrimination 
A different procedure was used for identifying the relative importance of the envelope 
parameters and the SPC parameters in the individual discrimination task. For the envelope 
parameters, we simply repeated the DFA with only the temporal envelope parameters or only 
the spectral envelope parameters. For the SPC parameters, we represented the first 4 DFs in 
the spectrographic space: since both the discriminant analysis and the PCA decomposition of 
the spectrogram are linear operations, the inverse rotation and scaling can be applied on the 
discriminant functions to represent them in a spectrographic space, allowing us to describe 
them as we would on a spectrogram. 
 
5. Comparisons between the percentages of correct classification 
To compare the results obtained with different set of parameters, at different distances 
and for both sexes, we performed analyses of covariance (ANOCOVA), using a general linear 
model framework (Statistical Toolbox in Matlab), with the percentage of correct classification 
as the dependent variable, the sex (male vs. female) and the type of parameters used (SPC vs. 
envelope) as factors, and the propagation distance as a covariate. 
 
Results  
In a first step, we will describe the frequency dependent spectral changes in Australia 
and in France. In a second step, we will examine the changes in the temporal-spectral 
modulations due to propagation. In the remaining sections, we will then examine the structure 
in the calls that carries the information about identity, how this information changes for 
propagated calls, and whether these changes can be explained by the degradations.  
 
Spectral degradation in propagated signals in France and Australia 
On Fig. 3, we illustrate the effect of propagation on signal quality by showing the 
spectrograms of the same female (a) and male (b) calls recorded at 16 m, 64 m, 128 m and 
256 m in the open field in France.  
!
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Figure 3. Spectrograms of the same female (a) and male (b) distance call recorded at various 
distances. All signals were high-pass filtered over 500 Hz, and the scale was applied to all spectrograms. 
 
The propagation-induced band-pass filtering of the signal is clearly shown, as well as 
the significant reduction of the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) with distance. Specific higher-
order spectral structures such as pitch for the female call become also less salient as the 
fundamental drops below the noise level at low frequencies and fewer harmonic components 
are available at higher frequencies. Similarly higher order temporal structures, such as the 
relative durations of the upsweep and downsweep in the male call, are also affected. Fig. 4 
shows the mean frequency spectra (FS) of propagated calls for both females and males. The 
curves quantify the attenuation of the signal with increasing distance. The band-pass profile of 
the calls is clearly visible at 2 m, with a large peak centered on about 3 kHz for both sexes. 
However and while the signal is clearly above the noise floor up to 8 kHz at 2 m, this upper 
frequency bound is reduced to 6 kHz at 64 m and around 4.4 kHz at 128 m. Similarly, the 
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lower frequency bound increases as a function of propagation distance. At further distances, 
signal energy is only found in a narrow peak centered at 3 kHz. 
 
 
 
Figure 4. Frequency power spectra of calls at every propagation distance (from 2 m to 256 m). These were 
calculated using all female (a) and male (b) distance calls recorded in France. The frequency spectrum of the 
background noise at the recording sites is shown in black. This curve was obtained by averaging the noise 
spectrum across all recording sites and can therefore be slightly higher than the noise floor at particular 
distances, as it can be observed for the lower frequency range. 
 
To what extent are these measurements affected by the environment? On Fig. 5, we 
show the frequency transfer function between 2 and 64 m for calls recorded in France and 
between 2 and 50 m for the sounds recorded in Australia. The transfer function between a call 
recorded at 2 m and the same call recorded at 64 m shows the attenuation of the signal as a 
function of frequency, taking into account all environmental effects, both landscape and noise 
conditions. The frequency transfer function in France is relatively flat between 1 and 7 kHz, 
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at approximately 10 dB below the 30 dB of attenuation expected from spherical spreading 
(horizontal line on Fig. 5). Approximately 5 dB can be attributed to air damping (ISO 9613-
1:1993) and thus, only 5 dB can be attributed to other factors such as wind, terrain and 
vegetation. The transfer functions obtained from the recordings performed at site 2 in 
Australia have more structure, with variations alternating between 5 and 20 dB below the 
value expected from spherical spreading. We attribute most of the variations to the sparse 
vegetation that was found at that location. The recordings at site 1 were performed in a more 
open region and the corresponding transfer function shows different fluctuations at low 
frequencies and a greater attenuation at high frequencies.  
 
 
 
Figure 5. Comparison of transfer functions in France and in Australia. The transfer functions were calculated 
between the recordings obtained at 2 m and those recorded at 50 m in Australia and between 2 m and 64 m for 
the recordings made in France. The horizontal lines represent the theoretical attenuation due to spherical 
spreading only for each site. The Australia site 1 was an open area close to the nesting sites and the recordings 
were performed during the day with low wind. The Australia site 2 is next to zebra finch nesting sites and includes 
sparse vegetation and the recordings were performed on a windless evening. The recordings in France are in an 
open field and were obtained during the day in low wind conditions (see text for more details).  
 
These measurements show, as it is well known, that the attenuation of sound in a natural 
environment will depend on the landscape. However, the deviations from spreading and 
atmospheric absorption observed in Australia are relatively small and, because of the sparse 
vegetation, idiosyncratic to very local conditions. For these reasons, the frequency transfer 
function of the terrain in France can be considered to be a relatively good (vegetation 
independent) average of what we have measured in Australia. The rest of the results will 
focus on the analyses performed with the recordings obtained in France. 
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The modulation power spectrum of degraded calls 
While the spectrograms and frequency power spectra of the propagated calls illustrate 
the changes in SNR as function of frequency and distance, they fail to quantify how this 
attenuation affects potentially informative spectral and temporal structures in the signal. To 
quantify these structural changes, we calculated the modulation power spectrum (MPS) of the 
calls, which is the 2-D power spectrum of the joint spectral-temporal envelope of the sound 
[27] (see Methods). On Fig. 6 we show the average MPS of all calls at each distance, for each 
sex. Temporal modulations are shown on the x-axis and characterize the power in the 
temporal amplitude envelope as a function of temporal frequencies (in Hz); signals that 
contain fast changes in their envelope (such as a quick onset or a fast chirp) are characterized 
by power at the higher temporal modulation frequencies. The spectral modulations are shown 
on the y-axis and characterize the power in the spectral envelope in terms of spectral 
frequencies (in cycles per kHz); signals with clearly defined harmonics show power at the 
spectral modulations corresponding to the inverse of the pitch frequency (higher for lower 
pitch). Noisy broadband sounds show broad power at low spectral modulations. Any point 
away from these axes represents joint spectro-temporal modulations such as upsweeps (in the 
area with negative temporal modulation) and downsweeps (in the area with positive temporal 
modulation) [27]. 
For the females (Fig. 6a), the MPS at short distances (2 m and 16 m) show a large area 
of energy around 2 cyc/kHz and very low temporal modulations (centered at 0 Hz), 
corresponding to the salient and relatively steady pitch of the call; the spectral modulation 
value of 2 cyc/kHz corresponds to a fundamental frequency of around 500 Hz, consistent with 
the mean fundamental frequency of the female distance calls used in our dataset. The spread 
of energy at 2 cyc/kHz along the horizontal dimension represents the up- and down-sweeps at 
the beginning and end of the calls. The smaller peak of energy around 1 cyc/kHz is 
characteristic of differential energy in the odd vs. even harmonics (1 cyc/kHz corresponds to a 
frequency of 1 kHz, which characterizes a boost in energy every second harmonic) and 
energy below 0.5 cyc/kHz corresponds to the spectral envelope produced by the filtering of 
the upper vocal tract (the equivalent of the formants; Fig. 6c).  
Fig. 6a clearly shows that for the females, the joint spectro-temporal modulations 
corresponding to the up and down sweeps are progressively lost with propagation distance, 
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while the energy in the pitch area remains visible at 256 m, albeit less prominently. These 
degradations are also evident on the spectrogram for the example call in Fig. 3: the faster 
modulation changes found at the beginning and end of the female call fall more rapidly below 
the noise ceiling than the louder and less dynamic central section of the call. The relative 
decrease of energy in the pitch area is a consequence of the loss of the lower and higher 
harmonics as well as a decrease in the sharpness of the remaining harmonics in the 2-4 kHz 
region. 
For the males (Fig. 6b), information about pitch is also clearly visible, between 1 and 2 
cyc/kHz, which is consistent with the higher fundamental frequency of their calls around 700 
Hz. Similarly to what is also observed in females but to a much greater extent, the energy 
corresponding to the up- and down-sweeps is visible. In particular, a large bulge of energy is 
found on the right side of the y-axis corresponding to the fast down-sweeps that characterize 
the trailing end of the male call. While the information about up-sweeps is progressively lost 
(as was the case for the females), these high frequency down-sweeps, with a modulation rate 
of about 25 to 40 Hz, remain clearly visible up to 256 m. These modulations, characteristic of 
the male call, preserve the sexual dimorphism of the calls at all distances. Finally, for both 
males and females, the energy visible along the x-axis (corresponding to the overall temporal 
envelope) is progressively reduced to lower modulation frequencies with distance; thus, sound 
propagation also degrades the faster dynamics in the temporal envelope. 
!
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Figure 6. Modulation power spectra (MPS) of female (a) and male (b) calls for each propagation distance. 
Mean MPSs are shown for each propagation distance used in this study (from 2 m to 256 m). Projections on the 
spectral modulation axis and the temporal modulation axis are shown beside and below each MPS respectively. 
The major observable features are shown and labeled on one example shown in panel (c). 
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Effect of propagation on individual vocal signatures  
 The nature of the individual information in the distance call and the way this 
information degrades with distance were assessed and quantified using a cross-validated 
linear discriminant function analysis (see Methods and Fig. 2). These discriminant analyses 
were performed under three scenarios. First, we analyzed the data separately for each 
distance, in order to obtain ceiling values for discrimination through quantifying correct 
classification in validating datasets also obtained from the corresponding distance. This 
analysis simulated a scenario where the bird could use the actual distance of the sound source 
as independent information to discriminate individuals. We then conducted two additional 
analyses that allowed us to determine putative discrimination abilities in simulated scenarios 
where the bird would not have access to independent information on the actual distance of the 
sound source. In one scenario, we tested a model where the bird uses the acoustical features 
most useful for identity discrimination at short distance for all of its discriminations: we used 
the calls recorded at 2 m as a reference for analyzing calls recorded at all other distances. In 
the other scenario, we tested a model where the bird also uses the same acoustical features at 
all distances but where these features are found by taking all propagation distances into 
account: we used all calls recorded irrespective of distance (and ignoring this information) for 
analyzing individual discrimination. 
 
1. Discriminant analysis for each distance separately 
On Fig. 7a, we show the percentages of correct classification as a function of distance, 
for both sexes and both sets of parameters (envelope and SPC) when the discriminant analysis 
is performed for each distance separately. Using the envelope parameters, the percentages of 
correct classification at 2 m average 80.2% for male calls (n = 16 individuals), and a 
noticeably lower value of 62.6% for female calls (n = 16 individuals). These values increase 
when the SPC representation is used, averaging 82.6% for the males and 76.5% for the 
females (Fig. 7a – values at 2m). These classification values remain above chance for most 
other distances. However, when the envelopes parameters are used to describe the calls, the 
percentage of correct classification obtained at 256 m is close to chance level for both male 
and female calls. Statistical analysis shows that there is a significant effect of distance 
(ANCOVA with the percentage of correct classification as the dependent variable, sex and 
type of parameter as factors and distance as a covariate; p < 10-6). Discrimination is thus more 
and more difficult with increasing distances (with an average decrease of 1.94 % points every 
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10 m). There is also an effect of sex on the percentage of correct classification, the 
discrimination of female calls being on average 9 percentage points below those of males (p = 
0.02). Finally, there is a significant effect of the type of parameter, with the envelope 
parameters yielding worse performance by 21 percentage points (p < 10-4). When interactions 
are included in this linear model, one also finds that the percentage of correct classification 
decreases more rapidly with distance for the envelope parameters than for the SPC parameters 
(p = 0.009). Further analysis taking into account each sex separately shows that this 
difference between the two slopes is due to the males only (F = 10.24, p = 0.0186): the 
performance of the discrimination deteriorates at a faster rate for the first distances (up to 128 
m) with the envelopes parameters compared to SPC parameters. 
In summary, this analysis shows that the males' individual signature is stronger than the 
females' and that for both sexes, using the SPC parameters give significantly better results in 
terms of discriminability than using the envelope parameters, especially at longer propagation 
distances. 
 
2. Discriminant analysis taking 2 m as a reference: maximizing peak discrimination 
Here, discriminability between individuals decreases more rapidly with distance than 
for the previous analysis, the slope of the curves being less linear (Fig. 7b). Specifically, 
discriminability decreases on a steeper curve at medium to long range for the SPC parameters 
but still remains well above chance level at 256 m for both sexes. For the envelope 
parameters, the percentages of correct classification at short range are well below those 
obtained in the previous analysis, and by 128 m discriminability is equivalent to chance for 
both sexes. Indeed, the ANCOVA analysis using the percentage of correct classification as 
the dependent measure, the type of parameter used in the DFA and the sex as factors and 
distance as the covariate showed a significant main effect for the type of parameters (p < 10-4) 
with an estimate decrease of 30 percentage points for the envelope parameters relative to the 
SPC parameters, but no significant interaction between the type of parameter and sex. In this 
case, we failed to find a significant main effect for sex.  
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Figure 7. Mean percentages of correct classification obtained for each propagation distance and both 
sexes. (a) Taking the data for each propagation distance separately, (b) taking the 2 m data as a reference for 
other distances, and (c) taking all propagation distances into account. SPC parameters are represented as solid 
lines and envelope parameters as dash-dot lines. Standard deviations are indicated. The chance level, 
corresponding to 6.25% of correct classification, is shown as a horizontal dotted line. 
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3. Discriminant analysis of all propagation distances grouped together: maximizing 
average discrimination 
The percentages of correct classification shown on Fig. 7c quantify the discriminability 
obtained using a single set of DFs based on data from all distances. As it is the case when the 
DFA is performed for each propagation distance separately, the ANCOVA shows that there is 
a main effect of distance, sex and parameter type. Moreover the estimated values are very 
similar (compare 7c with 7a): the increase in distance results in 1.9 percentage points loss per 
10 m (p < 10-6), discrimination of male calls is superior than female calls by 14.9 percentage 
points (p = 0.002) and envelope parameters give percentages of correct classification that are 
on average 22.4 points worse than the discrimination obtained with the SPC parameters (p < 
10-4). Thus, this strategy results in relatively small penalties relative to the strategy that 
involves using the optimal DFs at each distance, but only when the SPC parameters are used 
(compare with 7a): the difference in the percentages of correct classification was within our 
estimate of the standard error for all distances except 256 m. For the envelope parameters, the 
decrease in performance for the males call was also small and within the estimated standard 
error, while for the females we notice substantially lower discrimination rates at short 
distances (2 m and 16 m). 
These results show that as long as the SPC parameters are used, a single distance-
independent template can give very good results in terms of discriminability, with a 
noticeable drop occurring only at 256 m. Thus, although different acoustical features (as will 
be described in more detail below) could be used to optimize discrimination for different 
propagation distances, we also found a strategy using a single and robust set of acoustical 
features that yields good discrimination at all distances. 
 
4. Acoustical parameters used for identity discrimination  
As can be seen on Fig. 8, the spectral envelope carries more information than the 
temporal envelope for females at 2, 16 and 64 m while the opposite is true for males. At 
128m, spectral and temporal envelope features are equally informative in females whereas 
spectral envelope features start carrying more information than temporal features for males. 
At 256 m, temporal features carry no more information for both sexes. In brief, informative 
features follow a clear sexually dimorphic pattern with not only differences in the relative 
importance of spectral vs. temporal features between the sexes but also opposite trends as a 
function of increasing propagation distance. This analysis also sheds light on the redundancy 
in the information in the temporal vs. spectral envelope. If the information was completely 
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independent, the spectral and temporal bars shown on Fig. 8 would add up to 100%. The data 
show that there is always some redundancy in the spectral and temporal envelope information 
but 1) that this redundancy is higher in males that in females and 2) that it decreases for males 
while it increases slightly for females as propagation distance increases. 
 
 
 
Figure 8. Comparison between the importance of spectral and temporal features of the envelope 
parameters. Calculations are shown separately for females (a) and males (b). Histograms represent the 
decrease in the percentage of correct classification observed when removing the spectral (left) or temporal (right) 
parameters from the DFA. Error bars show two-standard errors estimated by bootstrapping. For each distance, 
except for 128 m for females, the changes observed by removing spectral information vs. the temporal 
information are significantly different (all p values < 10-5 using a two-sided t-test). 
 
A more explicit description of the effect of propagation on the informative features can 
be obtained with SPC parameters, by analyzing the evolution with distance of the DFs 
represented in the spectrographic space (Fig. 9). One striking result of that visualization is that 
both the range of the frequency spectrum and the duration in time where intensity is available 
!
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shrinks as distance increases. While a large range of the frequency spectrum (between 
approximately 1 and 6 kHz) can be used to extract the individual signature at 2 m, the 
frequency band of the signal then shrinks as a function of distance and becomes restricted to a 
narrow range between 2 and 4 kHz at 256 m. The decrease in the temporal range is most 
evident for DF3 and more pronounced for the male calls: while the temporal range of the male 
DF3 for 64 m is above 200 ms it drops to below 100 ms at 256 m.  
 
 
 
Figure 9. Representation of the discriminant functions (DFs) projected into the spectrographic 
space for the SPC parameters. The first 3 DFs, obtained from the SPC parameters, are shown for females (left) 
and males (right). Each row indicates the type of dataset used to perform the DFA: each distance taken 
separately for 2 m, 64 m and 256 m (first 3 rows) and all distances taken into account (bottom row). This 
representation enables a description of the most important features in the spectrogram that can be used to 
discriminate between individuals at various distances. 
 
The DFs in Fig. 9 also show that fine spectral cues (the narrower alternating blue and 
red bands in the frequency bands) appear to be useful at all distances, and for both sexes. As 
explained above, this spectral structure is related to the pitch of the call. Thus, even though 
the bandwidth which can be used to extract this pitch information is reduced, this analysis 
shows that pitch information remains robust, a testament to its redundant character in 
broadband harmonic stacks. One feature that strikingly sets sexes apart at long range is the 
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selectivity for downward sweeps that appears for males in DF2 and DF4 at 128 m (not shown 
on the figure) and in DF2 and DF3 at 256 m. These sweeping sound features are clearly not 
present for female calls, and are also less crucial for discriminating male calls when the entire 
frequency range of the signal is available. The detection of these information bearing joint 
spectro-temporal features is only feasible when the complete spectrographic representation of 
the sound (SPC parameters) is used in the discriminant function analysis. 
Finally, we can also compare the DFs obtained at each distance to the single set of DFs 
that could be used to discriminate the caller identity irrespective of distance (bottom row of 
Fig. 9). The DFs obtained with the analysis taking all distances into account show that fine 
spectral cues are indeed important for discrimination, for both sexes; temporal patterns are 
also clearly visible for females, and to a lesser extent for males. Finally, one can note that 
while the “all-distances” DFs sample a relatively large frequency bandwidth, as seen in the 
DFs optimized for short distances, the weighting in these DFs optimizes the same narrower 
frequency range as in the DFs optimized for long distances (between 2 and 4 kHz). In this 
respect, the “all-distances” DFs illustrate the template of information within the 
spectrographic space that could be taken into account in order to achieve optimal 
discrimination at all distances. 
 
Comparison between frequency power spectrum of calls and 
frequency gain of discriminant functions 
In Fig. 4, we have shown the effect of propagation on the frequency power spectrum of 
the zebra finch distance call. Here we compare the frequency dependent SNR shown in those 
power spectra with the frequency gain of the discriminant functions: we calculated the 
normalized means of the absolute values of the DF for each frequency window (taking into 
account the first 4 DFs, weighted with their corresponding eigenvalues) and plotted this 
relative importance as a function of frequency. The results of that calculation are shown on 
Fig. 10. For close distances (2 m and 16 m), the “critical band-pass” in the signal that is of 
importance for individual discrimination is broad, ranging from approximately 700 Hz to 6 
kHz. At further distances (64 m and 128 m) this critical band-pass is reduced mostly in the 
lower frequencies, ranging from approximately 2 to 6 kHz, and at 256 m the interval is 
reduced again, mostly in the higher frequencies this time, ranging from approximately 2 to 4 
kHz. Thus, both the peaks of these DF frequency gain curves and their bandwidth match the 
shape of the FS of the calls with a peak approximately at 2.7 kHz for the females and 3 kHz 
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for the males and a decrease in bandwidth as the propagation distance increases. However, 
one can also observe that the bandwidth of the DF frequency gain curves does not decrease as 
linearly as the FS of the calls: the gain remains high until the SNR drops below a certain 
level. This effect is clear for example for the information between 500 Hz and 2 kHz that is 
much higher in the DF frequency gain curves than what one would predict from the frequency 
spectra; similar effect is shown at higher frequencies (between 5 and 6 kHz). By examination 
of the DFs, one can see that this lower frequency shoulder includes spectral information on 
the pitch of the call (corresponding to the 2nd harmonic) that is particularly well resolved at 
these frequencies. The higher frequency shoulder appears to have both fine and coarse 
spectral information (pitch and formants). This analysis shows that the relationship between 
SNR and the gain of filters that can extract specific information in the signal is not 
proportional in the way that it would be for a simple detection task (and given, for example, 
by the Wiener filter for Gaussian signals). Instead, the frequency gain curve for a 
discrimination task must also takes into account the frequency dependent weight of the 
information content. 
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Figure 10. Relative importance of the discriminant functions (DFs) as a function of frequency. Calculations 
are shown for females (a) and males (b), for every propagation distance. These importance functions were 
obtained by calculating the normalized mean of the absolute values of the first 4 DFs for each frequency window. 
This analysis shows the frequencies that are the most useful to discriminate between individuals at each 
distance. 
 
Discussion 
Our analysis shows that the individual signature encoded in the distance calls of zebra 
finches is remarkably resistant to propagation-induced sound degradation: after more than a 
hundred meters of propagation, distance calls still allow for a good discrimination between 
individuals, and even after propagating over 256 m it remains well above chance when using 
acoustical features optimized for that distance. In addition, we have confirmed that 
information about the individual identity is carried redundantly, using multiple acoustical 
features [9], [21]. Moreover, the features providing the highest discrimination at long 
distances are not the same as those that provide the highest information at short distances. On 
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one hand, the redundancy could therefore be used to optimize information transmission at 
different distances. On the other hand, we also found that a single set of acoustical features 
could be used to maximize information about identity irrespective of distance (except for the 
furthest, 256 m). Finally, whereas discriminability for both sexes is identical at long range 
using the parameters of the envelopes (extracted from temporal or spectral domains), male 
calls show a stronger individual signature at long distance compared to female calls when 
using the SPC parameters (extracted from the whole spectrogram of the calls).  This sexual 
dimorphism is not due to higher signal power in the male call but to structural differences in 
the distance calls of each sex. These structural differences do not seem to affect the 
discriminability between individuals for either sex at close and medium range, but may 
provide an advantage to male signature over longer distances. 
The results of the discriminant analysis confirm and complete our knowledge on the 
sexual dimorphism in the individual signatures of the zebra finch distance call. In males, the 
faster and more predominant downsweep component appears to become critical for 
discriminability at long distances. Interestingly, while the DFs for the females are comparable 
in structure to spectrograms of female calls, the DFs corresponding to the males are very 
different from the spectrographic representation of an average male call, the downsweep 
component in particular being absent for short and medium distances and only appearing at 
128 m and 256 m. These fine spectro-temporal modulations appear therefore less critical for 
discrimination at short and medium distances. Information about frequency modulation is 
therefore not necessary at close range. The observation that the information embedded in the 
parameters from either the spectral or the temporal envelope is not independent (Fig. 8) 
further confirms this conclusion. An acoustic analysis using parameters describing the 
modulation of the fundamental frequency would indeed find that the downsweep component 
of male calls is highly individualized [9]; what our study highlights however is that the same 
level of individualization can be found at close range in male calls using parameters 
describing only its energy spectrum and its temporal variation in amplitude. Concerning 
female calls, Vignal et al. [8] found that a variety of spectral parameters describing the 
frequency modulation of the fundamental frequency were highly individualized. As shown on 
Fig. 7a, the higher discriminability in the female calls found for the SPC parameters compared 
to the envelope parameters indeed shows that information about frequency modulation is 
important for discrimination between females, even at short range, which is in accordance 
with previous work.  
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The frequency spectrum (FS) of our propagated calls show that the band-pass of the 
signals is progressively reduced with distance. The transfer function calculation shows that 
the frequency dependent attenuation is relatively flat in the region of interest and that the 
attenuation can be explained within 5 dB by spherical spreading and atmospheric absorption. 
Thus, although it is known that higher frequencies are more strongly attenuated through 
propagation-induced degradation [1] and that ground effects can cause attenuation at low 
frequencies, these effects appear to play a negligible role for these signals and open 
environment. The negligible ground effect may be explained by the source-receiver elevation 
of 1.3 m [5], [30]. Therefore, the resulting band-pass quality of the FS (Fig. 4) and the 
matched frequency gain of the DFs (Fig. 10) can be simply explained by the FS of the calls 
that is also band-pass limited, the FS of the noise that decreases with frequency and a 
relatively flat attenuation (frequency-wise) due to propagation [31]. In an environment where 
the spectrum of the background noise would have a significantly different shape or where the 
terrain and vegetation would result in a different transfer function profile, the informative 
frequency channel could be different. However, as described above, our analysis using 
recordings performed in an environment where the noise spectrum is typical of a low wind 
day in an open field with relatively little vegetation can be considered to be typical of the 
scenario encountered by the zebra finch in its native environment. Interestingly, a study using 
synthesized calls of zebra finches have shown that only a small number of harmonics in the 
distance call is necessary to elicit a behavioral response from the other sex [32]; for both 
males and females, this minimum bandwidth (3200 to 3500 Hz) fits inside the bandwidth 
containing individual information that we found at 256 m (2000 to 4000 Hz). Keeping in 
mind that this study did not deal with individual recognition, it is still interesting to note the 
convergence between information-bearing features highlighted by the acoustical analysis and 
signal features shown to be particularly biologically relevant. 
The match between calls features and environmental characteristics has been the subject 
of extensive research about the influence of the acoustic properties of the environment on the 
selection of acoustic signals. Morton [33] suggested that the design of acoustic signals should 
maximize their transmission distance with regards to the characteristics of the habitat. For 
best resistance to degradation in an open environment, an ideal call should be short and have a 
high frequency modulation rate [34]. The distance calls of male zebra finches typically 
present these qualities, and our analysis shows that their individual signature remains stronger 
at long distance compared to the female calls. In this light, the fact that the females’ calls are 
not more frequency modulated raises the question of partners' recognition. It is possible that 
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partners rely more on the male's call, whose individual signature is more resistant to 
degradation, to locate each other. Indeed, Zann observed that males do call more frequently 
than females [19]. To investigate this hypothesis one could study the dynamics of movements 
when the mates reunite after being separated visually but not acoustically, and test if the 
females move more towards the males than the opposite, depending on the distance between 
mates or the level of degradation of the calls. Besides, it has been demonstrated that male 
zebra finches increase their vocal amplitude with increasing distance to addressed females 
[35]: this ability may further increase the active space of the signature embedded in male 
calls, and females could also increase the amplitude of their calls to compensate for their 
weaker individual signature at long distance. 
Only playback experiments will ultimately allow testing if male calls ensure better 
partner’s recognition than female calls at very long distances. However, adaptation to the 
habitat characteristics is not the only criteria in the selection of vocal signals [36–38]. As the 
distance call is a learned vocalization in males (contrary to the females), its sex-specific 
characteristics may be a by-product of song learning, rather than the result of a strong 
selective shaping for long distance propagation. Influences other than habitat adaptation, such 
as sexual selection or learning processes, may have mainly induced the acoustic differences 
found in the calls of both sexes. 
At the other end of the transmission chain, we can now consider the perspective of a 
bird decoding the individual identity in a propagated signal. As described in the results, one 
can imagine that the decoder could use a distance dependent set of acoustical features to 
determine the call identity. This strategy would maximize discriminability of identity but 
perhaps with the cost of the additional cognitive processing required to extract a large set of 
high-level acoustical features. Alternatively, we have shown that a single set of features 
obtained to maximize the average discrimination over a range of behaviorally relevant 
distances performs exceptionally well. Birds may therefore adopt a strategy where only one 
set of acoustical features is used for all distances. Behavioral experiments, assessing the 
psycho-auditory abilities of birds in discriminating between various degraded acoustic 
signals, or using synthetic sounds where particular acoustical features are systematically 
manipulated, could be designed to answer these questions.  
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Question 
 
 
How well do female zebra finches discriminate between the degraded voices of males? 
 
 
Methods: Behavioral experiments 
 
 
 
Results 
 
   
 
 
Females are proficient at discriminating between calls degraded at long distance, and even 
more so when they can train themselves with increasingly degraded signals over time. 
 
 
Subjects
Experiment 1 Experiment 2
paired females single females
no previous 
experience of 
hearing 
propagated calls
Stimuli Mate Familiar Male Unfamiliar males
propagated propagated
16 m 64 m 256 m
distance calls
2 m 64 m 128 m 256 m
Setup Preference Test Forced choice discrimination task
Mate Familiar
females discriminate
between same pair
of males at 
increasing distances
females discriminate
between different
pairs of males at
randomized distances
Motivation
Hearing the mate Food
Systematic-training
condition
No-training
condition
16 m 64 m 256 m 2 m 64 m 128 m 256 m
No-training condition
females unable to 
discriminate between 
male voices at 256 m
Systematic-training
condition
females able to 
discriminate between 
degraded voices at 
up to 256 m
females significantly prefer their mate
some level of discrimination
but no overall trend
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ABSTRACT 
 Reliable transmission of acoustic information about individual identity is of critical 
importance for pair bond maintenance in numerous monogamous songbirds. However, 
information transfer can be impaired by environmental constraints such as external noise or 
propagation-induced degradations. Birds have been shown to use several adaptive strategies 
to deal with difficult signal transmission contexts. Specifically, a number of studies have 
suggested that vocal plasticity at the emitter’s level allows birds to counteract the deleterious 
effects of sound degradation. Although the communication process involves both the emitter 
and the receiver, perceptual plasticity at the receiver’s level has received little attention. Here, 
we explored the reliability of individual recognition by female zebra finches (Taeniopygia 
guttata), testing whether perceptual training can improve discrimination of degraded 
individual vocal signatures. We found that female zebra finches are proficient in 
discriminating between calls of individual males at long distance, and even more so when 
they can train themselves with increasingly degraded signals over time. In this latter context, 
females succeed in discriminating between males as far as 250 m. This result emphasizes that 
adaptation to adverse communication conditions may not only involve the emitters' vocal 
plasticity, but also the receptors' decoding process through ongoing learning. 
 
KEY WORDS: Acoustic communication, Vocal recognition, Perceptual plasticity, 
Propagation-induced degradation, Noise, Learning 
 
SYMBOLS AND ABBREVIATIONS: 
LOR: log2 of the odds ratio 
OINoRe: odds for interrupting the Non Rewarded (NoRe) stimuli 
OIRe: odds for interrupting the Rewarded (Re) stimuli 
OR: odds ratio 
GLMM: generalized linear mixed-effects model  
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INTRODUCTION 
 As monogamy represents the dominant avian mating system (Emlen and Oring, 1977) 
and given the importance of sound communication in birds, interactions between paired-mates 
based on reliable information transmission through the acoustic channel are critical to the 
ultimate fitness of most bird species (Falls, 1982; Kondo and Watanabe, 2009). Yet, vocal 
communication may be challenging due to the intrinsic nature of signal propagation and 
environmental noise (produced by other animals, wind, or human activity). As sounds 
propagate through the environment, their quality is degraded, affecting the signal's amplitude 
as well as its temporal and spectral structure (Forrest, 1994; Wiley and Richards, 1982). As a 
result, the information-bearing features in communication signals can be severely 
compromised, reducing the signals' active space, that is, the distance from the source over 
which the signal remains biologically relevant for potential receivers (Brenowitz, 1982; 
Marler and Slabbekoorn, 2004). How individuals cope with the environment-induced 
degradation of sound signals could therefore play an important role in pair-bonding birds, 
specifically if mates have to recognize each other by voice at long range. 
Birds have been shown to be proficient in communicating in difficult listening 
situations (Aubin and Jouventin, 2002; Brenowitz, 1982; Klump, 1996; Park and Dooling, 
1986). Individuals may alter their vocalizations, e.g. by modifying the amplitude and the pitch 
of songs and calls to increase the signal-to-noise ratio (Brumm, 2004; Mockford and 
Marshall, 2009; Nemeth et al., 2013; Slabbekoorn and Peet, 2003). Behavioural strategies 
such as choosing optimal emission and listening posts may also help counteract the 
deleterious effect of environmental constraints (Dabelsteen and Mathevon, 2002; Mathevon et 
al., 1996). In addition, songbirds show remarkable perceptual abilities to discriminate 
between noisy signals (Brémond, 1978; Hulse, 2002). However, only a small number of 
studies have examined individual discrimination in degraded calls (Aubin and Jouventin, 
1998; Jouventin et al., 1999; Mathevon et al., 2008; Vignal et al., 2008). More specifically, 
only one study has investigated the question of long-range individual recognition in a 
songbird living in an acoustically constraining environment: in the white-browed warbler 
Basileuterus leucoblepharus, a species from the Brazilian Atlantic forest, the individual 
signature encoded in the male song degrades rapidly during propagation, restricting individual 
recognition to neighbouring territorial males (Mathevon et al., 2008). Could discrimination be 
improved by learning? Phillmore et al. (Phillmore et al., 2002) showed that male black-
capped chickadees Poecile atriacapilla that learned to discriminate songs from conspecifics 
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recorded at 5 m could transfer this knowledge to discriminate the same vocalizations mildly 
degraded by 25 m of propagation, suggesting that training at a given distance could improve 
discrimination performance at longer distances. However, the role of experience in the 
discrimination of individual voices degraded over a range of distances up to the limit of the 
active space remains unknown in songbirds. In the present paper, we investigate the ability of 
female zebra finches to individually identify males based on their degraded propagated 
vocalizations. Furthermore, we examine whether training with increasingly degraded signals 
can help female subjects improve their discrimination ability. 
 The zebra finch Taeniopygia guttata is a small gregarious songbird from subarid 
Australia that pair bonds for life and lives in large flocks in open country with a scattering of 
trees and bushes (Butterfield, 1970; Zann, 1996). Because these birds are opportunistic 
breeders living in a very unpredictable environment (Zann, 1996), maintaining strong pair 
bonds between breeding events while living in large fission-fusion groups is of utmost 
importance. With the flock being constantly on the move, topographic landmarks may be 
scarce and partners might not have a fixed nest site to meet each other: using a solid vocal 
recognition system could avoid partners the cost of losing each other. Of all the zebra finch 
vocalizations, the distance call is used specifically between pair-bonded partners while 
foraging and when they loose visual contact (Zann, 1996). Previous studies have shown that 
the distance call bears an individual signature, and that the birds are capable of call-based 
recognition (Vignal et al., 2004; Vignal et al., 2008; Zann, 1984). The active space of zebra 
finch distance call has been estimated based on naturalistic observations to extend up to 100 
meters (Zann, 1996); similar conclusions were reached using discrimination thresholds for 
masked signals in this species (Lohr et al., 2003). 
 In the present study, we predicted that zebra finches have a robust vocal recognition 
system that performs well even for distance calls propagated over long distances (i.e., longer 
than 100 meters). Specifically, we hypothesized that females could improve their ability to 
discriminate between male voices through experience. To test this hypothesis, we first 
explored the reliability of mate recognition by females at a range of propagation distances by 
assessing their preference for their mate's calls, using an operant choice apparatus 
(Experiment 1). Then, to assess the role of experience and to further distinguish the 
discrimination process from the recognition process, we conducted forced-choice 
conditioning experiments (Experiment 2) and compared the results of two different protocols. 
In both protocols of Experiment 2, the females were asked to discriminate between the calls 
of two unfamiliar males. These calls had been propagated over the same distance: short, 
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medium or long range. In the first protocol ("systematic-training" condition), the females 
learned to discriminate the calls of two males recorded at short range before being 
systematically challenged with the calls of the same males recorded at longer distances. In the 
second protocol ("no-training" condition), the females were challenged daily with a different 
pair of males and with a randomly selected propagation distance, and thus did not have the 
possibility to learn from their previous experience in the task. To the best of our knowledge, 
this is the first study to examine the importance of learning in improving discrimination of 
individual vocal signatures following strong environment-induced degradation. 
 
RESULTS 
Signal degradation and the difficulty of individual discrimination at long ranges 
 To illustrate the increasing similarity between calls with propagation distance, we 
calculated the spectral correlation between the distance calls of males for every different pair 
that was used in both experiments. As one could expect, these correlation values are highly 
correlated with propagation distance (r = 0.73, p < 0.001), increasing to values close to 1 at 
256 m (Fig. 1) where very little individual information in the degraded signal remains. This 
basic spectral analysis serves to quantify the increasing difficulty that subjects encounter 
when discriminating between male individuals at increasing distances. As illustrated by the 
spectrograms from the same pair of males displayed as an example on Fig. 1, the progressive 
decrease in signal-to-noise ratio at long distances results in signals that are dominated by 
noise and have therefore very similar frequency spectra yielding high correlation values. 
 
!(% 
 
 
Fig. 1. Spectral correlations between the distance calls of males of every different pair to be 
discriminated by tested females in both experiments, as a function of propagation distance. Mean 
correlations are represented for each distance, and error bars correspond to the standard deviation. Correlations 
were calculated between the mean frequency spectra of each male. The correlation between male calls 
increases with distance along with the propagation-induced signal degradation and the decrease of the signal-to-
noise ratio. As an example, the spectrograms of the same calls from two males used as a Re-NoRe pair are 
shown for each distance tested in Experiment 2. 
 
Experiment 1: Preference test 
 The purpose of this experiment was to assess the unreinforced preference of female 
zebra finches for variously degraded distance calls from their mate or from a familiar male 
(propagated at 16, 64 and 256 m), using an operant choice task with call playbacks as a 
reward. In the experimental apparatus (see methods), the subject could trigger the playback of 
a degraded distance call from either its mate (Mate) or a familiar male (Non-Mate) by 
perching on one or the other of two perches placed in opposite sides of the cage. Each subject 
was tested 3 times (for 3 distances), and each test consisted of two sessions between which 
the assignment of the Mate and Non-Mate calls to each side was swapped. We hypothesized 
that females would prefer their mate's call, providing further evidence for individual 
recognition in zebra finches. 
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 Using perching events in the side arms (perching right/left) as a dependent variable, 
we found an effect of the side assignment of Mate and Non-Mate calls (logistic regression 
calculated across all subjects and all distances: χ2(3) = 249, p < 10-4), and an effect of distance 
(χ2(9) = 3780, p < 10-4). Females thus expressed a differential response to the Mate side, and 
their perching probability was influenced by propagation distance. Post-hoc tests showed a 
significant preference for the Mate side at 16 m and 64 m, but not at 256 m (16 m: χ2(2) = 
6.01, p = 0.049; 64 m: χ2(2) = 8.74, p = 0.013; 256 m: χ2(2) = 0.28, p = 0.87). We also noticed 
that session order had a significant effect on females’ choice (16 m: χ2(4) = 587; 64 m: χ2(4) 
= 38; 256 m: χ2(4) = 74; all p < 10-4). The effect of session order can be explained by the fact 
that birds seemed to persevere in their preference behaviour from the first session to the 
second session. Indeed, while the subjects could assess the side of their Mate prior to the first 
session (see methods), they had to get used to the side reversal during the second session, 
which could result in certain "inertia" in changing the side preference, even when recognition 
occurred. 
We estimated the Mate effect for each bird and each distance independently using an 
odds ratio (OR) describing the preference for the Mate side (probability of perching on one 
side when that side broadcasts Mate calls divided by the probability of perching on the same 
side when it broadcasts Non-Mate calls, see methods): The log of the OR (LOR) is often used 
and is what we chose to display on Fig. 2. An OR greater than 1 (or LOR > 0) indicates a 
preference of the female for Mate calls while an OR less than 1 (or LOR < 0) indicates a 
preference for Non-Mate calls. For no preference, the OR will not be significantly different 
from 1 (and the LOR not significantly different from 0). As shown on Fig. 2, at 16 m the LOR 
for all but one of the tested females was greater than 0 (significant preference for Mate: 5/10 
subjects; for Non-Mate: 1/10 subject). At 64 m, 7 females showed a LOR greater than 0 
(significant preference for Mate: 5/10 subjects), while 3 showed a LOR less than 0 (all non 
significant). At 256 m, half of the females showed a LOR greater than 0 (significant 
preference for Mate: 2/10 subjects; significant preference for Non-Mate: 2/10 subjects). 
Moreover, one can observe that the LOR confidence intervals at the longer distance were 
larger due to a reduced amount of total perching events, suggesting that male voices were less 
salient for the females. Preference became more arbitrary; while a number of subjects showed 
a significant preference for their Mate's calls at short and medium distances, the females’ 
choice became more randomly distributed at 256 m with a few subjects significantly 
preferring the Non-Mate calls.  
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Finally, in order to further investigate the effect of propagation distance on Mate 
preference, we estimated the Mate effect as explained earlier but taking into account only the 
5 subjects that showed a significant preference for their Mate at 16 m. In this case we also 
found an effect of the Mate side (χ2(3) = 262, p < 10-4) and an effect of distance (χ2(9) = 872, 
p < 10-4). In Fig. 2, a bold black circle signals each of these 5 subjects, and the insert shows 
the mean LOR for each distance. The effect of distance on the subjects' preference is visible, 
the LOR decreasing with increasing distance. The fact that the LOR is significant for Non-
Mate at 256 m is due to the effect of the only subject that showed a significant preference for 
the Non-Mate, the high number of perching events for this subject leading the overall estimate 
for all birds to be significant. 
 
 
 
Figure. 2. Results of the females’ preference tests between their Mate’s and a familiar male’s calls having 
experienced different levels of propagation-induced degradation (Experiment 1; n = 10 females). The figure 
shows the Mate preference estimates quantified by the log2 of the odds ratio (LOR) of correct choice. The LOR 
were estimated using a generalized linear model for each distance and each female (see main text). Positive 
values express a preference for the Mate’s voice. For visual clarity, the spectral correlations on the x-axis are 
Fisher transformed to obtain an unbounded correlation measure. The 5 subjects that showed a significant 
preference for their Mate at 16 m are signalled for all distances by bold black circles. The insert (top left) shows 
the LOR of Mate preference using these 5 subjects. * p < 0.05. Error bars correspond to the 95% confidence 
intervals. 
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Experiment 2:  Discrimination task 
 The purpose of this second experiment was, first, to further investigate the ability of 
female zebra finches to discriminate between two males while hearing variously degraded 
distance calls and, second, to test whether females could improve their discrimination through 
learning. Using a pecking key apparatus and a forced choice operant procedure, we first 
assessed this ability in a “systematic-training” paradigm:  the tested females were asked to 
discriminate between the same pair of male calls from one day to the next, with increasing 
propagation distances (2, 64, 128 and 256 m). We compared this to a “no-training” control 
condition: here, both the identity of males and the propagation distances were randomized 
over the 4 testing days. The birds were performing a simple task: they were triggering the 
playback of calls at will by pecking on a key. At any time they could choose to attend the full 
duration of the stimulus or peck again to interrupt the current stimulus and trigger the next 
one. The access to the feeder was only permitted when the bird chose to fully attend to the 
rewarded stimuli. The subjects were thus tested on their ability to interrupt the Non Rewarded 
(NoRe) stimuli and refrain from interrupting the Rewarded (Re) stimuli, this behaviour 
ensuring them a greater access to food (see methods).  
 For both protocols, we retrieved for each pecking event the stimulus type (Re/NoRe 
calls) and the subject's response (Interruption/Non-interruption). We first assessed the overall 
effect of stimulus type, distance and spectral correlation between the Re and NoRe sound 
stimuli by modelling the interruption behaviour using logistic regression (see methods). We 
performed these analyses for the “systematic-training” and “no-training” conditions 
separately. For both protocols we found: 1) that the stimulus type (Re/NoRe) was significant, 
indicating that the birds were learning the task (for “systematic-training”: χ2(5) = 120, p < 10-
4; for “no-training”: χ2(5) = 145, p < 10-4), 2) that distance was significant, indicating that the 
performance in the task varied as a function of distance (for “systematic-training”: χ2(6) = 27, 
p = 0.0002; for “no-training”: χ2(6) = 49, p < 10-4) and 3) that correlation between sound 
stimuli was significant, indicating that the task performance was affected by the degree of 
similarity between the two sounds (for “systematic-training”: χ2(2) = 55, p < 10-4; for “no-
training”: χ2(2) = 19, p < 10-4). 
To visualize the effect of distance on this discrimination task and to better analyse the 
differences between the two paradigms, we calculated, across subjects, the probability of 
interrupting each stimulus type (Re and NoRe) at each distance and for each paradigm 
separately (see methods). Statistical significance was assessed using logistic regression (see 
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methods). In the “systematic-training” condition, the probability for interrupting the NoRe 
stimuli (PNoRe) were significantly higher than the probability for interrupting the Re stimuli 
(PRe) for all distances including 256 meters (2 m: χ
2(1) = 14.6, p = 0.00013; 64 m: χ2(1) = 
25.7, p < 10-4; 128 m: χ2(1) = 39.8, p < 10-4; 256 m: χ2(1) = 33.5, p < 10-4 ; Fig. 3A). These 
results indicate that the subjects were able to discriminate between the Re and NoRe stimuli at 
up to 256 m. The odds ratio, defined here as the odds of interrupting the NoRe divided by the 
odds of interrupting the Re ( OINoRe / OIRe ) can then be used to estimate the effect size of the 
differences in the probability of interruption.  These odd ratios were relatively constant across 
distances (2 m: OR = 1.83; 64 m: OR = 2.23; 128 m OR = 2.1; 256 m OR = 2.2), showing 
that, apart from the slight improvement from 2m to 16 m as birds learned the task, their 
performance remained constant as the distance increased although the task became more 
difficult. This preservation of performance appears to result from the experience gained in 
previous training days with the easier task.  
Conversely, for the ”no-training” condition, the probability of interrupting the NoRe 
(PNoRe) were significantly higher than the probability for interrupting the Re stimuli (PRe)  at 2, 
64 and 128 m but not at 256 m (2 m: χ2(1) = 17.8, p < 10-4; 64 m: χ2(1) = 99.8, p < 10-4; 128 
m: χ2(1) = 10.4, p = 0.0012; 256 m: χ2(1) = 0.28, p = 0.6; Fig. 3B). Females were thus not 
able to discriminate between the calls of two males at this longer distance. In this case the 
effect of distance is also reflected in the odds ratio (OINoRe / OIRe) that tends towards 1 for the 
longer distances (2 m: odds ratio or OR = 2.0; 64 m: OR = 6.4; 128 m OR = 1.7; 256 m OR = 
0.93). Without training the task appears thus more difficult at longer distances. 
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Figure. 3. Results of the discrimination tasks between calls of two different males performed by females 
(Experiment 2). (A) Results for the “systematic-training" condition (the same pair of males was used over all 
distances; females were challenged with increasing distances; n = 5). (B) Results for the “no-training" condition 
(pairs of males changed for each distance; distances presented at random; n = 7). The figure shows the average 
probability of interrupting the Re and NoRe stimuli for each tested propagation distance (see methods). 
Significantly higher odds values for interrupting the NoRe stimuli compared to the Re stimuli indicate that female 
subjects have been able to discriminate between the two sets of stimuli and responded accordingly to get access 
to food. Error bars represent 95% confidence intervals on the probabilities (binomial test). * shows the 
significance obtained from the logistic regression (p < 0.002). 
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DISCUSSION 
 Using two complementary approaches, we showed that female zebra finches are 
proficient in discriminating between the calls of two individual males at long distances, and 
even more so when they have the possibility to learn over time. This ability may be highly 
adaptive for this life-long monogamous species, as losing the partner would represent a high 
cost due to their unpredictable living environment. Our result underlines the importance of 
considering the receiver’s level when studying acoustic communication in adverse conditions. 
 In the first approach, we aimed to determine if female zebra finches were capable of 
discriminating between the calls of their mate and of a familiar male at different distances. 
The preference test showed that females significantly prefer the call of their mate at 16 m and 
64 m, but not at 256 m, where the estimates were evenly distributed around zero. The fact that 
a few subjects significantly preferred the Non-Mate calls at this latter distance could be 
explained by the fact that the subjects were not able to discriminate the call of their mate but 
still managed to detect differences in the two playbacks and showed a significant preference 
for one (Lohr et al., 2003). With our second approach we further investigated long distance 
discrimination and assessed the zebra finches' discrimination abilities per se, disentangling the 
subjects' recognition process from the preference for their mate's calls and eliminating the 
potential impact of any previous social interactions with the males used as stimuli in the 
experiment. The conditioning experiment showed that female zebra finches are indeed able to 
discriminate between two male individuals at up to 128 m in a "no-training" context, but that 
when they have the possibility to learn from their previous experience, robust discrimination 
occurs even as far as 256 m. 
 In the field (Zann, 1996), the active space of zebra finches' distance calls has been 
estimated to be up to 100 m. A similar measure has been obtained based on discrimination 
tasks at different signal to noise ratio performed in the laboratory (Lohr et al., 2003). Here we 
show that, with training and also in a laboratory setting, female zebra finches have the 
physiological ability to recognize acoustic signatures at least up to 256 m. One has to be 
careful of course when comparing results in the field and in the laboratory. On the one hand, 
laboratory experiments have the advantage of being reproducible and allowing a precise 
quantification of behavioural discrimination. On the other hand, by design laboratory 
conditions tend to focus on a single or a few stimulus parameters (e.g. the signal to noise) and 
miss other factors that will be found in the more complex natural conditions. For example, in 
nature, birds might encounter more adverse propagation conditions (e.g. strong winds) or 
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interference from other sound sources including other conspecifics. Nonetheless, our results 
suggest that wild zebra finches could benefit from repeated learning experiences in the 
recognition of their partner's degraded individual signature and achieve discrimination at 
distances greater than 100. This enhanced learned discrimination might also come into play in 
more adverse conditions, preserving discrimination at shorter distances. One should also note 
that laboratory experiments might underestimate the natural discriminability. For example in 
our experiments, the signal, the echoes from reverberation and the noise all came from the 
same spatial location: the loudspeaker. In nature, these different sounds can come from 
spatially separated sound sources and spatial information could thus be used to further 
enhance discrimination (Bee, 2008; Dent et al., 2009; Maddox et al., 2012). A full recognition 
task in the natural context might also combine the tasks of discriminating one particular 
individual and determining its spatial location, i.e. its orientation and distance. Previous 
laboratory experiments showed that zebra finches can also discriminate between near and far 
signals (Phillmore et al., 1998; Radziwon et al., 2011) and have a rough sense of sound source 
azimuth (Park and Dooling, 1991). Further experiments both in the field and in the laboratory 
are needed to assess the performance for both localization and identification and in more 
complex listening conditions. 
 In light of what could be considered a remarkable performance for individual 
discrimination in zebra finches, it is interesting to compare these measures to those obtained 
in other species. For the territorial white-browed warbler living in the dense environment of 
the tropical forest, the male’s song loses its individual signature after less than 100 m of 
propagation; thus, the transmission of individual information is likely to be limited to nearby 
individuals, i.e. territorial male neighbours and the female partner (Mathevon et al., 2008). In 
the context of pair bond, females in this species would have access to the individual signature 
of their mate within the limits of their territory. Another interesting example is given by 
female great tits incubating inside nest boxes that still perceive subtle individual differences 
between their mate’s song and a neighbour’s song emitted from outside the box, despite the 
similarity between the songs and the sound-degradation induced by the nest box (Blumenrath 
et al., 2007). In this case, females have to deal with short-range signal degradation but with a 
difficult discrimination task due to the signal similarity between individuals. Conversely, the 
ecological requirements of the zebra finch, especially its nomadic lifestyle outside of the 
breeding events in an open environment, may call for perceptual abilities in individual 
recognition that are adapted to vocalizations being propagated at longer distances. Although 
male zebra finch calls have been shown to be clearly distinct acoustically (Zann, 1984), the 
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acoustical discriminability of the individual signature in communication calls across different 
songbird species occupying different ecological niches remains an open question. 
 In our design, we chose to test females as they were shown to respond preferentially to 
their mate's voice (Miller, 1979; Vignal et al., 2008), whereas males' responses can change 
depending on the composition of the audience (Vignal et al., 2004). Testing males in the same 
tasks would be interesting; although it is not certain that we could reliably test the males' 
abilities to recognize degraded calls using their preference for their partner's calls in an 
isolation context, using a conditioning experiment for testing male discrimination would 
certainly be insightful. Indeed, in zebra finches the individual signature was found to be 
stronger in male distance calls than in the females' (Zann, 1984); discriminating between 
degraded calls of females could therefore be more difficult than for male calls. 
 In the complex task of recognizing individual voices in propagation-induced degraded 
calls, another interesting question is to assess the extent to which learning takes part in the 
recognition process. Using field-reared and isolate-reared songbirds (Poecile atriacapillus), 
Phillmore et al. (Phillmore et al., 2003) showed that the discrimination of distance cues (i.e., 
the emitter's perception of its distance to the sender) was probably an innate skill. Conversely, 
the recognition of individual vocalizations appeared to require auditory contact with adult 
conspecifics during the subjects' development. In the combined task of extracting information 
about individual identity in degraded calls, our indoor colony-reared subjects showed 
impressive abilities in the no-training context, and even greater capacities when given the 
opportunity to learn from one day to the next. These results suggest that the zebra finches' 
vocal recognition system is highly efficient for degraded calls, and that it can be further 
improved through perceptual plasticity.  
 Further studies investigating how learning influences this laboratory task, using 
synthesized stimuli controlling for the acoustic similarity between calls and the level of call 
degradation, would be useful for a better understanding of the ongoing plasticity of the 
auditory discrimination process in adult songbirds. Besides, studying plasticity at the level of 
the individual, as a means to adapt quickly to varying environmental conditions, would be of 
primary importance in the current context of ever-growing anthropogenic noise. While the 
vocal plasticity of the sender has been the subject of a number of recent studies (Francis et al., 
2010; Nemeth et al., 2013; Warren et al., 2006), the receptor's perceptual plasticity has 
received much less attention (Pohl et al., 2012; Slabbekoorn, 2013). The present study 
emphasizes that the adaptation to adverse communication conditions may also involve 
ongoing learning at the receiver’s level.  
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MATERIALS AND METHODS 
Experiment 1: Preference test  
Subjects 
 The subjects (n = 10 adult male-female pairs) were raised in the ENES laboratory 
(14L/10D photoperiod with adapted wavelengths; food and water ad libitum; temperature 
between 23 and 25°C). Prior to the experiments, the pairs were observed over a 2 months 
period of time to assess if they were effectively mated. Every pair had thus been observed 
allopreening, building a nest and incubating eggs. The pairs were housed in separate cages (38 
cm W x 24 cm D x 40 cm H) in the same room, having visual and vocal contact with each 
other. 
 
Recording the distance calls and preparation of the stimuli 
 To promote calling behaviour, the male and female of each pair were kept in two 
separate cages and placed out of sight in two connected soundproof rooms. The males were 
recorded using a microphone (Sennheiser MD-42, Wedemark, Germany) placed 0.2 m above 
the cage and connected to a Marantz Professional Solid state recorder (PMD 670, Eindhoven, 
The Netherlands; sampling frequency: 44100 Hz). Conditions of temperature, food and water 
availability were the same as in the aviary. 
 We isolated 10 distance calls from each male and normalized them by matching the 
maximum values of the sound pressure waveforms. These calls were used to create our 
propagated calls database. The propagated recordings were performed on an open flat field 
(Bellegarde-en-Forez, France; on the 1st of March 2011 around noon, with cloudy weather 
and wind < 5 km/h, temperature = 10°C). We have shown that the effects of propagation on 
this French site are similar to those in the Australian desert with little vegetation (Mouterde et 
al., submitted). All 10 calls of each male bird were dispatched along an audio sequence of 4 
min long, in order to avoid any context effect (e.g. changes in the background noise). The 
calls sequence was broadcasted from a Marantz Professional Solid state recorder/player 
(PMD671) connected to a MegaVox speaker (PB-35W, Anchor Audio Inc., Torrance, CA, 
USA) placed on a stool, 1.30 m high so as to avoid excessive ground reflection interference. 
The volume of the Marantz player was set to obtain mean sound level of 70 dB SPL at 1 m 
(Velleman Sound Level Meter DVM 1326, Gavere, Belgium) to match typical levels of the 
natural distance call in the zebra finch (Vignal et al., 2008). The call sequences were then 
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recorded with a microphone (Schoeps MK4 cardioid, on a CMC6-U base, Karlsruhe, 
Germany) equipped with a Schoeps Basket-type Windscreen (W20) and set 1.30 m high. The 
microphone was connected to a second Marantz recorder/player (PMD671; sampling 
frequency: 44100 Hz). We recorded the calls sequence 1 m (for calibration), 16 m, 64 m and 
256 m away from the source, three to four times for each distance, enabling us to select from 
these three or four versions of each propagated call a signal that had not been impaired by 
unexpected transient sounds (e.g. birds or other animals calling in the vicinity, human-related 
activity). From these recordings, we thus isolated 10 different calls per male per propagation 
distance (10 calls * 10 males * 3 distances; total = 300 calls). The background noise 
immediately preceding and following each call was replaced by silence; the call was then 
ramped (relative amplitude gradually increased from silence to full volume over 10 ms using 
Goldwave©) to avoid any switching noise at onset. To further remove irrelevant background 
noise, we also applied a high-pass filter above 500 Hz on the signals, following the lower 
frequency threshold of the zebra finch's audiogram (Okanoya and Dooling, 1987). 
 
Estimating calls acoustic similarity 
 To evaluate the difficulty of the discrimination task, we estimated the intrinsic 
similarity between the distance calls of males of every pair to be discriminated in the 
experiment by calculating the correlation between the mean frequency spectra of all sets of 
calls for each pair of males, at each distance (meanspec function, Seewave R package (Sueur 
et al., 2008)).  
 
Experiment setup and protocol 
 Preference tests were carried out in a sound attenuation chamber (internal dimensions: 
1.8 m W x 1.4 m D x 2.2 m H; Silence-Box, Tip-Top Wood, Saint-Etienne, France). Each 
female was housed alone in the chamber, in an experimental cage with a central body (30 cm 
W x 34 cm D x 34 cm H) where food and water were distributed ad libitum and which 
contained a single perch (see Fig. S1 in supplementary material). On each side of the cage, an 
opening (10 cm W x 10 cm H) led to a side arm (20 cm W x 10 cm D x 26 cm H) containing a 
perch and was equipped with infrared sensors that monitored when the bird entered the arm. 
Custom-made software was used to monitor the subject’s activity on the perches and trigger 
playbacks as follows: a hop on a side perch broke the infrared beam and triggered the 
playback of a call from a loudspeaker (Bravo Allroom, Audio Pro, Sweden) placed 20 cm 
away from the same side arm. Depending on the side arm, this call was randomly selected 
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either from the 10 calls available for the tested female’s mate or from the 10 calls of a familiar 
male. Sound stimuli were broadcasted by either of the two loudspeakers connected to an 
amplifier (Yamaha Natural Sound Stereo Amplifier, AX-396, Hamamatsu, Shizuoka, Japan) 
and a laptop. We calibrated the intensity of the sound stimuli by setting it at 70 dB SPL for 
the sounds recorded at 1 m (typical level of a natural distance call) and used that gain setting 
for all playbacks. Thus, stimuli used for the experiment (from 16 to 256 m) were emitted at 
the lower intensity level that matched the amplitude loss due to natural propagation.  
 The 3 propagation distances we tested (16 m, 64 m and 256 m) were representative of 
short, medium and long range. Each propagation distance was tested over a 3 day long trial 
and the female could choose between triggering either its mate’s calls (Mate) or calls from a 
familiar male (Non-Mate) recorded at the same distance. The identity of the familiar male was 
the same for the 3 trials of a given female, but different between females. The order in which 
the propagation distances were tested for each bird was randomized across all subjects. The 
delay between the end of a trial and the beginning of the next trial for each bird was of 21 
days minimum. Each trial consisted of two experimental sessions (1st session: Mate’s calls 
emitted from one side and Non-Mate’s calls from the opposite side; 2nd session: reversed 
positions) and started with a habituation period, enabling the subject to get used to the setup 
and learn which side arm was associated with which individual’s calls (mate or familiar male) 
for the first session. Each experimental session lasted 17 hours (1.5 days, spread on two 
consecutive days, each session being interrupted by the 10 hours-long night time during 
which playbacks were turned off), which insured that the subject’s activity was recorded 
during the same amount of time for each Mate/Non-Mate side assignment. The order of the 
side assignments was balanced across trials for each subject. After the end of the trial, the 
subject was returned to its mate in the colony room. The experimental protocol was approved 
by the Jean Monnet University's Animal Care Committee (authorization n°42-218-0901-38 
SV 09 to the ENES lab). 
 
Data analysis 
 The perching events in the side arms were analysed as a binary response variable 
(perch right/left) using a series of logistic regression analyses. We first used a generalized 
linear mixed-effects model (GLMM) to test the main effect of the Mate side (left or right) and 
the effect of distance on the females’ perch choice (perch on the right or left arm). A random 
effect was used to control for the birds’ potential bias for a particular cage side. We then 
estimated a GLMM for each propagation distance separately (16, 64 and 256 m) in order to 
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examine the effect size and significance of Mate side for each distance; for these models we 
also analysed the order effect of each session. We also performed a statistical test for each 
subject, which allowed us to examine the results un-weighted by the average number of 
perching of each bird. Models were fitted using the lmer or the glm functions of R (v. 2.13.1, 
R Foundation for Statistical Computing). 
 The effect size of the presence of the Mate, as assessed by the model, can be expressed 
by the odds ratio (OR), i.e. the ratio of the odds of perching on one side when this side 
broadcasts Mate calls divided by the odds of perching on the same side when it broadcasts 
Non-Mate calls (the value of this odds ratio is right/left symmetrical and can be obtained 
either from the perches on the right or on the left). The higher the OR, the higher the female 
preference for her mate. In Fig. 2, we plotted the log of the OR (LOR) obtained for each bird 
and each distance using the output of the GLMM model. Error bars were obtained from the 
standard errors estimates of the regression coefficients obtained in the model fits. Finally, in 
order to clearly visualize the effect of distance on the subjects' preference, we also estimated 
the OR of Mate preference at each distance using only the subset of females that showed a 
significant preference for their Mate at 16 m (n  = 5).  
 
Experiment 2: Discrimination task 
Subjects 
 Seven unpaired adult female zebra finches were used in this experiment. They were 
housed in the same single-sex cage at UC Berkeley’s animal facilities (12L/12D photoperiod, 
temperature between 22 and 24°C, food and water ad libitum). All experimental procedures 
were approved by the Animal Care and Use Committee of UC Berkeley. Prior to the 
experiments, all subjects had previously been trained on the pecking test device and were 
familiar with the forced-choice procedure. The shaping sessions lasted for less than a week 
and two songs from different male zebra finches were used as Rewarded (Re) and Non 
Rewarded (NoRe) stimuli. Subjects were considered as shaped for the task when they were 
pecking at least 50 times per day and were interrupting the NoRe stimuli al least 20% more 
often than the Re Stimuli. For every subject, the experiment started on Day 0 with a shaping 
test, using these same two songs as stimuli. This ensured that each subject started the 
experiments with the same just-prior experience with the apparatus, and having heard stimuli 
that were different from those used for the actual experiment. 
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Recording of the distance calls and preparation of the stimuli 
 To prepare the stimuli for these experiments we used a distance calls database 
recorded between 2007 and 2008 from unpaired male zebra finches raised in the ENES 
laboratory. The recording procedure was similar to Experiment 1, with the difference that 
here each male bird was recorded in the presence of two females placed 3 m away and used as 
an audience to minimize stress, while in experiment 1 the male birds were in acoustic contact 
with the female mate only. This database was composed of 16 different calls exemplars from 
16 different males (16 x 16 = 256 calls). 
 We recorded the propagated calls of this database on the 3rd of October 2010 in the 
afternoon, at the same location as explained above and using the same equipment (weather 
cloudy; no wind; temperature = 11°C). We recorded the propagated calls 1 m (for 
calibration), 2 m, 64 m, 128 m and 256 m away from the source, twice for each distance, and 
processed the recorded calls (16 calls * 16 males * 4 distances; total 1024 calls) as explained 
for Experiment 1. 
 Each acoustic stimulus used during the forced-choice discrimination task consisted of 
a sequence of 6 distance calls randomly selected from the 16 available calls of the same male 
individual for the same distance, and randomly distributed within a 6 s window. 
 
Experimental apparatus 
 The forced-choice task apparatus (see Fig. S2 in supplementary material) consisted of 
a modular test chamber (interior dimensions 31 cm x 24 cm x 29 cm; Med Associates Inc, St. 
Albans, VT, USA) placed in a soundproof booth (Acoustic Systems, MSR West, Louisville, 
CO, USA; interior dimensions 76 cm x 61 cm x 49 cm). The experimental panel consisted of 
a pecking key placed 20.5 cm high from the floor and accessible through a wooden perch. 
Below, a feeder containing seeds could be made accessible or not to the subject, depending on 
its appropriate response to the playback. Acoustic stimuli were broadcasted by a computer 
connected to an amplifier (Technics, Matsushita Electronics SA-EX140, Osaka, Japan) and a 
loudspeaker (Bose model 141, Framingham, MA, USA) placed 20 cm from the test chamber 
(sound level calibrated as in Experiment 1 to match the natural intensity levels at each 
propagation distance). The computer was also connected to the test chamber apparatus to 
record pecking events, play sounds and activate the feeder in real-time with a single 
customised program written in Matlab©. 
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Conditioning procedure 
 Every male call used for the playbacks was unknown to the female subjects prior to 
the experiments. Both protocols (“systematic-training” and “no-training”) consisted of 4 tests 
conducted for 4 consecutive days. One test consisted of three 30 min trials separated by two 
90 min-long rest periods. The pecking key’s light was used to distinguish the trial period 
(pecking light on) from the rest period (pecking light off). The 30 min countdown for each 
trial started when the subject pecked the key for the first time. When pecking the key during a 
trial (see Fig. S3 in supplementary material), the female triggered the playback of calls from 
either of two males randomly selected from our database: the Re male (with a probability of 
0.2) or the NoRe male (with a probability of 0.8). She could then go to the feeder and wait 
until the end of the 6 s playback to get a reward for the Re stimuli, or interrupt it by pecking 
again to trigger a new stimulus. Because the time windows for pecking (the three 30 minutes 
trials) were limited and most stimuli were NoRe, the subjects were motivated to interrupt the 
NoRe stimuli until they obtained a Re stimulus, at which point waiting until the end of the 
playback would ensure them access to seeds for 10 s. Interrupting the playback of a Re 
stimulus eliminated the possibility of reward following this playback. 
 To motivate the subjects to use the pecking key for food reward, they were fasted 20 
hours prior to the beginning of the experiment and maintained in a fasted state (85-90% of 
their free feeding weight) for the whole experiment by only giving them 1.5 g of seeds per 
individual after each daily test. Every day, the subjects' weight was monitored	  before starting 
the test and was returned to its cage in the colony room after the test. As approved by the 
Animal Care and Use Committee of UC Berkeley, our criterion for interrupting the fast was a 
loss of weight superior to 15% of the initial weight recorded before the fasting started. No 
bird was taken out of the procedure following this criterion. 
 
 “Systematic-training” condition 
 In the “systematic-training” condition, a different pair of Re and NoRe males (chosen 
at random) was assigned to 5 female subjects and the same assignment was then used for all 
propagation distances tested: a given female was always tested with the same pair of males. In 
addition, each female was successively challenged as follows: Day 1 = distance calls 
propagated at 2 m; Day 2 = 64 m; Day 3 = 128 m; Day 4 = 256 m. We hypothesized that this 
cumulative training from short to medium and long distances would help females to increase 
the active space of the male signals, in other words, to discriminate between the males in spite 
of increasing sound degradation. 
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"No-training” control condition 
  In the “no-training” condition, we randomly selected four pairs of males from our 
database and used them as stimuli for all subjects (n = 7 females; the same 5 as in the 
“systematic-training” condition and two additional ones). For a given female, the pair of 
males and the propagation distance (2, 64, 128 and 256 m) used were randomly assigned 
across the 4 testing days. Thus, the subjects were all tested with the same males and the same 
propagation distances, but not in the same order, both parameters being balanced across 
subjects. Thus, all subjects had to learn to discriminate between a different pair of males 
every day and therefore had no cumulative training for one set of stimuli from one day to the 
other. This test provided insight into the baseline capacity for discrimination of degraded 
calls. 
 
Data analysis 
For both protocols, we retrieved for each pecking event the stimulus type (Re/NoRe) 
and the subject's response (Interruption/Non-interruption). The interruption behaviour of the 
subject was used as the dependent response variable. Using logistic regression, we tested the 
effects of the stimulus type, the distance and/or the spectral correlation (i.e. the acoustic 
similarity) between the Re and NoRe sounds. Subject identity was used as a random factor to 
take into account potentially different biases in average interruptions across conditions for 
each bird. Spectral correlations between sound stimuli were calculated using the meanspec 
function of Seewave R package (Sueur et al., 2008). As described in the results, we found that 
all three factors (stimulus type, distance, stimulus correlation) were significant. Then, to both 
visualize the results and to serve as post-hoc tests, we analysed the data for each distance 
separately and without taking the correlations into account. For each distance and each 
stimulus type we calculated the probability of interrupting the stimulus averaged across birds. 
This average probability was obtained from the total number of pecks and the total number of 
interruptions across birds. Note that this average probability gives higher weights to the birds 
that pecked more. This is appropriate since our confidence for the probability of interruption 
for birds that pecked more is higher; also, very similar results were found by first estimating 
the probability for each bird and then performing the average. Statistical significance was 
obtained from the logistic regression that predicted interruption probability and used stimulus 
type as the regressor and bird as a random factor. Using bird as a random factor also allowed 
us to exclude outlier effects (where one bird would dominate the data). This was not the case 
in our data since performing the logistic regression without the random effect yielded 
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identical statistical results. If the random factor is excluded, the logistic regression is identical 
to an exact binomial test for proportion. In figure 2, the statistical significance (shown as *) is 
obtained from the linear regression with the random effect and the confidence intervals for the 
probabilities are shown for the exact binomial test. 
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Question 
 
 
Is there a neural substrate for discrimination of degraded voices in the  
zebra finch's brain? 
 
 
Methods 
 
Electrophysiological recordings of neural responses to degraded calls 
 
 
 
Results 
 
We found units that discriminate individual vocal identities in degraded calls, 
without prior familiarization of training: 
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Abstract 
One of the most complex tasks for the brain is to categorize the vast amount of stimuli that it 
continually receives into behaviorally relevant objects. Although "scene analysis" is a universal 
problem solved by animals, studying it computationally and experimentally has been a challenge 
for scientists. The challenge is particularly demanding in auditory scene analysis where spatial 
effects such as location and distance are intertwined with source effects such as multiple speakers 
and noise as all propagated sounds sum to form a single acoustical signal. To address the full 
complexity of the task, researchers need to rely on ecologically relevant stimuli and behaviors. 
Using a songbird model, the zebra finch (Taeniopygia guttata), for which finding its partner in 
constraining communication conditions is an everyday issue in the wild, we investigated the 
neural substrate for discrimination of individual vocal signatures when signals have been 
degraded through propagation in a natural environment. 
 Performing electrophysiological recordings on adult anesthetized birds, we found a 
population of neurons in the avian auditory forebrain that discriminate individual voices with 
various degrees of propagation-induced degradation. These highly discriminant neurons showed 
low selectivity towards different individuals, and could categorize individual identity regardless of 
propagation distance. We also showed that, after taking into account intensity effects, the highly 
discriminant neurons were not affected by additional propagation-induced degradations. This 
study shows for the first time the presence of high-level distance invariant neurons in the primary 
auditory cortex: neurons that are able to discriminate the vocal signature irrespective of 
propagation distance. These neurons having been recorded in naive animals that had no prior 
experience with the voices tested, we suggest that this highly discriminant population of neurons 
as part of a general purpose system for voice discrimination, that could be enhanced by 
perceptual learning. 
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INTRODUCTION 
 One of the biggest tasks for the brain is to discriminate, in the midst of the prodigious 
amount of stimuli that it continually receives, what is relevant from what is not. This task is 
further constrained by the multiple sources of noise in natural environments that contribute to 
the degradation of the biologically relevant information. Although real world “scene analysis” is a 
universal problem solved by all animals (Appeltants et al., 2005; Aubin and Jouventin, 2002; Hill, 
1979; Schnitzler and Flieger, 1983; von der Emde, 2004), scientific research has had tremendous 
difficulties in dealing with the complexity of the process (Bregman, 1993). This issue has been 
approached by investigating the neural basis of perceptual invariance (i.e. the stability in the 
perception of stimuli despite large variations in their parameters; Billimoria et al., 2008), yielding 
significant insight into the fields of visual (Logothetis and Sheinberg, 1996; Quiroga et al., 2005), 
auditory (Billimoria et al., 2008; Moore et al., 2013; Schneider and Woolley, 2013) and olfactory 
perception (Stopfer et al., 2003). However, a major limitation in current neurophysiological 
approaches is that they do not acknowledge or address the complexity of the problems that need 
to be solved (Lewicki et al., 2014): experiments based on simplistic models of animal behavior, or 
using "idealized" stimuli that often do not reflect ecologically relevant stimuli and behaviors, have 
little chance of providing a thorough understanding of the mechanisms at play in more complex 
natural settings. In this respect, one overlooked aspect in auditory scene analysis concerns how 
the brain extracts information required for social interactions when information transfer between 
individuals is under high external constraints. Specifically, although individual recognition is 
essential for many animals’ social life, the neural substrate allowing discrimination between 
individual voices when the emitter and the listener are remote and the communication signals are 
affected by propagation is not known. Here we address this question by investigating the real-life 
issue of partner acoustic recognition in a songbird where paired mates commonly experience 
extreme sound degradations induced by long-range propagation. 
 The zebra finch (Taeniopygia guttata), a model system showing striking similarities to 
humans in the context of speech (Doupe and Kuhl, 1999), is a small gregarious songbird from 
subarid Australia that forms pair bonds for life and lives in large flocks in open country with a 
scattering of trees and bushes (Butterfield, 1970; Zann, 1996). Because these birds are 
opportunistic breeders living in a very unpredictable environment (Zann, 1996), maintaining 
strong pair bonds between breeding events is of utmost importance. With the flock being 
constantly on the move, using a solid vocal recognition system allows partners to avoid the cost 
of losing each other. Zebra finches thus offer a unique opportunity for studying how the male 
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and female emitter’s vocal identity is degraded through propagation in a natural environment, and 
how these birds extract information from these degraded signals at the neural level. 
 Among the vocal repertoire of zebra finches, the distance call –a short call emitted by 
both males and females– is the ideal candidate for our research, as it is used especially within 
mate-bonded pairs while foraging and when a visual connection has been lost (Zann, 1996). 
Previous studies have shown that the distance call bears an individual signature, and that the 
birds are capable of call-based individual recognition (Vignal et al., 2004; Vignal et al., 2008; 
Zann, 1984). As calls propagate through the environment, their quality is degraded, affecting the 
signal's amplitude as well as its spectral and temporal structure (Wiley and Richards, 1982; 
Mouterde et al., submitted). However, it has been experimentally demonstrated that female zebra 
finches can discriminate between the calls of males propagated at 128 m, and that this 
performance can be extended to more than 250 m if they have the opportunity to train 
themselves with these stimuli (Mouterde et al., in revision). This impressive perceptual ability must 
be subserved by auditory neurons whose responses are only minimally affected by propagation-
induced sound degradation. 
 The neural representation of propagation-induced degraded vocalizations has still to be 
explored. To this end, we chose to focus on individual vocal signature as it requires particularly 
fine spectral and temporal information (Charrier et al., 2003; Latinus et al., 2013; Mathevon et al., 
2008), which can help us understand further the subtleties of neural processing. In a previous 
study (Mouterde et al., submitted), we showed that individual identity in distance calls of zebra 
finches is encoded redundantly, with some parameters being more robust to propagation-induced 
degradation than others, and the most informative parameters being different at short and long 
distance. The extraction of individual identity in degraded vocalizations should therefore require 
the use of some the most refined tuning properties of the auditory system; evidence for the 
ability of auditory neurons to represent subtle spectro-temporal features in songbirds has been 
shown by the extensive research in this area (Sen et al., 2001; Theunissen and Shaevitz, 2006; 
Theunissen et al., 2000; Woolley et al., 2005). Furthermore, research on auditory scene analysis 
had led to investigate specialized tuning for most robust features, and thus to study invariance 
properties of neurons. Most published research to date has only indirectly examined this question 
by analyzing how the neural representation of song varies as a function of intensity or is affected 
by noise (Billimoria et al., 2008; Boumans et al., 2008; Moore et al., 2013; Narayan et al., 2007). 
Compared to calls, songs contain an added layer of information, the syntax (i.e., the arrangement 
of syllables typical of each male or male lineage), which can also be used in songbirds to perform 
individual discrimination (Gentner, 2004). Disentangling to which extent the neural processing 
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uses the fine spectro-temporal features of the signal or its syntactic organization to characterize 
an individual's signature may therefore be challenging when using songs as stimuli. Furthermore, 
calls are far better candidates than songs to study propagation-induced degradation since distance 
calls are used for long distance communication while the directed song is only used in proximity 
to a female in zebra finches.  
 Additionally, they support voice-based recognition between individuals of both sexes in 
natural context. Studies using songs however yielded important cues about which brain areas are 
possibly involved in vocal discrimination, and indicate an increased tolerance for noise as one 
ascends the auditory pathway. FMRI-based evidence suggested that the first region within the 
songbird auditory system where the ability to discern a song from masking noise emerges is 
located in the caudomedial nidopallium (NCM), a secondary auditory area (Boumans et al., 2008). 
This finding was corroborated by two electrophysiology-based studies on zebra finches, the first 
one studying noise-invariant responses in the NCM using unfamiliar conspecific songs (Moore et 
al., 2013), and the second describing a population of neurons in the same region that encoded 
previously learned individual songs embedded in background chorus noise (Schneider and 
Woolley, 2013). Another study described a population of neurons from the thalamo-recipient 
field L (a region that is analogous to the primary auditory cortex of mammals) that are able to 
discriminate between bird songs while being invariant to intensity: the neurons with a high degree 
of invariance also displayed a high discrimination performance (Billimoria et al., 2008). This 
neural property could also play a key role for the task of discriminating between calls of different 
individuals emitted at varying distances in a natural environment.  
 Other research in songbirds has shown high selectivity for conspecific songs in the 
auditory forebrain, in the field L (Grace et al., 2003; Hauber et al., 2007; Theunissen and 
Shaevitz, 2006), as well as in the caudal mesopallium, CM (Grace et al., 2003; Hsu et al., 2004b) 
and the NCM (Bailey et al., 2002; Ribeiro et al., 1998). These studies and others suggested that 
hierarchical sensory processing occurs in the auditory cortex, with the secondary auditory areas 
(CM and NCM) showing sensitivity to higher-order features: neural substrates for individual 
recognition of songs in the auditory cortex were found in the medial CM (CMM; Gentner and 
Margoliash, 2003) and the NCM (Chew et al., 1996; Gentner, 2004). One neurophysiological 
study using calls instead of songs demonstrated that calls from individuals differing in their 
degree of familiarity with the tested bird evoked differential neuronal responses in the NCM 
(Menardy et al., 2012). Overall however, our knowledge about the brain structures and neural 
processing involved in voice-based individual recognition remains scarce. And specifically, for the 
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aims of this study, nothing is known on how the songbird brain deals with the impact of sound 
degradation during individual vocal discrimination. 
 In the present study we quantified the neural discriminability of single neurons in the 
zebra finch auditory forebrain for individual vocal signature in the distance call, and investigated 
how discrimination performance was affected by degradation from propagation with stimuli 
recorded in natural conditions. For this purpose, we addressed the following questions: does 
discrimination between individual vocal signatures in degraded signals exist at the neuronal level, 
without prior familiarization or learning? If such discriminant neurons exist, are they localized in 
specific areas of the auditory cortex? Do their responses to the calls after a long-range 
propagation through a natural environment differ from the responses to a mere sound intensity 
decrease? And finally, is there an effect of sex on the discrimination performance, either at the 
level of the stimulus (male or female call) or at the level of the perceiver? To investigate these 
questions, we performed extracellular electrophysiological recordings on zebra finches, using 
multi-channeled electrode arrays, and obtained single unit responses to distance calls with 
different levels of propagation-induced degradation. 
 
MATERIALS AND METHODS 
Stimulus design and recordings 
 The stimuli included natural and synthetic calls of male and female zebra finches. The 
natural calls were distance calls from unrelated and unfamiliar conspecifics (Con) that had been 
propagated at various distances (from 2 to 256 m) and recorded in natural conditions. In order to 
disentangle the sheer effect of signal intensity decrease from the effect of the decrease of the 
signal-to-noise ratio on neural responses (SNR; here defined in the broad sense, i.e. taking into 
account both the effects of the decrease of the signal's amplitude comparatively to the relatively 
constant amplitude of the background noise as well as the degradation of the call's temporal and 
spectral structure due to propagation though the environment), the subjects were also tested with 
synthetic stimuli (Syn) for which the sound intensity matched that of the Con calls at each 
propagation distance, but the SNR was constant (see details below).  
 To prepare the Con stimuli we used a database of distance calls recorded from 32 zebra 
finches (16 females, 16 males) raised in the ENES laboratory. The calls were recorded in a 
soundproof room using a microphone (Sennheiser MD-42, Wedemark, Germany) placed 0.2 m 
above the cage and connected to a Marantz Professional Solid state recorder (PMD 670, 
Eindhoven, The Netherlands; sampling frequency: 44100 Hz). Each bird was recorded in the 
presence of two females placed 3 m away and used as an audience to minimize stress; the bird 
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was stimulated with distance calls playbacks from previously recorded conspecific birds. These 
experimental protocols were approved by the Jean Monnet University’s animal care committee 
(authorization n°42-218-0901-38 SV 09 to ENES lab). We recorded 16 different calls from each 
individual to make our calls database (total number of calls: 16 * 32 = 512 calls). All the calls 
were normalized to each other by matching the maximum values of the sound pressure 
waveforms. We recorded the propagated sounds from all the calls of this database in natural 
conditions on an open flat field in France. For these sound recordings, the calls were broadcast 
from a portable solid state recorder (Marantz PMD671) connected to a MegaVox speaker (PB-
35W) placed on a stool, 1.30 m high. The speaker volume was set to obtain a sound level of 70 
dB SPL at 1 m (Vignal et al., 2008). The sounds were recorded with a Schoeps microphone 
(MK4 cardioid, on a CMC6-U base) equipped with a Schoeps Basket-type Windscreen (W 20) 
and set 1.30 m high. The microphone was connected to a second Marantz recorder (PMD671; 
sampling frequency: 44100 Hz). The propagated calls were recorded 2 m, 16 m, 64 m, 128 m and 
256 m away from the source. From these recordings, we isolated 16 different calls per individual 
per propagation distance (16 calls * 32 individuals * 5 distances = 2560 calls). For the neural 
recordings, the propagated calls were high-pass filtered with a cut-off frequency of 500 Hz. This 
frequency cut-off is below the lower frequency threshold of the zebra finch's audiogram 
(Okanoya and Dooling, 1987) and this filtering was used to remove irrelevant background noise. 
 To create the Syn stimuli, we used the set of Con calls recorded at 2 m and reduced the 
gain of each call so that its amplitude matched the amplitude of the same call that had been 
propagated at each other distance. To do this, we centered the calls inside a time window of the 
length of the longest call, for males and females separately, then used on these centered calls 
another time window corresponding to the length of the shortest call for each sex to match the 
amplitude of the Con call at 2 m to the amplitude of the corresponding call propagated at other 
distances. In this way we ensured that this amplitude matching always involved sounds in which 
the signal was present, regardless of the varying durations of calls from different individuals. We 
thus obtained Syn calls for 4 distances (16, 64, 128 and 256 m) for which the SNR was the same 
as the 2 m call but the amplitude matched the amplitude of the Con call at these 4 distances. This 
database consisted of 16 different calls per individual for the last 4 propagation distances (16 calls 
* 32 individuals * 4 distances = 2048 calls).  
 
Animal procedures and electrophysiological recording protocol 
 Eight adult zebra finches (n = 4 males and 4 females) were used in the electrophysiology 
experiments. Extracellular recordings from ensemble of single units were obtained in the 
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Urethane anesthetized subjects, immobilized on a stereotaxic apparatus, using one or two 16 
channel array electrodes (Omn1010, Tucker-David Technologies Inc., Alachua, FL, USA) 
consisting of 2 rows of 8 electrodes (width 0.5 mm, length 2 mm, distance between two 
electrodes within one row: 250 µm). The electrode arrays were lowered into the auditory 
forebrain using a microdrive. Each electrode had previously been coated with DiI stain 
(Invitrogen, Eugene, Oregon, USA) so as to facilitate the electrodes localization in the brain 
during the histological analysis. The recording took place in a double-walled anechoic chamber 
(Acoustic Systems, MSR West, Louisville, CO, USA) where a loudspeaker (Blaupunkt T-line, 
Berlin, Germany) was used to broadcast the stimuli. The volume of the loudspeaker was set to 
deliver zebra finch calls at 70 dB SPL (Digital Sound Level Meter, RadioShack, weighting type B) 
and was placed 20 cm in front of the subject's head. Extracellular voltages were recorded with a 
system from Tucker-Davis Technologies (TDT). All animal procedures were approved by the 
Animal Care and Use Committee at University of California Berkeley. 
 We recorded multiunit responses from each electrode in the array at two to six recording 
depths per subject. These multiunit recordings were then spike sorted off-line as described 
below. Out of the 8 total subjects, 6 were tested with a single array in one hemisphere (4 on the 
right, 2 on the left), and 2 were tested simultaneously with two arrays, one in each hemisphere. 
The electrode arrays spanned the mediolateral (from 0.25 to 1.5 mm lateral from the y-sinus) and 
the rostrocaudal (from 0.25 to 2.1 mm rostral from the y-sinus) axes of the auditory forebrain. 
The depth of the recording sites spanned between 1.15 and 2.13 mm from the brain surface, and 
the minimum distance between two sites was 100 µm. For each electrode in the array, spike 
arrival times and spike waveforms (snippets) were recorded by thresholding the extracellular 
voltage trace.  
 For each site, calls from 4 or 8 different individuals from the same sex were broadcasted 
to the subject; sex was swapped from one site to another. The call identities selected for each site 
(i.e., individual name and call number) were selected randomly from the database, and for each 
call identity, the calls recorded at all 5 distances were used for the Con stimuli, and (depending on 
the protocol type -see below) the synthetic calls for all 4 distances were used for the Syn stimuli. 
In order to limit the recording time for each site, the number of calls selected per individual 
varied for each condition: two subjects were only tested with Con stimuli ('Con-only' protocol) 
and heard 8 different calls from 8 individuals at each site (that is, a total number of 8 individuals * 
8 calls * 5 Con distances = 320 different calls per site); for the other six subjects, tested with both 
stimuli ('Con+Syn' protocol), those tested with 4 individuals heard 8 different calls per individual, 
and those tested with 8 individuals heard 4 different calls per individual (that is, a total number of 
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4 or 8 individuals * 8 or 4 calls * 5 Con distances + 4 or 8 individuals * 8 or 4 calls * 4 Syn 
distances = 288 different calls per site). The calls had a mean duration of 0.22 s ± 0.06 s for 
females and 0.13 s ± 0.05 s for males, and a mean fundamental frequency of 549.7 Hz ± 126.5 Hz 
for females and 803.3 Hz ± 164 Hz for males. The inter-stimulus interval was uniformly 
distributed between 1 to 3 s to prevent any rhythmic pattern that could potentially entrain the 
neurons or generate expectations. We repeated the presentation of all the stimuli 8 times and for 
each of these 8 trials the order of stimulus presentation was randomized. In this manner, we 
avoided any stimulus dependent adaption. 
 
Histology and anatomical localization of electrodes 
 After the recording, the bird was euthanized with an overdose of isoflurane and 
transcardially perfused with phosphate buffered saline (PBS, Sigma Chemical co., St Louis, MO, 
USA), followed by 4% formaldehyde. The brain was sunk in 4% formaldehyde followed by 30% 
sucrose, before being frozen using liquid nitrogen in preparation of the histological procedures. 
The brain was then sliced frontally or parasagitally in 20-µm-thick sections using a freezing 
microtome. Alternating brain sections were stained with either cresyl violet or DAPI nucleic acid 
stain, to be used to visualize electrode tracks (with the DiI stain marking each electrode 
emplacement) and histological tissues. These observations were made using a Zeiss AxioImager 
M2 fluoresence microscope fitted with a camera (Retiga 1350 EX, QImaging). 
 Localization of the electrodes involved measuring the distance from the entry of the 
electrodes to their deepest point and comparing it to the depth of the last recording site as shown 
on the microdrive used during the recording; recording site localization could then be achieved 
from the coordinates of each site obtained from the microdrive. Using well-known landmarks 
such as the lamina mesopallialis (LaM; known in the old nomenclature as hyperstrial lamina or LH) 
and the dorsal lamina pallio-subpallialis (LPS; previously called the medullary lamina or LMD) and 
differences in cell density as described in literature (Fortune and Margoliash, 1992), recording 
sites where then assigned to either CM (lateral: CLM, or medial: CMM), NCM, thalamo-recipient 
subdivision L2b or subregions L1 or L of the field L complex. Further distinctions in the field L 
complex (L2a and L3) were not achieved with enough certainty to be assigned as such, and 
recording sites found in undefined areas were labeled Lx. Following guidelines found in literature 
(Vates et al., 1996), we chose to approximate the limit between CMM and CLM as being 800 µm 
away from the midline. 
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Data processing and analysis 
 Pre-process ing o f  the  data 
 All multiunit recordings were sorted into single unit data based on the spike shapes. This 
spike sorting was performed using a semi-automatic custom made program written in Matlab 
(Mathworks) that used both un-supervised (k-means) and supervised clustering algorithms 
(Random Forest). In a first stage, templates for single spike shapes were chosen by the user using 
a GUI and exploratory cluster analysis. For this process, random groups of 200 spikes were 
clustered into 6 groups using k-means algorithm. The k-means clustering used the coefficients of 
a Principal Component Analysis (PCA) on the spikes shapes. The user could then manually select 
the groups of spikes that corresponded to isolated samples of the same single-unit and assign 
these as templates for units to be sorted. The process was repeated to find new units or to add 
more clean samples to particular single-units templates already chosen. In a second stage, these 
templates were used to train a Random Forest (RF) that used the PCA coefficients and additional 
spike parameters: the max and min amplitude and the peak slope. The trained RF was then used 
to classify the remainder of the spikes into single units, noise or non-classifiable units (multi-
unit). From 640 multi units recordings, we extracted 2467 single units or an average of 3.85 units 
per site and electrode. All subsequent analyses were done on this data set of single units.   
 A unit was defined as auditory (i.e., responsive to acoustic stimuli) if it had reproducible 
spike patterns in response to the same stimuli. To quantify “reproducible spike patterns” we 
estimated the coherence between the average response from one half of the trials to the average 
response of the other half of the trials (Hsu et al., 2004a). This coherence was bias corrected and 
standard error estimates were obtained using jackknife procedure and multi-tapered estimates of 
the cross and self spectra (Efron, 1982). Furthermore, we used similar calculations on neural 
responses to silence to obtain an upper bound on values that could obtained by chance even after 
bias correction. Non-auditory units (n = 52) were excluded from further analysis. 
 
 Character izat ion o f  the  neural  responses  
 From the auditory single units, we calculated for each recording site the mean firing rate 
during stimulus exposure, as well as a z-score value for the spike rate, characterizing the 
normalized difference between the stimulus-evoked mean firing rate and that of the background 
activity preceding the stimulus.  
 In addition to the firing rate description, we quantified the neural discriminability of 
single units for calls from individual birds using an optimal decoder procedure using complete 
spike patterns (Amin et al., 2013; Gastpar et al., 2010; Wang et al., 2007). In brief, spike templates 
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were obtained for each stimulus using 7 random selections out of the 8 trials, to calculate an 
average response. The remaining spike trial for each stimulus was then compared to all other 
trials by calculating the Euclidian distance between the spike test trial and all the average 
templates (van Rossum distance; Rossum, 2001). Before calculating this distance both the test 
trial and the templates were convolved with a decaying exponential with varying time-constant. 
By using very large time-constants, neural discrimination would be based solely on the mean 
firing rate. Very short-time constants would capture fine temporal structure in spike patterns that 
potentially code stimulus information but that could also be neural variability. The stimulus 
template yielding the smallest distance designated the stimulus that was decoded. This process 
was repeated over 1000 iterations of random selections to obtain a confusion matrix showing the 
joint probabilities of the predicted vs. actual responses. For each unit, a confusion matrix was 
estimated for 7 different time-constants (ranging from 1 to 100 ms) for the Con stimuli at 2 m in 
order to find the time scale giving the best discrimination; this time scale (calculated separately 
for each neuron) was applied for all other stimuli (Con from 16 to 256 m and Syn if applicable), 
which enabled us to maximize the discrimination performance for each unit depending on its 
neural code (Chicharro et al., 2011). Ultimately we obtained a single confusion matrix that 
showed the best performance for decoding a group of stimuli for a particular singular unit: a 
confusion matrix was calculated for the Con and Syn stimuli, and for each propagation distance 
separately. 
 Since we were ultimately interested in the neural discrimination of the individual 
producing the calls, we further collapsed the confusion matrix by grouping all stimuli produced 
by the same individual. To summarize and quantify the discriminability we used two measures. 
First, we calculated the mutual information (MI) of this reduced confusion matrix; the MI of a 
uniformly distributed confusion matrix tends towards zero, and the MI of a highly organized 
matrix (e.g., if the highest probabilities are found in the diagonal) tends towards its maximum: the 
log2 of the number of categories (in this study 2 bits for a matrix comparing 4 individuals and 3 
bits for 8 individuals). Second, using only the diagonal the confusion matrix, we obtained the 
percentage of correct classification (PCC) at each distance. 
 
 Selec t ion o f  uni t s  d is cr iminant for  indiv idual  ident i ty  
 One of our goals was to assess how neural discrimination for individual identity was 
affected by propagation. For this purpose, we first selected the units that could perform this task 
at close distance (i.e. at 2 m). We will refer to these units as the discriminant units, bearing in 
mind that this label does not inform about the quality of the discrimination, i.e. that it refers to 
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any unit that showed any amount of discriminability above chance. This chance level was 
calculated using the bootstrapping resampling technique: for each neuron, we obtained a 
bootstrap version of its confusion matrix at 2 m by randomizing the assignment of the 
individuals to the calls. From 1000 of such “identity-scrambled” confusion matrices we obtained 
a distribution of MI values that could be obtained by chance (MIrand). We then compared the 
observed MI value (MIobs) to this distribution of MIrand values, following the null hypothesis that 
MIobs was not different from the distribution, and calculated a z-score value, as follows: 
     
€ 
zMI =
MIObs − µMI Rand
σMI Rand
 
where 
€ 
µMI Rand  is the mean of the MIrand distribution, and 
€ 
σMI Rand  its standard deviation. We then 
calculated the probability density function p for 
€ 
zMI , and rejected the null hypothesis (i.e. defined 
the tested unit as discriminant) for p < 0.01. Out of the 2415 total number of single auditory 
units, we retrieved 1532 discriminant units. Non-discriminant units were excluded from further 
analysis. 
 Next, in order to compare the MI values obtained from subjects tested with 4 or 8 
different individuals (MIobs), and to eliminate any positive bias in the evaluation of discrimination 
performance, we calculated a corrected value for the MI (Chicharro et al., 2011) as follows: 
     
€ 
MIc = MIObs − µMI Rand  
We performed this bias correction for information calculated at all distances. For non-significant 
neural discrimination values, this quantity can become negative. These negative values were set to 
zero but effectively eliminated from the analysis as described below. All the MI values presented 
in the Results section and figures are corrected values (MIc). 
 
 Inves t igat ion o f  invar iance  proper t i e s  to  sound degradat ion 
 To characterize the effect of propagation distance on neural discrimination, we calculated 
MIc for each distance (for Con and Syn calls and for each discriminant unit) and fitted an 
exponential model on these curves to obtain a measure of “discrimination decay” in meters-1. In 
order to compare the discrimination decay values for the Con and Syn stimuli, the model fitted 
on the Syn curves included the Con value at 2 m, so as to have the same number of distance 
points in both cases (the Syn stimuli being derived from the Con value at 2 m in the first place). 
For this fit, we only used distances up to the first (and not including) distance where MIc was 
zero (or all the distances if MIc > 0). In the case when only one MIc value was available, no 
discrimination decay value could be retrieved (this concerned 163 units out of 1532 total for the 
Con stimuli and 159 units out of 1273 total for the Syn stimuli). 
**( 
 To investigate the neurons' discrimination performance we also calculated a corrected 
value for the percentage of correct classification (PCC) by subtracting the chance level (25% for 
subjects tested with 4 individuals and 12.5% for 8 individuals) to each value. This enabled us to 
compare PCCs from individuals tested with 4 and 8 individuals, and these PCCs over chance 
level are used throughout the Results section and in all the figures. 
 Finally, in order to investigate if the neural coding for each individual was the same 
regardless of distance, for each discriminant unit we calculated a new confusion matrix taking 
into account the calls propagated at all distances for each individual, and collapsed these "all-
distances matrices" by grouping all stimuli produced by the same individual. We then calculated 
the PCC over chance level for each matrix. 
 
 
RESULTS 
Neural substrate for the spontaneous discrimination between individual 
voices 
 Discr iminat ion per formance  
 We found neurons showing high discrimination for individual identity, at short as well as 
at long distances. As an example, Fig. 1 shows the confusion matrices for a unit that 
demonstrated a high mean percentage of correct classification (PCC) over the chance level across 
all five distances. 
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 Not all neurons showed such discrimination abilities, as illustrated in Fig. 2 where we 
compare the responses of two units to a stimulus call emitted by the same individual. In this 
example, for the highly discriminating unit (Fig. 2a) the firing rate during the stimulus is clearly 
higher than before or after the stimulus at all distances, while for the second unit (Fig. 2b) this 
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difference is visible up to 16 m but not at further distances (from 64 to 256 m). Moreover, the 
confusion matrices, showing the discrimination ability of each unit for the calls of every 
individual presented, illustrate the difference in discrimination performance between both units. 
Next, in order to visualize the discrimination ability of the whole population of neurons, we 
plotted the discriminant units as a function of the MIc at 2 m and the discrimination decay (Fig. 
3), showing either the total MI across all distances (i.e., the sum of MIc values for each distance, 
for each unit) or the mean PCC above chance level across all distances. In this space, the most 
performing units (i.e., units for which discrimination is high at 2 m and decreases slowly with 
distance) would have a high MIc at 2 m and a low discrimination decay (i.e., a slow decrease of 
MI with distance). Indeed, Fig. 3 shows that units situated close to zero on the y-axis but with 
high MI values at 2 m do have the highest total MI and mean PCC values. This validates our 
choice to use either the MI or the PCC to evaluate the neurons' ability for individual 
discrimination. 
 Finally, we found that the neural coding for each individual was very similar for all 
distances for most discriminant units. Fig. 4a shows that the PCC values obtained from the "all-
distance matrices" were highly correlated to the mean PCC values calculated separately for each 
distance. A linear model without intercept on this data confirmed this result (slope = 0.75, t = 
169.0, p < 10-4, R2 = 0.95). This is further illustrated in Fig. 4b where the "all-distances" matrix 
and the corresponding collapsed matrix regrouping each individual are shown for a highly 
discriminant unit: the squares in the diagonal represent each exemplar of the calls used per 
individual, at each distance, and the fact that the highest probabilities can be found in this 
diagonal shows that the neural code could predict reliably individual identity in all these call 
exemplars propagated at different distances. 
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Fig.	  2:	  Comparison	  of	  the	  responses	  of	  two	  units	  to	  different	  male	  calls	  after	  propagation	  through	  
the	  environment	  (Con	  stimulus).	  For	  each	  propagation	  distance,	  the	  neural	  responses	  are	  shown	  for	  
a	  highly-­‐discriminant	  unit	  (a)	  and	  another	  unit	  showing	  discrimination	  abilities	  at	  short	  and	  medium	  
distance	   but	   not	   at	   long	   distance	   (b).	   The	   two	   units	   were	   recorded	   on	   different	   birds.	   For	   each	  
distance,	  the	  spectrogram	  of	  the	  stimulus	  call	  is	  shown	  on	  top,	  followed	  by	  the	  spike	  trains	  for	  the	  8	  
trials,	  and	  by	  the	  PSTH	  averaging	  these	  8	  trials.	  Sound	  frequency	  is	  given	  in	  kHz	  and	  rate	  in	  spikes/s.	  
The	  confusion	  matrix	  shows	  the	  discrimination	  ability	  between	  individuals:	  the	  whiter	  the	  diagonal,	  
the	   higher	   the	   individual	   discrimination.	   The	   percentage	   value	   below	   each	   matrix	   is	   the	   mean	  
percentage	  of	  correct	  classification	  over	  the	  chance	  level.	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 Se le c t iv i ty  o f  the  d is cr iminat ion 
 The next step was to investigate the units' selectivity for particular calls, in order to assess 
if the high performance of some units was due to strong discrimination abilities for certain calls 
of a few particular individuals (i.e., a high selectivity), or to a capacity to discriminate between 
calls from all individuals (low selectivity). We first calculated the entropy of the distribution of the 
probabilities of correctly classifying each individual in the confusion matrix (that is, a measure of 
the randomness of the probability distribution in the diagonal of the confusion matrix): a 
uniform distribution (that would show an absence of selectivity at the unit level) would give a 
high entropy value, whereas a heterogeneous distribution (that would be the sign of a higher 
selectivity for the acoustic characteristics of certain calls) would give a low entropy value. The 
results are shown in Fig. 5a: interestingly, all the most discriminant units have very low selectivity 
in their discrimination (i.e. very high entropy values). To further investigate this selectivity at the 
unit level, we calculated a mean percentage of correct classification (PCC) taking only the best-
discriminated individual from each confusion matrix. Our goal was to assess if the best-
discriminated individuals were found for the highly discriminant units, or if the high 
discrimination performance of these units was merely due to a good (but not maximal) 
discrimination of each individual. As can be seen on Fig. 5b, the highest PCC at the level of the 
individual were found for the best units overall. 
 Thus, the units showing the best overall performance in discriminating between 
individuals are also the ones showing the best discrimination performance per individual, their 
low selectivity indicating additionally that they perform well for each individual.  
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 Temporal  reso lut ion o f  the  neural  code 
 As explained in the methods, the time constant used to calculate the differences between 
spike patterns (and thus the MIc) was chosen so as to maximize the discrimination performance 
of each neuron. Seven values were tested for time constants: 1, 3, 5, 10, 30, 50 and 100 ms. Fig. 
6a shows the distribution of the time constant values chosen across all discriminant units, and 
indicates that the time constants yielding maximal discrimination were small (5 ms and 10 ms 
constants represented 53.7% of all units). Looking closer at the highly discriminant units only by 
taking the 139 neurons that had a mean PCC across distances above 20% over chance level (Fig. 
6b), we found that the most represented constants were the smaller ones (from 3 to 10 ms), with 
the 5 ms constant representing 43.9% of all selected units. Indeed, discrimination performance 
(measured as PCCs) was inversely correlated to the size of the time constants (correlation 
coefficient r = -0.25, p < 10-4). Thus, the most discriminant units used a neural code that relied 
more heavily on spike patterns than the firing rate. This dependence on spike patterns does not 
of course exclude the effect of the overall spike rate. Indeed, we also found a significant 
correlation between discrimination and rate measured as a raw firing rate (r = 0.35, p < 10-4) or as 
a z-score (r = 0.68, p < 10-4): higher firing rates and in particular more reliable firing with respect 
to background yielded higher discrimination performances (Fig. 7). Thus, the highest 
discrimination was obtained for neurons that have high mean firing during sounds relative to 
background and that modulate this firing rate in time to obtain distinct spike patterns for distinct 
sounds.  
 
 
 
Fig.	  6:	  distribution	  of	   the	   time	  constants	   (in	  ms)	  used	   for	  all	  discriminant	  units	   (a)	  and	   for	  highly	  
discriminant	  units	  (b).	  Highly	  discriminant	  units	  were	  defined	  as	  having	  a	  mean	  PCC	  above	  20%	  (n	  =	  
139).	  For	  each	  unit	  the	  time	  constant	  yielding	  the	  highest	  discrimination	  was	  chosen	  from	  a	  set	  of	  7	  
values	  ranging	  from	  1	  to	  100	  ms.	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Fig.	   7:	   	   Mean	   spike	   rate	   across	   distances	   (in	   spikes/s)	   as	   a	   function	   of	   the	   discrimination	  
performance	   (measured	   by	   the	   mean	   PCC	   across	   distances)	   for	   all	   discriminant	   units.	   The	  
regression	  line	  calculated	  using	  all	  points	  is	  represented	  in	  red.	  
 
Anatomical localization of the highly-discriminating units 
 Focusing on the discriminating units showing a mean PCC above chance level across all 
distances superior to 45%, we found that over 16 units, 11 were located in the field L complex 
and 2 in the secondary auditory areas (1 in NCM, 1 in CMM); we could not locate the last 3 units. 
For the units located in the field L complex, we found 2 in L2b, 1 in L3 and 3 in the sub-field L; 
the 5 field L units remaining were undetermined. This histological analysis needs to be performed 
more thoroughly to assess if this trend is confirmed when looking at a bigger population of 
discriminant neurons. 
 
Effect of intensity in the propagation-induced degradation of neural 
discrimination 
 In the 'Con+Syn' protocol, each subject was challenged with two sets of stimuli in order 
to disentangle the overall effect of sound propagation through natural environment from the 
mere effect of the decrease in sound intensity on the units' responses. The Syn stimuli mimic the 
intensity decrease of the Con stimuli at the equivalent distance (from 16 to 256 m), but with the 
same high signal to noise ratio obtained from the call recorded at 2 m. To illustrate this, we show 
on Fig. 8 the responses of a representative unit to the Con and Syn versions of the same call, for 
all distances. The decay curve and confusion matrices show only minor differences in this unit’s 
ability to discriminate individuals with these two sets of calls. 
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 This result was also observed at the population level. Fig. 9 shows that the mean MI 
values for each distance for the Con and Syn stimuli are strikingly equivalent (paired t-tests 
showed no significant difference, for every distance). In order to further compare the responses 
to the Con and Syn stimuli, we also calculated the difference between the discrimination decay 
for the Syn and the Con stimuli (decay for Syn - decay for Con) for each unit; this difference is 
not significant (t-test: p = 0.09). The same test taking only highly discriminant units (for which 
mean PCC > 20%) was even less significant (p = 0.88). 
 
 
 
Fig.	  9:	  discrimination	  performance	  for	  Con	  and	  Syn	  stimuli.	  The	  plot	  shows	  the	  mean	  decay	  curves	  
for	  the	  responses	  to	  the	  Con	  and	  Syn	  stimuli	  at	  all	  distances.	  Error	  bars	  represent	  the	  standard	  error	  
of	  the	  mean,	  and	  jitter	  on	  the	  x-­‐axis	  has	  been	  added	  for	  better	  visibility.	  
 
 Although the difference in discriminability between Con and Syn stimuli is non-
significant overall, we found a small number of neurons for which the performance in 
discriminability for the Syn stimuli was substantially higher than for the Con stimuli. The example 
shown on Fig. 10 illustrates that this difference is mainly due to the unit's sensitivity to 
background noise for the Con stimuli. 
 Thus, it appears that for most discriminant units, the degradation of the units' 
performance with distance is mostly explained by the mere decrease in intensity rather than by 
the increase in signal degradation. We found some units however for which the discrimination 
performance was higher for the Syn stimuli than the Con, and in that case their higher sensitivity 
to background noise explained the fact that the Syn stimuli, with their higher signal-to-noise ratio 
(SNR), yielded better performances. 
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Effect of sex on the discrimination performance 
 We tested the effect of sex on the discrimination performance, both at the level of the 
stimulus and at the level of the subject, using the Con stimuli. Of all the discriminant units tested 
on both male (n = 913) and female subjects (n = 619), 784 were tested only with male stimuli and 
748 only with female stimuli. In order to take into account both the sex of the subject and the sex 
of the individual used as stimulus, we performed a linear mixed-effect model (using the lmer 
function on R) with these predictors, using the mean PCC over the chance level as the response 
variable and taking into account the effect of the subject as a random factor. The statistical 
analysis showed a significant effect of the sex associated to the stimulus on the discrimination 
performance (χ2(1) = 54, p < 10-4), but no effect of the subject's sex as a main effect. However, 
the interaction between both was significant (χ2(1) = 15.5, p < 10-4). Fig. 11 illustrates the effect 
of both factors as explained by the model, and shows a surprising trend for the male subjects: 
while females performed similarly for stimuli of both sexes, males showed a striking difference in 
their discrimination performance, yielding higher PCCs than females when discriminating 
between male calls and lower PCCS than females when discriminating between female calls. Fig. 
12 shows the discriminant units' performance depending on the sex of the individuals used as 
stimuli for each unit or the sex of the tested subject, and further illustrates the fact that the best 
PCCs were obtained when the units discriminated between male stimuli, and that male subjects 
were more proficient at discriminating between male stimuli. 
 
 
 
Fig.	  11:	  Differential	  effects	  of	  the	  subject's	  sex	  or	  the	  sex	  associated	  to	  the	  stimuli,	  as	  explained	  by	  
the	  model.	  The	  mean	   PCC	   is	   shown	   for	   female	   subjects	   discriminating	   between	   stimuli	   from	  both	  
sexes,	  and	  likewise	  for	  the	  male	  subjects.	  Males	  are	  represented	  in	  blue,	  females	  in	  red.	  The	  pale	  line	  
in	  the	  middle	  is	  the	  mean	  PCC	  across	  stimulus	  type	  for	  each	  subject's	  sex. 
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DISCUSSION 
 We found a population of neurons in the avian auditory forebrain that discriminate 
individual voices with various degrees of propagation-induced degradation without prior 
familiarization or training. The discrimination of individual voices at long distance is a 
behaviorally relevant problem that is encountered in the wild by our model species, the zebra 
finch, and our use of stimuli recorded in real-life conditions ensured that our study was closely 
related to this biological task. The best performing neurons were able to discriminate individuality 
in calls as far as 250 m, which represents a very high degradation level for these vocalizations in 
regard to the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR). Interestingly, the neurons showing the highest degree of 
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individual discrimination were also the least selective; in other words they showed high 
discrimination performances towards all individuals that were presented. Furthermore, we found 
that most of these neurons could discriminate individuality using the same (or very similar) spike 
pattern code regardless of distance, indicating that they did not only categorize different 
individuals as different entities at each distance but that they could categorize individual identity 
regardless of propagation distance. 
 It should be noted that this discrimination ability was found in birds that had been born 
and raised in captivity, and had therefore no experience in processing and interpreting 
vocalizations that had been propagated at distances greater than ~ 5 m. Thus, we deduce that the 
neural mechanisms needed to extract higher-order information (i.e., detecting the individual 
identity in a number of calls from different birds) from naturally degraded calls exist without 
prior experience of propagation-induced call degradation or prior familiarization with the tested 
calls. In order to discriminate the propagated calls used in our experiments, neurons had to deal 
with multiple modifications in the sounds. First, the intensity of the signal and the SNR 
decreased with increasing distances. Second, the spectro-temporal structure of the signal was 
modified: in the propagated calls used as stimuli, the frequency band with a SNR greater than 0 
dB was progressively reduced with distance to a narrower band around 3.5 kHz; the spectral 
modulations such as those observed in harmonic stacks lost their sharpness and, similarly, the 
temporal envelope of the sound was smeared in time (Mouterde et al. submitted). 
 Previous studies had also described invariance properties of discriminant neurons, either 
to intensity (using single exemplars of songs from two or five individuals; Billimoria et al., 2008), 
or to background noise (Moore et al., 2013; Schneider and Woolley, 2013). These last two 
studies, using either unfamiliar songs in anesthetized subjects or learned songs in awake animals 
respectively, pointed out that training and behavioral relevance were not critical for the neural 
extraction of songs from background noise. Here, using calls that have been degraded in a natural 
environment and testing multiple exemplars of calls for each individual, we also show that 
previous training is not critical for individual discrimination in degraded calls for both sexes. 
Moreover, our results demonstrate that in order to perform this discrimination task in a real-life 
auditory scene analysis, neurons need to show invariance not only to sound level per se but also to 
SNR as used in the broad sense, i.e. taking into account the intensity of the signal relative to the 
background noise as well as the degradation of the signal's spectral and temporal structure due to 
propagation. Indeed, the best performing neurons in our study show a certain degree of 
invariance towards intensity (their discrimination performance decreasing with distance but 
staying well over chance even as far as 250 m) as well as a strong invariance towards the 
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progressive decrease in the signals' SNR (as evidenced by the equivalent discrimination 
performance between the Con and Syn stimuli, that is, between the naturally degraded calls and 
the modified calls for which the sound level decreased with distance but the SNR was constant). 
 While critical neural substrate for the analysis of auditory scenes has been found in field L 
(intensity invariant neurons, as explained above), previous studies have highlighted the 
importance of the secondary auditory areas (NCM and CM) in processing higher-order features 
such a behavioral significance, and their role in learned auditory discrimination such as individual 
recognition (Chew et al., 1996; Gentner, 2004; Pinaud and Terleph, 2008). Moreover, the fact 
that noise invariant neurons were found in the NCM may have oriented our search for neurons 
performing auditory scene analysis while discriminating individuality in the secondary auditory 
area. The fact that, in our study, the majority of the best performing neurons was found in field L 
demonstrates that this complex task can be performed in the primary auditory area. Although the 
localization of the most discriminant units is still at a preliminary stage in this study, it is still 
interesting to compare these results with a previous study about the spectro-temporal coding 
properties of field L in zebra finches: using a stimulus based on properties of natural sounds, 
Nagel and Doupe (2008) found that a majority of neurons in field L was narrowly tuned and 
sensitive only to a subset of possible acoustic features. While we do not present any results about 
spectro-temporal coding in this manuscript, the fact that we found neurons able to encode 
individual identity robustly regardless of propagation-induced degradations suggests the existence 
of more broadly tuned neurons in field L than what was previously thought. We suggest that 
spectro-temporal processing required for individual discrimination even between degraded calls is 
present in the primary auditory cortex and might sub-serve an all-purpose and spontaneous voice 
detection task. Processing in secondary auditory areas could then develop following the bird's 
experience for the learned recognition of specific individuals (e.g., learning to recognize its mate 
at a distance). In the associative model of individual vocalizations recognition (Gentner, 2004), 
this population of neurons we described would take part in a bottom-up process creating a 
potential for individual discrimination, while top-down processes such as attentional or 
motivational mechanisms would develop this potential through perceptual plasticity. Another 
kind of discrimination ability has been shown in rhesus macaques (Macaca mulatta), for which the 
ventrolateral prefrontal cortex is involved in the categorization of socially meaningful but 
unfamiliar communication calls (Gifford et al., 2005). 
 Another interesting finding is that male calls were significantly better discriminated than 
female calls. This corroborates previous studies that showed that the males' individual signature 
was stronger than the females' (Zann, 1984), and even more so when propagated at long distance 
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(Mouterde et al. submitted). Our results also showed that neurons recorded in males were more 
proficient at discriminating between male stimuli than female stimuli. To our knowledge, this is 
the first time that such a finding is reported, and both the magnitude of this effect in males and 
the lack of such finding in females are very surprising to us. While it would be insightful to 
further investigate this phenomenon, we attempt to explain it by the fact that male zebra finches 
have been shown to be more capable than females for processing particular acoustic features in 
calls (Vicario et al., 2001), and it has been suggested that because the males learn their distance 
call (and their call being very close to a syllable type of their song; Zann, 1996), there might be a 
functional or even a causal relationship between the males' ability to produce learned features and 
their tendency to categorize these features, and thus better discriminate between them (Vicario et 
al., 2001). This, combined with the stronger individual signature of males, may be a beginning of 
explanation as to why males are so much more proficient at discriminating between male calls, 
but at this stage we still fail to explain why males showed worse discrimination for female calls 
than did females and why females did not show enhanced discrimination for male calls relative to 
female calls. 
 Ultimately, one of the main goals in brain research is to link the processes described at 
the neural level with corresponding behavioral manifestations. This attempt to integrate neural 
discrimination and behavior is difficult since we cannot assume that animals use the information 
present in particular neurons without specifically testing perception (Nagel et al., 2011). An 
interesting step in our understanding of these processes is that behavioral performance has been 
found to be more strongly correlated with the performance of the best neurons rather than the 
average neuron (Wang et al., 2007). Using behavioral tests, we have found in a previous study 
that female zebra finches were able to discriminate between the calls of male zebra finches 
without training at up to 128 m, and up to 256 m when they were able to learn from one day to 
the next (Mouterde et al. in revision). These results were obtained with a forced-choice 
conditioning task using fasted birds with food as reward, which would lead the subjects to 
express their best discrimination performance, stripped from any social effect (e.g., compared to 
a preference test). Thus, one could argue that in this case, the behavioral tests showed lower 
discrimination performance than what was found for the best neurons in this study, which 
presented an ability for spontaneous individual discrimination as far as 256 m. However, only 
females were tested in the behavioral experiments, and following our findings that males showed 
higher discrimination performances, it is possible that when tested in this operant setup they 
would show such abilities at further distances without prior training. Additionally, training 
subjects to recognize degraded individual vocalizations in this type of task before recording their 
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neural responses to the same signals would give valuable insight into the mechanisms of 
individual voice recognition in an auditory scene as well as the underlying learning processes and 
memory formation. Indeed, there are still too few experiments where comparisons are performed 
between neurometric and psychometric functions, and so far, only a small number of these 
experiments have been performed within the same subjects (Dong et al., 2011; Huetz et al., 
2011). It would be interesting to compare the results of such experiments to the ones presented 
here using naive subjects. 
 Our study tested neural discrimination in anesthetized birds, and one could object that 
these recording conditions are further from the reality of a bird discriminating voices in an 
auditory scene in the wild than having awake animals during recordings. This is a fair point, and it 
would indeed be interesting to test this question with awake animals, but we emphasize the fact 
that such a study testing spontaneous discrimination in neurons would necessitate less top-down 
effects, such as selective attention, that would be depressed with anesthesia. Furthermore, 
comparative studies on the effect of anesthesia in the midbrain (Schumacher et al., 2011) and the 
primary forebrain  (Narayan, 2006) of songbirds found no differences in discriminability 
performances and spectral tuning of single neurons among urethane-anesthetized and 
unanesthetized responses to communication vocalizations in zebra finches. While urethane 
depressed intrinsic neural excitability in the midbrain, no significant difference in firing rates 
could be found for field L neurons (Narayan, 2006). Thus, and bearing in mind that the effect of 
anesthesia can vary greatly between species (Gaucher et al., 2013), we can safely assume that the 
neural responses we recorded in our model species were similar to what we would have found 
using awake animals. 
 Concerning the neural coding of individual degraded voices, our finding that taking into 
account the temporal patterns of discharges yielded high discrimination performances while the 
average firing rate did not reliably predict these performances corroborates numerous studies 
claiming that neurons do not show a selectivity for the vocalizations in terms of firing rate but, 
instead, use a spike timing strategy to encode natural vocalizations, especially in field L (Gaucher 
et al., 2013; Huetz et al., 2011; Schumacher et al., 2011; Wang et al., 2007). However, as 
Theunissen and Miller (1995) pointed out, when spike timing is related to the timing of specific 
features in the stimulus, the neural code should be labeled as a rate code with a fast temporal 
scale. Here we found that the optimal timescales for neural discrimination of degraded voices 
were around 5 ms, which is consistent, if somewhat lower, with what was found previously for 
neural discrimination of conspecific song in the field L of zebra finches (Narayan, 2006). An 
interesting remark about the coding properties of neurons solving difficult signal processing 
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problems is that these neurons are usually found to have sparse firing patterns; this sparse coding 
has been found in particular for neurons performing auditory scene analysis (Asari, 2006; 
Billimoria et al., 2008; Schneider and Woolley, 2013), where they have been showed to be more 
invariant to noise or to intensity. Indeed, according to Gaucher et al. (2013), temporal sparse code 
of auditory cortex neurons can be considered as a first step for generating high-level 
representations of communication sounds independent of the acoustic characteristic of these 
sounds. In the present study, on the one hand, both the lack of individual selectivity for highly 
discriminant neurons and the positive correlation between discrimination performance and firing 
rate does not appear to support a sparse coding hypothesis. On the other hand, it is possible that 
these highly discriminant units are particularly selective for calls relative to other sounds and 
could be sparse in their representation in this sense. The next step in understanding the neural 
coding of vocalizations is thus both to measure responses to other stimuli and to assess to which 
extent the temporal spike patterns are linked to the acoustic structure of the stimuli, and which 
part could be attributed to higher-order representations such as behavioral meaning (Huetz et al., 
2011). In other words, does the discrimination ability that we found in auditory neurons depend 
exclusively and in a graded fashion on the acoustical differences between calls, or is there a higher 
level of integration yielded by a non-linear and categorical group of voices? Investigating this 
question with the use of spectro-temporal receptive fields (STRFs) or other encoding models 
would complete the decoding approach used here (Theunissen et al., 2000). These approaches 
would help understand how the neural coding initially based on the vocalization's acoustic 
properties becomes more integrated and potentially categorical as one ascends the auditory 
pathway. 
 Other research approaches offer exciting challenges in the study of how the brain 
processes auditory scenes: exploring neural networks rather than single neurons (Quian Quiroga 
and Panzeri, 2009) or the plasticity of perception and the impact of top-down processes in neural 
coding (Chapuis and Wilson, 2011; Dahmen and King, 2007; Gentner, 2004; Menardy et al., 
2012) will help us better understand how the complex task of scene analysis is performed by the 
brain. 
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IV. CONCLUSION AND PERSPECTIVES 
 
A. The individual signature of zebra finches is very resistant to degradation 
 
 The acoustic analysis of the distance calls from male and female zebra finches showed 
that information about individual identity is still present in calls propagated as far as 256 m in 
natural conditions. The use of information contained in the whole spectrogram yielded better 
results than the traditional approach separating spectral and temporal cues, highlighting the 
importance of the information about frequency modulation, especially at long distance. This 
greatly explains the difference found between sexes, as the typical structure of male calls includes 
a downsweep component that is still discernable at 256 m. Previous work had concluded that 
male calls are more individualized than female calls (Zann, 1984), and the analysis presented in 
manuscript 1 confirmed that this advantage at near distances is even more important at further 
distances.  
 Since the distance calls of zebra finches are used to communicate at long distance after 
losing visual contact (Zann, 1996), it is reasonable to hypothesize that these vocalizations may 
have been subjected to a selective force leading to their congruence with the sound transmission 
characteristics in their habitat. For best resistance to degradation in an open environment, and 
following the acoustic adaptation hypothesis, an ideal call should be short, have a large 
bandwidth and a high frequency modulation rate (Ey and Fischer, 2009). Male zebra finches' 
distance calls fit this description, but female calls are typically longer and have low frequency 
modulations. While individual information may still be found in female calls propagated at 256 
m, albeit to a lower level than for the male calls, the fact that their structure does not maximize 
their transmission distance leads to consider other potential effects that would result in this 
dimorphic acoustic structure. Indeed, in their development, zebra finches from both sexes first 
develop an innate distance call, but the males "overwrite" their inherited call with a call that is 
learned from a tutor (Forstmeier et al., 2009). Thus, the sex-specific characteristics of the distance 
call may be a by-product from song learning, which points out that the main selection factor for 
the shaping of these vocalizations might not have been the habitat characteristics (Ryan and 
Kime, 2003). This sex difference in song and call learning could also help explain the fact that 
neurons in male subjects discriminated better between male calls in the electrophysiological 
recordings (manuscript 3); however, the fact that they discriminated the female calls worse than 
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neurons in female subjects yields unanswered questions, and it would be interesting to investigate 
this question in further studies. 
 Such as it is, this difference in individual signatures between sexes may have an impact on 
the strategies used by the birds to reunite after having been separated visually, and it is possible 
that mates have adapted their behavior around the higher transmission potential of the male call. 
Indeed, it was found experimentally that when members of a pair were visually, but not 
acoustically isolated from one another, males called more than females and were more active 
(Butterfield, 1970); Zann (1996) accordingly observed that free-living males call more than 
females. In his book, Zann also cited the unpublished work of A. W. McIntosh, who states that 
"members of a pair relocate in the following way: the male calls more than the female when 
separated and moves around actively searching for her; when he comes within earshot she 
recognizes his call and responds with her own distance call but remains stationary: the male 
homes in on the female that alters her call rate in response to his distance calls". Thus, members 
of a pair would possibly rely more on the male distance call to establish first contact after being 
separated, and such a behavior might result from the stronger individual signature that we found 
in the degraded calls of males. 
 The distance calls that I used for the acoustic analysis as well as the behavioral and 
neurophysiological experiments were propagated in a natural environment, and thus combined 
most aspects of an open field auditory scene: intensity decrease, degradation of the calls' spectro-
temporal structure and ambient noise. I am aware however that the analysis of auditory scenes 
also encompasses notions of directionality and auditory source separation (Lewicki et al., 2014) 
that were not investigated in this study. The use of a loudspeaker to broadcast sounds effectively 
annihilates any spatial information that animals in a natural environment can have access to. In 
nature, different sounds coming from spatially separated sound sources can help enhance 
discrimination (Bee, 2008; Dent et al., 2009; Maddox et al., 2012). Thus, while this absence of 
spatial cues may be a caveat when studying the question of auditory scene analysis as a whole, this 
probably lead us to underestimate the natural discriminability rather than the opposite. However, 
while the sound transmitted experiments presented in manuscript 1 showed that the effects of 
propagation on the recording site in France are similar to those in the Australian desert with little 
vegetation, in the same low-wind conditions (thus validating the pertinence of our acoustic 
analysis), other factors may have a strong impact on sound discrimination. Indeed, transmission 
conditions may vary greatly, and meteorological events such rain or strong wind can greatly affect 
signal transmission (Brenowitz, 1982), although the former is not frequent in the subarid regions 
of Australia where zebra finches live. Furthermore, higher levels of ambient noise, due to the 
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calling of insects for example, have an influence on the birds' optimal frequencies for 
communication (Klump, 1996). More importantly, a chorus from other conspecific birds would 
have an even higher masking effect, as the frequency range of such masking noise would overlap 
the frequency range of the tested vocalizations (Forrest, 1994; Lohr et al., 2003). Here I chose to 
use degraded calls that would represent the "baseline conditions" of an auditory scene, and I am 
conscious that the distances that we advertise in the manuscripts as enabling voice discrimination 
would be reduced in more difficult transmission conditions. Besides, it should be noted that the 
distance calls in the database were broadcasted in "baseline conditions" too, i.e. at a level of 70 
dB SPL at 1 m, which is the typical sound level for this species (Vignal et al., 2008). Had I used 
stimuli recorded in more constraining conditions, I would also have had to take into account the 
behavioral adaptations that zebra finches have been shown to demonstrate in such conditions; 
Cynx et al. (1998) showed that zebra finches could indeed increase the amplitude of their calls, up 
to more than 90 dB SPL, in response to white noise. Assessing to which extent the transmission 
constraints would influence this kind of behavioral adaptation would prove too difficult to 
analyze in a systematic way, which is why this choice of "baseline conditions" appears to me as 
the best option for this study of auditory scene analysis. 
 
B. Zebra finches show impressive capacities for discriminating degraded 
voices 
 
 The discrimination task experiment presented in manuscript 2 showed that without 
training, female zebra finches could discriminate between the calls of two unfamiliar males 
propagated as far as 128 m. In the preference test, the female subjects showed a significant 
preference for their mate as far as 64 m, but were not tested for their preference at 128 m. While 
in this latter case the subjects were familiar with the stimuli used (their mate or a familiar male), 
they had never heard vocalizations propagated at such a distance before, as in the former case, 
and thus had no prior experience with this level of sound degradation. Following the result 
obtained without training in the discrimination task, we could infer that these females would have 
shown a significant preference for their mate at 128 m too, had they been tested with this 
distance. However, this hypothesis is arguable, as the motivation to operate the task in both 
setups were very different; while discrimination tests at the behavioral level are intrinsically prone 
to intra-individual variability, it seems that the motivation for a fasted subject to get access to 
food is greater than the motivation for an isolated subject to hear its mate voice. It is also 
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possible that females in the preference task would have been able to discriminate between calls 
propagated at 128 m but would not necessarily have shown a clear preference for their mate, the 
signal's degradation possibly affecting the attractiveness of the stimuli and consequently the 
consistency of their responses towards it. Thus, the discrimination task served as a mean to avoid 
the added behavioral flexibility that could be due to context effects of prior social experience in 
the preference test, and use a highly motivational setup to test the subjects' limits for 
discrimination between degraded vocal signatures, at the behavioral level. 
 At the neural level however (manuscript 3), I found that a number of single neurons had 
the ability to discriminate between individual voices as far as 256 m. The performance level of the 
most discriminant neurons at this distance was comparable to the maximal performance obtained 
in the acoustic analysis (manuscript 1): for males, the mean percentage of correct classification 
over the chance level (PCC, a measure of the discrimination performance) obtained from the 
analysis of calls propagated at 256 m was 42.1% while the PCC at this distance for the most 
discriminant neuron tested with male calls was 44.1%. Although these PCC correspond to two 
different assessments of discriminability (statistical discrimination from the calls’ acoustical 
structure versus between-calls discrimination ability by neurons), the fact that both values are 
comparable implies that some neurons are able to take the best advantage of the information still 
remaining after long-distance propagation. The same comparison for females yielded a mean 
PCC of 28.3% for the acoustic analysis and a value of 22.3% for the most discriminant neuron 
tested with female calls. These observations highlight the fact that neurons may be able to 
retrieve a similar amount of information at long distance than what was theoretically calculated 
using acoustical features optimized for that distance.  
Is it possible that zebra finches that have never had the opportunity to hear propagated 
calls use a "template" for discriminating degraded calls which is optimized for short, medium and 
long distances? The comparison of the mean PCCs across all distances in both cases suggests that 
overall, the acoustic analysis using parameters calculated separately for each distance might give 
better results than the most discriminant neurons (for males: PCC for acoustic analysis = 61.3%, 
PCC for most discriminant neuron = 56.6%; for females: 54.2% and 41.8% respectively). Thus, 
the most discriminant neurons that I found seemed to show lower performances than the 
optimal acoustic analysis overall, but managed to keep their performance at 256 m at a level that 
was comparable to the acoustic analysis. This high discrimination at long distance is especially 
interesting when we consider the nature of the prior information available for computing 
individual discrimination in both cases. For the algorithm using acoustical features optimized for 
each distance, the fitting dataset (which accounts for the prior information that the tested calls, or 
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validating dataset, were compared to) contained information about the structure of individual 
distance calls for each individual, and about the distance considered. For the neurons of my 
recorded subjects, it is probable that the birds had stored some information about acoustical 
features that are important for discriminating between the voices of different individuals, through 
their social experience with other birds in the aviary; however, the fact that the vocalizations used 
as stimuli were recorded from unknown birds implies that their "templates" would never be as 
efficient as the ones created by the algorithm using these vocalizations. Furthermore, these birds, 
born and raised in a single room aviary, never had the experience of hearing propagated calls, as 
stated earlier. This situation seems closer to the "all-distances" template calculated in the acoustic 
analysis, which maximized average discrimination: in this case, the algorithm contained 
information about the structure of individual distance calls for each individual and each distance, 
but no information about the distance per se. This template gave good results at all distances 
except 256 m, which corresponds to the type of decay curve that I found for a number of 
discriminant neurons. For the most discriminant neurons however, their high performance at 256 
m seems to imply some prior knowledge about distance. Could the perception of distance-
dependent sound degradations have an innate basis? While this question could lead to many 
interesting conjectures, one should not forget that the comparisons between the acoustic analyses 
and the actual physiology of neurons should be made with extreme caution, and that the reality of 
the processes at play is very complex; for example, the fact that the auditory system of zebra 
finches acts like narrowband filters may have an important effect in decreasing the noise within 
this system (Forrest, 1994). 
 Another interesting question raised by this discrimination ability without prior 
familiarization or training that has been shown at the behavioral and neural levels is the effect of 
the sex of the subject performing the discrimination. In the electrophysiological experiments 
(manuscript 3) we have shown that males are more proficient at discriminating between male 
calls. In the preference test (manuscript 2) only females were tested, following reports from 
previous work suggesting that the use of male subjects might not yield reliable results in terms of 
mate preference, making it difficult to take any assumptions on their abilities to recognize 
degraded calls based on this preference. This was first stated by Zann (1996), citing two 
unpublished studies showing that females showed a stronger preference towards their mate's 
distance call than did the males; these observations were later mitigated by Vignal et al. (2004), 
who showed that males could express a preference for their mate but that their response was 
highly dependent on audience effects. Only females were tested in the discrimination task too, 
but for practical reasons this time, as only females had been tested with the apparatus at the time 
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of my experiments. It would indeed be interesting to test males in the same task, with female and 
male calls, in order to assess if the sex-based differences that were found at the neural level are 
mirrored at the behavioral level. 
 
C. The role of perceptual learning in increasing the discrimination 
performance 
 
 In the discrimination task experiment presented in manuscript 2, female zebra finches 
showed that they were proficient at discriminating between two previously unknown males 
propagated as far as 256 m when they had the opportunity to practice with these stimuli at 
increasing distances. This augmented performance compared to the no-training condition, in 
subjects that had already been shaped in the discrimination task, suggests that the females 
enhanced their discrimination abilities through perceptual learning (Gold and Watanabe, 2010). 
This manifestation of experience-dependent plasticity in the sensory systems, which occurs at the 
developmental stage as well as throughout adult life (Seitz and Dinse, 2007), has been studied at 
the behavioral level, showing for example that unreinforced learning of song discrimination 
occurs rapidly in zebra finches, after 3 h of passive song exposure (Stripling et al., 2003). 
However, the underlying neural mechanisms remain unclear (Dahmen and King, 2007; 
Yotsumoto et al., 2008). One of the main issues in this field has been to disentangle the effects of 
bottom-up and top-down processes in perceptual learning (Gentner, 2004). While some studies 
supported the idea of a top-down control of perceptual learning, showing its strong interaction 
with attention (Ahissar and Hochstein, 1993; Gilbert et al., 2001), other studies showed that 
perceptual learning can occur not only under training conditions but also in situations of 
unattended and passive sensory stimulation (Seitz and Dinse, 2007; Watanabe et al., 2001). 
Overall, it is probable that plasticity in adult cortical networks that accompanies perceptual 
learning is shaped by an interaction between bottom-up sensory inputs, neuromodulator release, 
and task-specific top-down inputs (Dahmen and King, 2007; Polley et al., 2006). In any case, it is 
still a challenge for scientists to relate the neural and behavioral changes at play during perceptual 
learning (Gold and Watanabe, 2010), and to identify the changes in neuronal response properties 
that are causally related to perceptual improvements (Dahmen and King, 2007).  
 While with the behavioral experiments (manuscript 2) we have shown that zebra finch 
females could not discriminate between the degraded voices of males at 256 m without training, 
we have found at the neural level (manuscript 3) that single neurons in naïve birds had the 
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capacity to perform this task. Keeping in mind that both experiments were not conducted on the 
same subjects, it seems that for a comparable level of training, this discrimination ability found at 
the neural level is not shown at the behavioral level. This neural substrate for individual 
discrimination of degraded vocalizations may therefore be a neural basis for vocal recognition in 
auditory scenes, which could then develop in the secondary auditory areas following the birds' 
experience for the learned recognition of specific individuals. In other words, this population of 
neurons could take part in a bottom-up process creating a potential for individual discrimination, 
while top-down processes such as attentional or reinforcement mechanisms would develop this 
potential through perceptual plasticity. This idea converges with the concept of learning 
threshold developed by Seitz and Dinse (2007), in which standard neural responses must be 
boosted by plasticity-inducing factors such as attention or signal reinforcement, or optimized 
sensory inputs such as multisensory stimulation, to drive the system past the point of a learning 
threshold and induce augmented neural responses, and potentially lead to a change in behavior. 
This could explain the fact that the discrimination performance that I found at the neural level 
was matched at the behavioral level only after training. 
 The fact that such an impressive discrimination ability was found in single neurons 
provides interesting insight with regard to the existing literature. Previous work dealing with 
individual discrimination or recognition and auditory scene analysis have dealt with specific 
aspects of this question, such as invariance to intensity (Billimoria et al., 2008) and to background 
noise (Moore et al., 2013; Schneider and Woolley, 2013), or individual recognition of undegraded 
signals (Chew et al., 1996; Gentner, 2004). Thus, it has been hypothesized that the neural basis 
for the sensitivity to higher-order features in the sounds could arise from an ensemble of 
responses within the network, each neuron representing a particular stimulus feature (Quian 
Quiroga and Panzeri, 2009). The study presented in manuscript 3 highlights however that single 
neurons are able to discriminate the degraded individual signature of conspecific calls, using the 
same code (or almost the same code) for each individual regardless of distance. Such 
discrimination performance requires a high degree of invariance to decreasing signal-to-noise 
ratio and sound intensity, as well as the ability to extract parameters encoding individual identity 
in calls for which we have seen in manuscript 1 that the most individualized features are not the 
same depending on the propagation distance. Thus, while the improvement of computational 
methods for studying neural networks will certainly bring invaluable insight in the field of 
perceptual processing, particularly in our understanding of the relationship between neural 
processing and behavior (Quian Quiroga and Panzeri, 2009), this present work highlights the fact 
that complex processing of higher-order acoustic features occurs at the level of the single neuron. 
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The next step that logically follows this observation is to assess to what extent the acoustic 
features of the sounds can predict the neural responses, in the context of this processing of 
higher-order information. 
 
D. How are the acoustic parameters of the calls used for individual voice 
discrimination in an auditory scene? 
 
 This question is an interesting perspective for future work. Indeed, having discussed 
above about the fact that bottom-up processes can reach a level of complexity that has not been 
shown before in the context of auditory scene analysis, it would be insightful to investigate how 
the spectro-temporal features of degraded sounds are processed by the highly discriminant 
neurons described in manuscript 3. More specifically, in future work I plan to compare the 
parameters that were found to be highly individualized in the acoustic analysis presented in 
manuscript 1 to the spectro-temporal receptive fields of these neurons. Do the highly 
discriminant neurons use all the individualized parameters that were found at different distances? 
In other words, how much of the redundancy in the information coding of the calls is used by 
these neurons? Also, do the neurons extract the "best acoustic parameters" for individual 
discrimination, which were found to be different between short and long distance? Or does the 
neural code rely on a set of parameters that are averaged across distances, similar to the "all 
distances" template presented in manuscript 1? 
 Another interesting research axis will be to investigate the coding properties of ensembles 
of neurons and assess how their synchronization properties can generate an additional layer of 
auditory scene processing. Previous studies have indicated that temporal coherence between 
neural responses to stimuli could be critical to the processes of scene segmentation in the visual 
cortex (Engel et al., 1991) and auditory stream formation in the auditory cortex (Shamma et al., 
2011). By investigating the coding properties of neural networks in our data obtained using multi-
electrode arrays, we could find for example that combining the coding properties of neurons that 
show "short-distance coding templates" (i.e., high discrimination abilities at short and medium 
distance but not at long distance) with those of neurons showing "long-distance coding 
templates" (i.e., medium discrimination abilities at short and medium distance, and a 
discrimination performance at long distance that matches the best performance found in the 
acoustic analysis) could be useful in circumventing potential issues due for example to the fact 
that the most individualized acoustic parameters are not the same depending on distance. We 
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could thus bring to light even more invariant responses to degraded calls than what we found 
studying the discrimination performance at the level of the single neuron. For example, I 
hypothesize that we could estimate the stimulus intensity from the ensemble responses; if this is 
verified, it would bring further insight on how the brain deals with this particular aspect of 
auditory scene analysis. 
 
 Comparing the biological answers to the issue of auditory scene analysis to results 
obtained from sound analyses and modeling may bring further insight into the role of bottom-up 
processes in the transition from the high fidelity encoding of the physical structure of sounds 
found in the lower auditory pathway to the higher-order interpretation of this physical structure 
found in the primary auditory cortex (Nelken and Ahissar, 2006). Furthermore, having found 
impressive discrimination abilities for a complex scene analysis task in single neurons, studying 
the interactions between these neurons, and the higher-order auditory representations permitted 
by ensemble coding, could help bring further insight in how the brain processes this seemingly 
easy and yet computationally challenging task that is scene analysis. Ultimately, this would help us 
come closer to making a link between the stimuli perceived, their processing in the brain and the 
subsequent behavioral response, and thus advance our understanding of the processes involved 
in animal communication. 
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 L'un des plus grands défis posés par la communication est que l'information codée par l'émetteur est toujours 
modifiée avant d'atteindre le récepteur, et que celui-ci doit traiter cette information altérée afin de recouvrer le message. Ceci 
est particulièrement vrai pour la communication acoustique, où la transmission du son dans l'environnement est une source 
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